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ABSTRACT

The exponential growth in the number of users of cellular mobile net-
works (and their requirements) has created a massive challenge for net-
work operators to cope with demands for coverage and data rates. Among
the possible solutions for the ever increasing user needs, the deployment
of Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) constitutes both a practical and an
economical solution. Moreover, while the typical approach for network
operators has been to consider the coverage and data rates as design pa-
rameters in a network, a major concern for next generation networks is the
efficiency in the power usage of the network. Therefore, in recent years
the energy efficiency parameter has gathered a great deal of attention in
the design of next generation networks.

In the context of HetNets, while the densification of the network in terms
of the number of base stations deployed can potentially increase the cover-
age and boost the data rates, it can also lead to a huge power consumption
as the energy used escalates with the number of base stations deployed.
To this end, the purpose of this thesis is to investigate the energy effi-
ciency performance of different deployment strategies in a HetNet con-
sisting of macro- and femtocells. We make use of well established tools
from stochastic geometry to model the different strategies, as it provides a
theoretical framework from which the scalability of the network in terms
of the design parameters can be taken into account. Those strategies con-
sisted first, on the analysis of the effect of using multiple antennas and
diversity schemes on both, the throughput and the energy efficiency of
the network. The optimum diversity schemes and antenna configurations
were found for an optimal energy efficiency while keeping constraints on
the quality of Service of both tiers. Then, the effect of the vertical an-
tenna tilt was analyzed for both, a traditional macrocell only network and
a two-tier network. The optimum antenna tilt in terms of energy efficiency
was found while keeping constraints on the Quality of Service required.
Finally, an energy efficient deployment of femtocells was proposed where



the smart positioning of femtocells derived into improvements of cover-
age probability, effective throughput and energy efficiency of the network.
The proposed model also improved in general the performance of the cell
edge user which in turn resulted in a more balanced network in terms of
the overall performance.





NOTATION

a small bold-faced letter defines a vector

A capital bold-faced letter defines a matrix

AH conjugate transpose of matrix A

|A| denotes the determinant of matrix A

||A||F denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A

al lower case normal letter denotes the l-th entry of vector a

(A)l,n denotes the (l, n)-th entry of matrix A

P(A) denotes the probability of event A

E[X] denotes the expected value of random variable X

f subscript f denotes the femtocell tier

m subscript m denotes the macrocell tier

Hj,k denotes the channel matrix between the j-th transmitter and the

k-th receiver for a MIMO case

R denotes the set of real numbers

hj,k denotes the channel gain between the j-th transmitter and the k-

th receiver

M t
i denotes number of available antennas at the transmitter side in

the i-th tier

M r
i denotes number of available antennas at the receiver side in the

i-th tier



Exp( 1
µ
) represents an exponential random variable with mean µ

Pois(µ) represents a Poisson random variable with mean µ

Φi denotes the point process in the i-th tier

λi denotes the density of a point process in the i-th tier

xj ∈ Φi denotes the position of the j-th point belonging to Φi

x0 denotes the origin in R2

j ∈ Φi denotes the index of the j-th point belonging to Φi

LIΦi
(.) denotes the Laplace transform of the point process in the i-th tier

βi denotes the SIR threshold for the i-th tier

αi denotes the path loss exponent in for the i-th tier

NS denotes the number of MBS antenna sectors

P tx
i denotes the transmitted power for BSs in the i-th tier

P sleep
i denotes the power used by BSs in the i-th tier with sleep mode

capabilities

PRF
i RF transceiver power consumption in the i-th tier

P
RFsleep
i Sleep mode RF transceiver power consumption in the i-th tier

PRF,tx
i RF transceiver power consumption used for transmission in the

i-th tier

PRF,rx
i RF transceiver power consumption used for reception in the i-th

tier

PBB
i Base band interface power consumption in the i-th tier

PBB
i Base band interface power consumption in the i-th tier

P
BBsleep
i Sleep mode base band interface power consumption in the i-th

tier



P
BB,rx/tx
i Base band reception/transmission radio power consumption in

the i-th tier

PBB,LTE
i Base band LTE turbo encoding power consumption in the i-th

tier

PBB,processors
i Base band processors power consumption in the i-th tier

ai denotes the power component related to the transmitted power

used by BSs in the i-th tier

bi denotes the constant power component related to signal process-

ing, site cooling, etc., used by BSs in the i-th tier

Wi denotes the wall partition loss in the i-th tier

Pci denotes the coverage probability of the i-th tier

Ti denotes the throughput of the i-th tier

Rf denotes the typical coverage radius of a femtocell

Rc denotes the macrocell user guard zone

EE denotes the energy efficiency

EEsleep denotes the energy efficiency with sleep mode capabilities

φ denotes the angle between the MBS antenna and receiver’s an-

tenna

φtilt denotes the antenna tilt angle below the horizontal

φ3dB denotes the MBS antenna half beamwidth

ηPAi Efficiency of the power amplifier in the i-th tier

PRF
i RF transceiver power in the i-th tier

PBB
i Baseband interface power in the i-th tier

P
RFsleep
i Sleep mode RF transceiver power in the i-th tier



P
BBsleep
i Sleep mode baseband interface power in the i-th tier

σDCi Loss factor of the DC-DC power supply in the i-th tier

σCOOLi Loss factor of the cooling of site in the i-th tier

σMS
i Loss factor of the main supply in the i-th tier

σfeedi Loss factor of the feeder in the i-th tier

Ha denotes the MBS antenna height

Hue denotes the user equipment antenna height

vd(B) denotes the Lebesgue measure of the bounded region B

Note: This is a set of basic variables, used throughout this thesis.

Notations specific to an individual chapter are defined inside that

chapter.



ABBREVIATIONS

BF-SC Beamforming - selection combining

BS Base station

CAPEX Capital expenditure

CDF Cumulative distribution function

CCDF Complementary cumulative distribution function

CSI Channel state information

CSG Closed subscriber group

EE Energy efficiency

ECR Energy consumption ratio

FAP Femtocell access point

HetNet Heterogeneous network

HSG Hybrid subscriber group

ICT Information and Communication Technology

JAS Joint antenna selection

LTE Long term evolution

MBS Macro base station

MIMO Multiple input multiple output

MRC Maximum ratio combining

MRT Maximum ratio transmission

NGN Next Generation Networks



OPEX Operating expenditure

OSG Open subscriber group

PDF Probability density function

PGF Probability generating functional

PHP Poisson Hole Process

PPP Poisson Point Process

QoS Quality of Service

RAN Radio Access Network

SC Selection combining

SIR Signal to interference ratio

SINR Signal to interference plus noise ratio

SNR Signal to noise ratio

SISO Single Input, Single Output

UE User equipment
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1 Introduction

IN THIS CHAPTER:

The overview of the motivation behind this work is presented. Moreover,
we elaborate on the justification of the study carried out in this thesis. The
background and motivation behind the need to deploy Heterogeneous Net-
works is presented and the potential gains in performance for future network
deployments is identified. Additionally, the energy efficiency challenge is in-
troduced. Finally, the direction and focus of the work carried out are presented
along with the organization of the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

In recent years, the world has witnessed an exponential growth in the number of cel-

lular mobile subscribers. This growth has been sustained by the amount and variety of

newly developed devices with internet connection, which ranges from laptops, PDA’s,

tablets and smart-phones. As a direct result, the amount of mobile data traffic has

reached unprecedented levels. According to a recent analysis carried out by Cisco, the

monthly global mobile data traffic is expected to surpass 24.3 exabytes by 2019, which

represents a tenfold increase between 2014 and 2019, [1]. Moreover, the annual global
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IP traffic will reach 2 zettabytes (1021 bytes) per year from 2019 [2]. Furthermore, as

both academia and industry prepare for the evolution towards 5G, an increase in the

capacity by about 1000x in comparison with 4G is visualized [3–6]. This creates a

challenge for mobile network operators to cope with the ever increasing user demands

as new paradigms in network design are needed to meet these requirements.

In the context of cellular networks, the traditional deployment which consists in

the placement of macro base stations (MBSs), will be unable to provide the required

Quality of Service (QoS). This is due to the increase in the number of users and the

environmental conditions of the network which impose a limit on the service perfor-

mance of MBSs. Additionally, the deployment of MBSs has high cost implications,

as deploying and operating a high tower can add up to $60, 000/macrocell/year plus

around $1000 per month due to site lease [7]. Thus, the common approach of adding

MBSs either to increase the coverage area, or to handle the user increase by means of

cell splitting, represent a very costly strategy.

A promising solution to cope with the demands for better coverage and higher data

rates for Next Generation Networks (NGNs) resides in the concept of heterogeneous

networks (HetNets) [8]. HetNets consist of the deployment of several tiers of smaller,

cheaper and less energy consuming base stations (BSs) overlaid with the traditional

MBS network. While BSs belonging to the same tier have the same operational pa-

rameters, both the power and the coverage area vary between different tiers. Thus, a

HetNet is constituted by cells of different sizes, with each one belonging to a particular

tier. Figure 1.1 depicts a HetNet deployment, with 4 tiers of BSs, namely, macrocells,

microcells, picocells and femtocells. The typical cell radii of smaller cells range from

less than 30 m for a femtocell, less than 100 m for a picocell and less than 500 m for a

microcell. This is in contrast with MBSs which can cover typical radii up to 2 km [9].
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Macro base station coverage area (radius > 500 m)
Micro base station coverage area (radius < 500 m)
Pico base station coverage area (radius < 100 m)
Femto base station coverage area (radius < 30 m)

Figure 1.1: A 4-tier heterogeneous network, composed of macro-, micro-, pico- and
femtocells.

The advantage of HetNets deployments resides in the fact that depending on the size

of the area which needs to be covered or the number of users which need to be served,

placing a smaller cell can increase both the coverage and the data rates of the users in

places where the MBSs fail to provide the required service. Additionally, deploying

small cells represents economic savings from an network operator perspective, as both

the CAPEX and OPEX of small cells are considerably smaller than those of a big, and

expensive MBS [7]. Moreover, as the coverage regions of the small cells will have

reduced dimensions, their distances to their designated users will be small. Therefore,

there is a decrease in the path loss experienced by small cell users, in comparison with

an MBS, which results in a direct increase in the performance of the users.

Among the available types of smaller cells, the deployment of femtocells has gained

a lot of attention due to their practicality and cost. Visually, femtocell access points
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(FAPs) look not much different than Wi-fi access points and they operate with a trans-

mission power of under 100 mW. Due to their range, femtocells are an ideal solution

to provide users with the required coverage and data rate in an indoor environment

such as offices, stores or houses. Along the same lines, users can directly acquire a

FAP, place it, turn it on and off, etc., effectively relieving the operator from operating

the FAP. Moreover, average users spend around 50 to 60% of their time in an indoor

environment [10], while 50% of the calls and more than 80% of data traffic are also

generated indoors [7, 11]. These numbers highlight the importance of placing small

cells to provide service to indoor environments where a good portion of the total cel-

lular traffic is generated. Additionally, when dealing with indoor environments, the

walls play a particularly important role in the received signal power from a given BS.

This is due to the power factor which is lost when a signal trespasses a wall. This is the

effect commonly referred as wall partition loss. The wall partition loss is a deterrent

from traditional macrocell-only networks to provide service to indoor environments,

due to the MBSs’ outdoor locations which results in the signal having to transverse a

wall to reach the intended user. However, in the case of an indoor femtocell, the wall

partition loss becomes an ally for the femtocell user performance. This is because the

wall partition loss acts as a blockage from the signal in two constructive ways: on one

hand, it attenuates the interfering signal from outdoor BSs, and on the other hand, the

signal generated by the indoor FAPs is also blocked from leaking outside, effectively

reducing the interference with outdoor users.

While (as previously described) the advantages of an indoor deployment are many,

the use of femtocells is not only limited to indoor environments. This is due to the

flexibility and the costs related to the placement of femtocells (and small cells) in lim-

ited areas where the installation of a bigger BS is not justified. This is the reason why
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the user-deployed femtocells perspective has shifted over the last years to an operator-

deployed panorama, in which network operators position and operate the FAPs in a

planned manner. This deployment of femtocells follows the trends in the user growth

and behaviour, i.e. femtocells can be planned in hotspots where a given number of

users congregate in particular areas of the network.

Similar to other small cells, FAPSs have a backhaul connection to the core net-

work which in the case of femtocells is normally via DSL, cable modem or a separate

RF backhaul channel [7]. This represents a very attractive characteristic from a net-

work operator’s point of view due to the potential traffic offloading from the MBSs to

the FAPs. This is a critical issue due to the increase in the traffic associated with the

growth in the number of users. In this thesis we focus on a two-tier network consist-

ing of femtocells and macrocells due to the flexibility and the interesting interactions

between them previously stated, such as the cost reduction associated with the place-

ment and operation of femtocells, the considerable path loss reduction as a result of the

user to FAP distance, the easiness of placement and setup of FAPs, and the additional

advantage of FAP performance in indoor areas where 80% of the data is generated.

The addition of other tiers of interference is then left out as future work. As it will be

evident from the analysis presented in the following chapters, this can be achieved in

a straightforward manner thanks to the stochastic geometry theory.

Despite the many advantages of deploying HetNets, a critical issue arises when

considering the high densification of the network in terms of the number of BSs de-

ployed. This issue comes in the form of the energy efficiency of the network, which is

properly addressed in the next section.
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1.2 Energy efficiency

For decades, the focus of the development of wireless systems has been to improve

the coverage and increase the offered data rates. While this approach has resulted in

the evolution of a major number of techniques and algorithms, one important aspect

has not been given the attention that it deserves, i.e., power consumption. Over re-

cent years, the power consumption of the network has started to receive an important

consideration for the sustainable planning of future wireless systems due to its both

economic and environmental implications. From an economical point of view, the

power constitutes an expensive resource of the wireless communication system, and

hence the importance of limiting its consumption. From an environmental perspective,

it is estimated that around 2% of the global CO2 emissions come from the Information

and Communication Technology (ICT) [12]. Within this, mobile communications ac-

counts for about 10% of the ICT total emissions. While both figures are expected to

increase in the following years, the mobile communication share is predicted to more

than triple from 2007 to 2020 [13]. This CO2 footprint is directly related to the power

consumed in the network. In particular, in the case of the cellular system, about 80%

of the energy used is consumed in the radio access network (RAN). Therefore, there is

a potential to reduce the energy consumption by deploying more energy-aware signal

processing algorithms.

As a result of these findings, there have been an increasing number of organizations

that have devoted their efforts in creating new paradigms for future energy efficient

wireless networks. This in turn has created a whole new area of research found in

the concept of green wireless networks [12]. The implementation of green wireless

networks comprises several sub-areas in the deployment of energy efficient systems,
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such as the architecture of the network, the system design and the network planning.

Along these lines, the study of green cellular networks has identified future directions

and potential areas for the development of energy efficient wireless networks. Among

these, the deployment of HetNets has been highlighted as a promising solution due to

the direct effect of deploying small BSs with reduced power consumption. However, a

large scale planning of HetNets requires an in-depth study of the intricacies associated

with this deployment.

In section 1.1 the advantages of HetNets deployments were addressed in detail.

However, these advantages do not come for free when considering a large scale de-

ployment. With the increase in the number of users, the amount of smaller cells which

need to be deployed also increases. This leads to the emergence of several challenges

to cope with the densification of the network in terms of the number and types of BSs

deployed. While an increase in the number of BSs has the potential to generate benefits

in terms of coverage and data rate improvements, it can also lead to an unwanted in-

crease in the power consumed by the added BSs. Moreover, an increase in the number

of deployed BSs is directly related to an increase in the interference of the network.

This is a particularly critical aspect of future cellular networks in which the noise is

no longer the main impairment of the communication system, with interference taking

its place [14, 15]. Interference does not only limit the performance of the cellular sys-

tem, but also creates a challenge in the design of HetNets, as the operating parameters

need to be carefully selected for an efficient use of the available resources. Therefore,

an accurate model of the energy efficiency of HetNets deployments needs a correct

characterization of the interference in the network. To this end, the concept of stochas-

tic geometry becomes a promising approach to effectively model HetNets. The next

section elaborates the theory and contribution of stochastic geometry.
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1.3 Stochastic geometry for the modelling of wireless networks

As stated in section 1.2, interference becomes a predominant factor in the performance

of HetNets. Hence, a point to point link characterization of the communication channel

is not accurate for the modelling of HetNets, and a more holistic perspective is needed

to model the interference generated by the multiple types and numbers of BSs in the

network. Moreover, another factor arises while considering the interference in the

context of HetNets, namely, the position of the BSs in the network. A characteristic

of traditional macrocell networks is that they possess a more structured arrangement

of the MBSs in the service area as a direct result of network planning. However, this

is not the case in HetNets, where the smaller base stations are placed in areas where

MBSs cannot provide the users with the required QoS, which is highly dependant on

the environment, the presence of buildings or other sources of signal blockage, etc.,

which results in more irregular topologies for the small cells. A more severe scenario

is the case of user-deployed femtocells, in which FAPs are placed in different locations

depending on the users’ needs and/or preferences.

This dependency on the position and number of BSs increases the complexity of

the network. Therefore, the traditional approach to model HetNets is to assume ei-

ther that the location of the BSs are known a priori, or that they are randomly placed

while making use of time and resource consuming simulations to characterize the per-

formance of the network. This in turn complicates the development of an analytical

framework to obtain an in-depth insight of the impact that the design parameters have

on the performance of the network.

To this end, the concept of stochastic geometry has emerged as a viable and effec-

tive solution to provide an analytical support in the modelling of wireless networks. A
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book that has become the main reference on the area of stochastic geometry is to be

found in reference [16]. Stochastic geometry is not a new concept in the mathematical

world. Typically, it has been used to characterize physical phenomena in which the

number of elements and their locations are uncertain, such as the positioning of seeds

in a given field, the number and location of stars, the imperfections in textiles, etc.

However, until recent years, its application has extended to the modelling of wireless

networks. This is due to the intricacies associated with the infrastructure-less nature

of HetNets resulting from the environmental conditions of the network, as well as the

growth in the number of users and their demands.

An essential concept that arises from stochastic geometry is the point process the-

ory, which is particularly useful in the modelling of wireless networks. Informally, a

point process refers to a random collection of points deployed in a given area. The

number of points in a particular sub-area follows a given distribution, given rise to,

for example, a binomial point process (BPP) if the number of points follows a bino-

mial distribution or a Poisson point process (PPP) if the number of points follows a

Poisson distribution. On the other hand, the points are uniformly distributed all across

the area. The point process theory allows among other things to model the expected

value of a given function applied to each point of the process taking into consideration

their location. Therefore, in the context of wireless networks, a point process can be

defined, where the points correspond to BSs, and the (location dependent) path loss

function can be applied to all BSs in the system, effectively modelling the interference

perceived. Very useful references on the use of stochastic geometry for the modelling

of wireless networks can be found in [17–20].

In this thesis we have made use of tools from stochastic geometry and point process

theory to model the locations of a two-tier HetNet under different deploying scenarios
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and constraints.

1.4 Large scale deployment challenges

The deployment of HetNets (and in particular of femtocell networks) has many chal-

lenges for large scale planning. We have encompassed these challenges in Figure 1.2.

The focal point of this thesis touches on some of these challenges from an energy ef-

ficient point of view, in particular, the access modes of femtocells and the interference

management, which are described next. A detailed discussion on the other challenges

can be found in [8, 21–23].

1.4.1 ACCESS MODES

Depending on the users which are allowed to connect to a given FAP, there are 3 defined

access modes for a femtocell, namely open subscriber group (OSG), closed subscriber

group (CSG) and hybrid subscriber group (HSG).

In the case of OSG all users within the coverage region of a nearby femtocell are

allowed to freely connect to the FAP. This access mode is preferred from an operator

perspective as it can extend the coverage, increase the data rates of the users and also

offload some of the traffic from the MBS to the femtocell tier.

In a CSG only the users approved by the owner of a FAP are allowed to connect

to it whenever they are in the vicinity of a femtocell. This is a preferred access mode

for a user-deployed femtocell due to the fact that the owners who paid for a FAP will

of course not be willing to compromise their service by sharing their FAPs with other

users.

The case of HSG can be considered as a midpoint between OSG and CSG. In HSG
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users are allowed to connect to a nearby FAP only if they belong to an FAP access list.

Different charges for users outside the CSG are expected in this case.

In this thesis we have analysed a CSG case in chapters 2 and 3 for indoor femtocell

users and outdoor macrocell users. On the other hand, in chapter 4, an OSG scenario

is considered in a non-uniform deployment for outdoor users.

1.4.2 INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT

As explained in section 1.2, interference is a major concern for NGN due to the high

increase in the number of users. The effect of interference in HetNets is even more

critical due to the high densification of the network in terms of the number of different

tiers of BSs deployed. In a HetNet, with the increase of BSs of different types, there

is not only inter-tier interference (such as in the case of a macrocell-only network) but

also intra-tier interference between the different BSs in the network. This heterogene-

ity associated with the different properties of BSs belonging to different tiers creates

an important challenge in the use of the available resources to cope with the interfer-

ence. Therefore, it is imperative to consider both, an accurate characterization of the

interference and an interference management strategy for the large scale modelling of

HetNets.

In [23] the different interference management approaches are classified into three

broad categories along with their representative techniques, namely, interference can-

cellation, interference avoidance and distributed interference management.

As discussed in section 1.2, the energy efficiency is a paramount metric for the

deployment of NGN. However, the energy efficiency is a broad concept that covers

several areas where potential improvements can be identified towards green sustain-

able wireless networks. Therefore, in this thesis, we have alluded to some of these
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Figure 1.2: Challenges for large scale deployment and scope of the thesis.

challenges in a direct manner.

We have considered both cases of deployment strategies, namely a split spectrum

and a shared spectrum in the scenarios studied. In chapter 2 a split spectrum strategy

is considered, while chapters 3 and 4 deal with a co-channel deployment.

In the next section we address the extent and the scope of this thesis.

1.5 Objectives and scope of this thesis

In Figure 1.2 we have identified the areas that we have touched on from an energy effi-

ciency perspective. The main objective of this thesis is to analyse the EE of a two-tier

HetNet consisting of macrocells and femtocells. We have focused on design parame-

ters and deployment strategies that will allow us to achieve the required QoS for NGN,

while keeping an energy efficient perspective. To this end, we have addressed the

inherent trade-off existing in HetNets between the spectrum efficiency and the power

consumption in different deployment scenarios, namely analysing the impact of MIMO

diversity schemes, antenna tilt angle design and femtocell strategic deployment on the
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energy efficiency of the network.

The specific objectives of this thesis are:

1. To develop an accurate characterization of MIMO diversity schemes in a two-tier

network.

2. To investigate the effect of the densification of femtocells on the EE of a two-tier

MIMO network with antenna diversity schemes.

3. To obtain the optimum diversity scheme combination used for both MBSs and

FAPs for the purpose of increasing the EE of the network while keeping con-

straints on the QoS requirements.

4. To obtain the optimum antenna configuration in terms of EE for the diversity

schemes used.

5. To develop an accurate, yet tractable analytical framework for a 3D antenna

pattern in a two-tier network.

6. To investigate the effect of the antenna tilt angle on the performance of both, a

traditional macrocell-only network and a HetNet consisting of macro- and fem-

tocells.

7. To obtain the optimum values of antenna tilt angle that maximize the EE of the

two-tier network, while providing a minimum QoS.

8. To propose an energy efficient deployment model of femtocells towards areas

where the expected QoS provided from a serving BS is low (towards the edge of

the macrocell).
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9. To improve the cell edge user performance with a cell edge-oriented deployment

of femtocells. The objective of this deployment is to obtain a network with a

more balanced performance all across the service area.

10. To improve the coverage, data rates and EE of the network by only utilizing

femtocells in areas with poor signal strength from the serving MBS.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

In this thesis, an analysis of different deploying scenarios is considered for a two-tier

HetNet consisting of macro- and femtocells. The strategic parameter design consti-

tutes the focus of the different scenarios analysed. The general outline of the thesis is

presented in Figure 1.3. Chapter 2 studies the EE of MIMO antenna diversity schemes.
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For the two-tier network analysed, a femtocell tier is overlaid with a traditional MBS

tier and it is assumed that femtocells provide service to indoor users. Additionally,

femtocells are assumed to operate in CSG mode, and so they will only serve their des-

ignated indoor users. The focus of this chapter is to analyse the effect of diversity

schemes and antenna configurations in the energy efficiency of the system and how it

is affected by deploying several femtocells in the coverage area.

In chapter 3 the antenna tilt design for EE improvements is addressed. In this

chapter, the effect of the antenna tilt is quantized in terms of the coverage and en-

ergy efficiency improvements for both a traditional (MBS only network) and two-tier

networks (consisting of MBS and FAPs). Femtocells are assumed to be deployed by

indoor users and again, they operate in CSG mode. The effect of antenna tilt on the

coverage, data rates and the EE of the network are evaluated.

Chapter 4 analyses an EE efficient deployment of femtocells. By making use of

the advantages associated with the use of FAPs, an energy efficient deployment of

femtocells towards the edge of macrocells is assumed. In contrast with chapters 2 and

3 it is assumed an operator deployed scenario in which femtocells operate in an OSG

mode where users can freely connect to a nearby FAP. The focus of this chapter is on

the modelling and characterization of the improvements in performance of the network

obtained by placing femtocells only in areas where the expected signal strength from

a macrocell is not enough to provide the desired QoS.

The conclusions and final remarks of the thesis are given in chapter 5.
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1.7 Contributions of the Thesis

As stated in section 1.6, the study carried out in this thesis focuses on different de-

ployment design parameters with an EE perspective of two-tier networks consisting of

macro- and femtocells. As a result of the analysis carried out, several contributions

have been attained and they are summarized as follows.

Chapter 2: MIMO diversity schemes

1. Energy efficiency of MIMO diversity schemes: The performance of different

MIMO diversity schemes were analysed from an EE perspective. The schemes

analysed in chapter 2 are: Joint Antenna Selection (JAS), Beamforming - Se-

lection Combining (BF-SC) and MRT. Depending upon the number of antennas

used, these schemes cover a wide range of other diversity schemes such as se-

lection combining, maximum ratio combining or beamforming. We have carried

out an in depth study on the role of the density of femtocells in the EE of the

different diversity schemes analysed.

2. Optimum diversity schemes and antenna configurations: We obtained the

optimum diversity schemes and antenna configurations which yield the best per-

formance in terms of EE for a given density of femtocells deployed in the area.

From this, we address network design issues such as how the EE of the network

is coupled with the number of antennas. Additionally, we deal with aspects such

as whether it is more energy efficient to implement the same diversity schemes

in both tiers and what antenna configuration will improve the EE metric in each

case.

3. Adaptive modulation with MIMO: We have considered the use of adaptive
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modulation in combination with MIMO spatial diversity schemes to add a more

realistic flavour to the model, motivated by the fact that practical systems use

a finite number of modulation schemes each of which corresponds to a fixed

number of possible constellation points.

4. Sleep mode: We have analysed the savings when femtocells are assumed to be

able to go into sleep mode when they are not transmitting in combination with

MIMO diversity schemes. This way, the average energy used in the femtocell

tier is efficiently reduced while achieving the same throughput, thus enhancing

the EE.

Chapter 3: Antenna tilt design

5. Stochastic approach with full antenna pattern: In chapter 3 we proposed a

simplified 3D model that takes into account both the horizontal and the verti-

cal patterns of an MBS antenna with a stochastic geometry approach. This is

in contrast with previous works where stochastic geometry has been a common

thread and in which the directive nature of sectorized antennas has been taken

into account only from a horizontal pattern perspective. On the other hand, pre-

vious works that have considered a full 3D antenna pattern lack of an analytical

framework, as they resort to simulations to obtain optimum values. In this thesis,

we have used the properties of stochastic geometry to simplify the modelling of

the antenna pattern. As a result, we have developed a full 3D antenna pattern

model while providing an analytical framework from which the impact of the

scalability of the network’s parameters can be quantized.

6. Optimum tilt angle for a traditional (macrocell only) network: We focused

on the impact of the vertical antenna pattern on the system performance. We
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derived coverage and EE formulas for the case of a traditional network. In this

scenario, the optimum tilt is the one that provides the best performance in terms

of the coverage probability and EE. The dependency of the optimum tilt angle

on the density of the macrocells was addressed with the developed analytical

framework while avoiding long time and resource consuming simulations.

7. Optimum tilt angle for a two-tier network in a co-channel deployment with

QoS constraints: For a two-tier co-channel HetNet consisting of FAPs and

MBSs we have proposed the use of a guard zone around each macrocell user

to protect it from the interfering FAPs. From there, we developed an optimiza-

tion problem in which the energy efficiency of the system is maximized over the

antenna tilt and the guard zone, while keeping QoS in both tiers.

Chapter 4: Energy efficient femtocell deployment

8. Introduction of Stienen’s model for performance improvements: In chapter

4 we propose the use of Stienen’s model for a non-uniform deployment where

femtocells are deployed in areas towards the edge of the macrocell coverage

regions. In this model, the users located inside a disc (Stienen cell) surrounding

each MBS will be served by that MBS, while users outside the disc will be

restricted to being served by a neighbouring FAP.

9. Improved edge user performance: With the proposed model, the edge user

performance which constitutes the bottleneck of cellular systems can be greatly

increased with the deployment of femtocells, while the macrocell user perfor-

mance is not considerably reduced by the addition of interfering FAPs. There-

fore a more balanced network has been achieved.
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10. Characterization of coverage, throughput and EE of users in both tiers: The

characterization of the coverage, user throughput and the overall EE of the sys-

tem is obtained by means of tools from stochastic geometry. With the tractable

framework developed, the scalability of the network as a function of different

design parameters can be addressed.

11. Improved coverage, throughput and EE: In the proposed model the perfor-

mance in terms of coverage, throughput and EE was improved in both tiers in

comparison with a typical uniform deployment. This is supported by the strate-

gic positioning of femtocells which allows macrocell users to be located closer

to the serving MBS and femtocell users to be served by areas where interfering

signal power from an interfering MBS is not very high.
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1.8 Notation

Throughout the thesis the following notation is used. Boldface capital and lower case

letters represent matrices and vectors respectively. E [X] stands for the expected value

of the random variable X . AH represents the conjugate transpose of the matrix A.

A random variable X following a complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and

variance σ2 is expressed as X ∼ CN(µ, σ2). |A| denotes the determinant of ma-

trix A, al denotes the l-th entry of vector a and (A)l,n denotes the (l, n)-th entry of
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matrix A. An exponential distribution with mean µ is written as Exp
(

1
µ

)
, while a

Poisson distribution with mean µ is expressed as Pois( 1
µ
). CDF (FX(x)) and CCDF

(F c
X(x) = 1− FX(x)) stand respectively, for the cumulative and complementary cu-

mulative distribution function of the random variable X . Finally B(x,D) represents

the ball of radius D centered at x.
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IN THIS CHAPTER:

The EE of different MIMO diversity schemes is analysed for the downlink of
a two-tier network consisting of both macro- and femtocells. The locations of
the BSs in both tiers are modeled by PPPs. The EE of the system in b/J/Hz is
obtained for different antenna configurations under various diversity schemes.
Adaptive modulation is employed to maximize both the throughput and the
EE across both tiers. Borrowing well established tools from stochastic ge-
ometry, we obtain closed-form expressions for the coverage, throughput and
power consumption for a two-tier, rate adaptive cellular network. Building
on the developed analytical framework, we formulate the resource allocation
problem for each diversity scheme with the aim of maximizing the network-
wide EE while satisfying a minimum QoS in each tier. We consider that both
the number of antennas and the spectrum allocated to each tier constitute the
network resource which must be efficiently selected for both tiers to maxi-
mize network-wide performance. The best performance in terms of the EE
was found to be provided by the schemes which strike a good balance be-
tween the achievable maximum throughput and the consumed power (both
increasing with the number of RF chains used). In addition, the potential sav-
ings in EE by using femtocells with sleeping mode capabilities are analysed.
It is observed that when the density of active co-channel femtocells exceeds a
certain threshold, the EE of the system can be significantly improved by sleep
scheduling.
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 MOTIVATION

As discussed in chapter 1, there has been an exponential increase in both the number of

users of cellular systems and their bandwidth requirements, and the typical approach

of network designers has been to increase the data rates that the system can handle and

improve the coverage where it is needed. However, until very recently designing for

EE has not received the importance that it deserves in the development of techniques

and algorithms for future wireless networks deployments. According to recent studies,

around 2% of the CO2 emissions to the atmosphere comes from the Information and

Communication Technology (ICT) industry [12]. In particular, the share for telecom-

munications is around 1%, and this is directly related to the energy used in the cellular

system. Moreover, about 80% of this energy is consumed by the Radio Access Net-

work (RAN). So reducing the energy consumption in cellular networks has therefore

both environmental and economical implications.

A promising solution for Next Generation Networks (NGNs) to cope with the de-

mands for better coverage and higher data rates is through the deployment of hetero-

geneous networks (HetNets) which consist of smaller, cheaper and less energy con-

suming base stations (BSs) overlaid with the traditional MBS network [8]. The use

of HetNets has the potential to provide both the required coverage and increase the

data rates of the users. However, realising such a potential may incur a significant en-

ergy penalty if the EE is not used as a metric to design the HetNet, mainly due to the

increased co-channel interference.

Now, the use of MIMO technologies to improve communications performance has

become a requirement for NGNs and it also has the potential to improve EE [24, 25].
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However, the EE of the different MIMO techniques has not yet been analysed in depth,

particularly beyond a point-to-point link. The use of multiple antennas has the direct

benefit of increasing the average throughput. Nevertheless, the energy consumed also

increases with the number of antennas, and this leads to a trade-off between through-

put gains and the energy consumption. Additionally, the densification of the network to

deal with traffic growth creates challenges for the efficient management of the available

spectrum. While a co-channel deployment seems to be the appropriate choice when

dealing with a relatively sparse network to avoid an underutilization of the spectrum, a

disjoint channel assignment appears to be the best option for ultra dense deployment.

Disjoint channel deployment of small cells has attracted support from 3GPP, whose

Release 11 clearly identifies potential gains. Non co-channel deployment not only

protects the users from the inter-tier interference but also provides a certain QoS guar-

antee. Such a deployment has been proposed by both academia [26] and industry [27].

NTT DOCOMO proposed the phantom cell concept, which advocates a deployment

in which macro-cells manage the entire control plane, while the user plane is split be-

tween macro- and femtocells [27]. Thus, users with high throughput requirements and

low mobility can be served by femtocells. While disjoint spectrum sharing between

tiers seems to be the way ahead, the amount of spectrum shared across the tiers must

be investigated. The optimal split of spectral resources is a function of various PHY

layer parameters. Thus, the optimal allocation requires a characterization of the net-

work wide performance in terms of these design parameters. To this end, the objective

of this chapter is to investigate the design space of two-tiered cellular networks where

macro and femtocells are deployed in non co-channel mode. Adaptive modulation is

employed in each tier to maximize the attainable performance. BSs are equipped with

multiple antennas to further enhance the downlink performance by exploiting the in-
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herent diversity gain. The key objective of this study is to dimension the network-wide

resource such that both EE and throughput can be maximized while satisfying some

minimum desired QoS at each tier.

In order to characterize the performance of a large scale network, Poisson Point

Processes (PPPs) [16] have frequently been used to model infrastructure-less networks

such as ad-hoc [28–30] or femtocell networks [31–34]. In these networks the random-

ness is an intrinsic ingredient of the network topology. Thus PPPs are a natural choice

to capture the spatial dynamics. Furthermore, the use of PPPs has also been extended

to model macro-cells [14, 15, 26], since the traditional hexagonal lattice based models

only provide an upper bound on the performance of actual networks. Moreover the

upper-bound comes at the cost of time consuming and tedious simulations and/or nu-

merical integrations. By contrast, PPPs can accurately provide a lower bound on the

network performance with an analytically tractable model. Therefore, in this chapter

we make use of stochastic geometry tools to characterize the performance of various

diversity schemes in terms of EE for a two-tier network to find the diversity scheme and

antenna configuration which provides the best performance. In order to characterize

the coverage probability of each tier, the analysis carried out in [14, 35] is generalized

and expanded. The optimum diversity scheme combinations along with the number of

antennas are then obtained via a simple greedy search. We study both the case where

only the energy related to the transmission is considered and the case which includes

the total energy consumption (i.e., the energy used for signal processing, cooling, etc.).

Finally, the impact of implementing sleep scheduling in the femto-tier is also investi-

gated.
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2.1.2 RELATED WORK

There have been several works devoted to the study of the EE in heterogeneous net-

works, most of which consider an hexagonal grid for the modelling of the macro-cells

positions. These provide an upper bound on the actual network performance but are

unable to effectively produce a tractable framework from which aspects such as the

scalability of the network can be evaluated. In [36] the EE gains were analysed by

deploying micro-cells with fixed positions at the edge of a macro-cell network placed

under the hexagonal lattice model. The area power consumption (defined as the amount

of power used per unit area) was obtained as a function of the inter-site distance and it

was found that there is an optimum value that minimizes this metric. A more general

case was investigated in [37] where system throughput, area power consumption and

EE were compared between a homogeneous network (only macro-cells deployed) and

a heterogeneous network (consisting of both macro and micro-sites). In this case, the

micro-cells were uniformly positioned near the border of each macro-cell, which ac-

counts for a more realistic scenario, as the micro-cells will serve particular areas where

the capacity or coverage needs to be improved, which will not necessarily only be at the

edge of a macro-cell. In the case of femtocell deployments, [38] addressed the compro-

mise between spectral efficiency (or throughput) and EE for a two-tier network consist-

ing of macro-cells and a given number of femtocells which are uniformly distributed

inside the area of each macro-cell. Both tiers are assumed to operate with maximum

ratio combining (MRC) as a diversity scheme and they share the same sub-channels for

transmission. The results obtained show the degradation of the macro-cell throughput

and the EE increment with an increasing number of femtocells. Although the works

described make use of realistic assumptions, the results were obtained mainly though
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simulations without providing an analytical framework.

Another trend found in recent works regarding the EE of wireless networks has

been to make use of tools from stochastic geometry to characterize the performance of

the networks with a tractable approach. The EE of a single-input single-output (SISO)

two-tier network consisting of both macro- and pico-cells was analysed in [39] where

both tiers were modelled with independent PPPs. Analytical results on the coverage

probability, data rates and EE (in bps/m −2/J) were obtained as a function of the base

station densities. Also, by considering independent PPPs, [40] evaluated the EE in a

scenario consisting of micro-cells and pico-cells. An optimization problem was for-

mulated to obtain the density of pico-cells that maximized the EE of the network with

constraints on the outage probabilities of both tiers. The study of EE with the use of

PPPs was extended to the multi-antenna case in [33], where a scenario consisting of a

single macro-cell overlaid with a tier of femtocells modelled with a PPP was analysed.

The authors examined the throughput and the EE of a MIMO system with an oppor-

tunistic interference alignment scheme in order to mitigate interference. These works

efficiently make use of PPP theory to obtain an analytical framework from which the

EE of the network was evaluated. However, an open issue still remains when con-

sidering the EE aspects of antenna diversity schemes in the context of heterogeneous

networks. In particular, the schemes which provide the highest gains in throughput

may not necessarily be the ones which attain the highest EE, and so this is the focus of

this chapter.

2.1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS

In this chapter we explore the design issues related to the large scale deployment of a

two-tier network with MIMO diversity schemes. In particular, the main contributions
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of the chapter are stated as follows.

� EE of MIMO diversity schemes: In this chapter, the EE of different MIMO diver-

sity schemes is analysed for a two-tier network. In [41], the EE aspect of Maxi-

mum Ratio Transmission (MRT) was considered. However, as the power used in

the RF chains has a great impact in the overall EE of the network when multiple

antennas are used (even more so than the power used for transmission) [42], in

this chapter we explore and analyse the EE of other diversity schemes where only

some of the available antennas are used for transmission. The main contributions

of the chapter can now be summarized as follows.

� Energy efficiency of MIMO diversity schemes: The key aspect of this chapter is

to analyse the performance of different MIMO diversity schemes from an EE

point of view (in terms of bits/J/Hz). The schemes analysed in this chapter are:

Joint Antenna Selection (JAS), Beamforming - Selection Combining (BF-SC)

and MRT. Depending upon the number of antennas used, these schemes cover

a wide range of other diversity schemes such as selection combining, maximum

ratio combining or beamforming. In this regard, we address how the density of

the femtocells deployed in the network affects the EE for the different diversity

schemes. It is worthwhile mentioning that diversity schemes with interferers

modelled via a PPP were first analysed for ad-hoc networks in [35]. However,

the authors focused on the scalability of the network in terms of transmission

capacity and node density. Additionally, in the case of MRT the authors con-

sidered a bound on the maximum eigenvalue (of (Hj,k)H Hj,k - see later in this

chapter) in terms of the Frobenius norm. Here, we follow the approach in [43]
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which provides precise characterization1.

� Optimum diversity schemes and antenna configurations: We obtain the optimum

diversity schemes and antenna configurations which yield the best performance

in terms of EE for a given density of femtocells deployed in the area. From

this, we can address network design issues such as how the EE of the network

is coupled with the number of antennas. Moreover, we deal with aspects such

as whether it is more energy efficient to implement the same diversity schemes

in both tiers and what antenna configuration will improve the EE metric in each

case.

� Adaptive modulation with MIMO: We consider the use of adaptive modulation

in combination with MIMO spatial diversity to provide a model for practical

systems which use a finite number of modulation schemes each of which corre-

sponds to a finite number of possible constellation points.

� Sleep mode: The effect of sleep mode with MIMO diversity schemes has not

been investigated thoroughly in the context of two-tier networks. In this chap-

ter we analyse the savings when femtocells are assumed to be able to go into

sleep mode when they are not transmitting, thus effectively reducing the average

energy used in the femtocell tier while obtaining the same throughput, i.e. this

enhances the EE.
1Notice that the link success probability computed in [35] is a function of the transmitter-receiver

association model. More specifically, in [35] the authors considered the well known bi-polar network
model. However, for small cellular networks the performance must be averaged over the spatial distri-
bution of the user.
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2.1.4 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the system

model. The EE metric and its optimization are described in section 2.3. The expected

throughput in each tier is derived in section 2.4. Section 2.5 describes the analysis of

the coverage for both tiers for the diversity schemes studied in this chapter: JAS, BF-

SC and MRT. The power consumption in the network is derived in section 2.6. The

simulation results are presented in section 2.7. Finally, conclusions are given in section

2.8.

2.2 System model

Consider the downlink of an interference limited OFDMA (such as LTE) two-tier net-

work consisting of femtocell access points (FAPs) and macro-cell base sations (MBSs).

The effect of noise will be neglected as interference dominates the overall performance

of the network. This is the normal case for most modern cellular networks, where in-

terference is the main performance limiting factor. This is due to the fact that in the

interior of a cell the noise is very small compared to the desired SNR, while at the

edge of a cell the interference power is much larger than the noise [14]. We focus

on a highly dense scenario where both macro- and femtocells always have a user to

serve. We also assume that the total number of available subchannels (S) is divided

between tiers, assigning orthogonal sub-channels to each one in a given time slot. So

we will have Sm < S sub-channels assigned to the macro-cell tier and Sf = S − Sm

sub-channels assigned to the femtocell tier, such that the inter-tier interference is com-

pletely avoided, as the only sources of interference are base stations belonging to the

same tier. As we are assuming a reuse factor of 1, all the cells in the network use the
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same sub-channels for transmission. As explained in section 2.1, the assumption of or-

thogonal subchannnel allocation is justified due to the highly dense scenario. However,

if that was not the case, a co-channel allocation should be implemented to avoid miss-

utilization of the spectrum. If the orthogonal subchannel assumption did not hold, this

would result in an increase of interference at both tiers which would reduce the perfor-

mance specially at the macrocell tier. This is due to the larger distances (and associated

path loss) between a MBS and its user in comparison with a FAP and its user. There-

fore, an interesting future work would be to investigate the tradeoffs associated with

the use of orthogonal and non-orthogonal performances for a different density of users

in the network.

The propagation model is assumed to be a composite of Rayleigh flat-fading and

path loss. For the flat fading component, a MIMO system is assumed where the base

stations in tier i use M t
i antennas for transmission and M r

i antennas for reception. So,

let Hj,k denote the M r
i ×M t

i channel matrix between the j-th base station and the k-th

user. As we consider a Rayleigh environment, each entry of Hj,k follows a complex

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance 1, i.e., (Hj,k)l,n ∼ CN(0, 1), with

l = 1, 2, ...,M r
i and n = 1, 2, ...,M t

i . We will model the path loss as l(rj,k) = (rj,k)−αi ,

where rj,k is the distance from the j-th transmitter to the k-th user and αi is the path loss

exponent in the i-th tier (i ∈ {f,m}), where “f" and “m" refer to “femto" and “macro",

respectively. In the femtocell tier we use different values for the path loss exponent of

the desired link (α0) and the path loss exponent of an interferer link (αf ), as the latter

can experience different propagation scenarios [44]. The mean total transmitted power

of a base station in tier i ∈ {f,m} is denoted as P tx
i . It is assumed that when a complex

symbol (sj,k) from the j-th transmitter to the k-th user is sent, then E
[
|sj,k|2

]
= 1. This

assumption is used in order to normalize the power used in the symbols transmitted
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and to provide a base from which different models can be compared. It is worthwhile

pointing out that we use “j = 0” to refer to the “desired transmitter" and “k = 0” to

refer to the “desired user".

Femtocells are assumed to operate in CSG [7], and so they will only serve their

subscribed users. As femtocell users are assumed to be located indoors, so a wall par-

tition loss (Wi , i ∈ {f,m}) must be considered. This corresponds to the power which

is lost when the RF signal passes through a wall (for the macro-cell tier the users are

assumed to be located outdoors, and so we consider Wm = 1). The tiers are modeled

by two independent homogeneous PPPs (Φi, i ∈ {f,m}) where the number of macro-

and femtocells in each tier are random variables following a Poisson distribution with

positions uniformly distributed across the total area of the network. The intensity char-

acterizing the number of base stations per unit area is λi. In the case of femtocells, a

Medium Access Probability (MAP) ρf is considered, where in the current time slot,

each femtocell decides whether to transmit (with probability ρf ) or not. Therefore,

the effective intensity of the transmitting femtocells is given by ρfλf . The use of the

MAP derives from the fact that the coexistence of femtocells in the area of the network

creates a need to control the co-channel interference, and this can be implemented by a

MAP. It is worthwhile noting that a scenario in which femtocells operate in CSMA/CA

mode can be modelled by simply letting ρf be a function of a carrier sensing region, as

in [45, 46]. To reduce interference, as in practical scenarios, macro-cells are assumed

to be sectorized with NS sectors and so the effective intensity of the interferers in this

tier is considered to be λm
NS

2. In a highly dense scenario such as the one described,

all sectors in a macro-cell are considered to be active but all of them use different
2This holds for the downlink under the assumption that the front to back ratio of the sectorized

antennas is high. In this case, the power radiated to a user in another sector can be neglected.
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subchannels, in order to effectively reduce the interference.

In the femtocell tier each femtocell user is assumed to be associated with a FAP,

and its position randomly (uniformly) located in the coverage area of the femtocell,

which is assumed to the inside of a circle with radius Rf . Therefore, the distance

of the user to its serving FAP (rf ) is a random variable with PDF frf (rf ) = 2rf
R2
f

, for

0 < rf ≤ Rf [31]. On the other hand, in the macro-cell tier a user is associated with the

closest BS, and this is the so called “closest association scheme" [14]. This means that

the distance (rm) from the user to its serving MBS is a random variable following the

distribution of the distance to the closest base station, which for a homogeneous PPP

was shown in [14] to be Rayleigh, i.e., frm(rm) = 2λmπrme−λmπr
2
m , for rm ≥ 0. The

scenario just described is depicted in Figure 2.1(a) where both tiers can be observed.

Note that under the closest association scheme used for the macro-cell tier, the cells

form a Voronoi tesselation. In Figure 2.1(b) the typical users of each tier are depicted,

along with the distances to their associated base stations.

In the next section, the EE metric used is described and the main problem is clearly

formulated.

2.3 Energy Efficiency

To characterize the EE of the system, we make use of the common metric defined in

the Energy Consumption Rating (ECR) initiative [47], as

EE = T

P
b/J (2.1)

where T is the effective throughput of the network in bps/Hz and P is the total power

consumption in Watts. In order to obtain the EE of the diversity schemes studied in
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Figure 2.1: (a) two-tier network consisting of femtocells (red crosses) and macro-cells
(blue dots). (b) the distance (rm) of the macro typical user (black line circle) associated
with its closest BS (blue dot) and the distance (rf ) of a femto user (green triangle) to
its serving FAP (red cross). Note that each femtocell is associated with a femto user
which is considered to be uniformly distributed inside a circular area of radius Rf

(dotted line) of the femtocell.
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this chapter, we need to characterize both the total expected throughput of the network

as well as the total power used.

The problem to be addressed in this chapter is an optimization problem where the

optimum diversity scheme, as well as antenna configuration, is obtained for a given

density of femtocells deployed in the area, with QoS contraints. Note that the focus

of this thesis resides in the energy efficiency optimization of the network. A multi-

objective optimization problem is left out as a possible future work, as described in

chapter 5. So, for each diversity scheme, the problem is defined as

M t?
i ,M

r?
i , S

?
m =arg max

Mt
i ,M

r
i ,Sm

SmλmTm + (S − Sm)λfTf (ρ?f )
λmPm + λfPf︸ ︷︷ ︸
EE as in (2.1)

s.t.

Sm Tm,u ≥ (S − Sm) q Tf,u
(
ρ?f
)
, if Tf,u

(
ρ?f
)
> Tm,u

(S − Sm) Tf,u
(
ρ?f
)
≥ Smq Tm,u, if Tf,u

(
ρ?f
)
≤ Tm,u

(2.2)

where Tm and Tf stand for (respectively) the expected throughput per base station in

the macro- and femtocell tier; ρ?f is the MAP value which maximizes the throughput

in the femtocell tier (see sections 2.4 and 2.5); ui (i ∈ {f,m}) is the number of users

served by each base station; Tm,u = Tm
um

, Tf,u = Tf(ρ?f)
uf

are (respectively) the expected

throughput experienced by a user in the macro- and femtocell tier; Pm and Pf rep-

resent (respectively) the power consumed per MBS and FAP; and Sm is the number

of subchannels assigned to the macro-cell tier. Additionally, q ∈ [0, 1] is a quality of

service requirement ensuring that a user in the tier with a smaller throughput experi-

ences at least a fraction (q) of the throughput of a user in the tier providing the highest

throughput. The expression in (2.2) can be solved for S?m as a function of the other
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optimization variables (M t?
i , M r?

i ) using the fact that the spectrum allocation is a lin-

ear combination with constraints on the minimum throughput requirement. Therefore,

the EE would be maximized by assigning the maximum portion of the spectrum to the

tier providing the highest EE, but the constraints set a limit on the spectrum allocated

to the tier which experiences the lower expected throughput per user. In other words,

there is a tradeoff between the EE and the spectral efficiency which depends on both,

the diversity schemes and antenna configurations. Therefore, with the optimization

problem proposed in (2.2) an optimal tradeoff is achieved due to the constraints set on

the minimum QoS. The optimum value is then found when the constraints are met with

equality, and is given by

S?m =


S
(

1 + Tm,u

q Tf,u(ρ?f)

)−1
if Tf,u

(
ρ?f
)
> Tm,u

S
(

1 + qTm,u

Tf,u(ρ?f)

)−1
if Tf,u

(
ρ?f
)
≤ Tm,u.

(2.3)

Now, both, the expected throughput and the power consumed depend on the diver-

sity schemes and the number of antennas used in each case. These parameters need

to be estimated in order to obtain the EE of the network in (2.2). We proceed to find

expressions for the total expected throughput in section 2.4, which is a function of the

coverage probability (Pci (βi) = F c
SIRi

(βi), see section 2.5). Then, we investigate the

total power consumed in each tier in section 2.6.

2.4 Network Throughput

In most modern wireless communication systems, the use of adaptive modulation ac-

cording to the channel conditions has been used to maximize the throughput [49]. To

the best of our knowledge no previous papers have studied adaptive modulation of
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Table 2.1: SIMULATION PARAMETERS (Similar to [36] and [48])

Parameter Value Description

Rf 30 m Femtocell coverage radius
αm 4 Path loss exponent for the

macro-cell tier
α0 3 Path loss exponent for the femtocell

tier in the desired link
αf 3.5 Path loss exponent for the femtocell

tier in an interference link
Wf 2, 4 dB Wall partition loss for the femtocell tier,
Wm 0 dB Wall partition loss for the macro-cell tier
Gs 3 dB Shannon gap
C 8 Number of constellations available
NS 3 MBS antenna sectors
q 0.5 Quality of Service factor
um 30 Number of macro users per cell
uf 2 Number of femto users per femtocell
P tx
f 100 mW Femtocell transmission power
P tx
m 20 W Macro-cell transmission power
af 4 Femtocell power component

dependent of transmitted power
am 3.77 Macro-cell power component

dependent of transmitted power
bf 9.6 Femtocell constant power component
bm 68.73 Macro-cell constant power component
P 1
UE 0.94 W Power used at the receiver’s UE when

1 RF chain is used for reception
P 2
UE 1.27 W Power used at the receiver’s UE when

2 RF chains are used for reception

MIMO diversity schemes with BSs deployed following a PPP. In this chapter, we will

further develop this scenario and study the performance of the diversity techniques
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under an adaptive modulation scheme for a two-tier network. So, depending on the

channel conditions, the symbols to be transmitted are chosen from a finite set of differ-

ent constellations. Assuming C modulation schemes, in a given transmission then the

normalized data rate that this system handles is given by toi = log2

(
1 + βoi

Gs

)
bps/Hz if

βoi ≤ SIRi < βo+1
i , with o = 1, 2, ..., C, i ∈ {f,m} and Gs is the Shannon gap for

un-coded QAM. In an adaptive modulation scheme, the average throughput per base

station in each tier can be expressed as [49]

Ti =
C−1∑
o=1

toi P
(
βoi < SIRi ≤ βo+1

i

)
. (2.4)

Therefore, the total throughput in each base station for each tier is given by

Tm =
C−1∑
o=1

tom
(
F c
SIRm(βom)− F c

SIRm(βo+1
m )

)
+ F c

SIRm(βCm)C

=
C−1∑
o=0

(
to+1
m − tom

)
F c
SIRm(βo+1

m ) bps/Hz/m2 (2.5)

Tf (ρf ) = ρf
C−1∑
o=0

(
to+1
f − tof

)
F c
SIRf

(βo+1
f ) bps/Hz/m2 (2.6)

where F c
SIRi

(x) = P(SIRi > x) is the cumulative complementary distribution func-

tion (CCDF) of the SIRi, and t0m = t0f = 0. Note that for the femtocell tier, we

have added the value of ρf , which accounts for the MAP of the femtocell tier. This is

due to the fact that ρf represents the percentage of time in which a femtocell will be

transmitting. The selection of MAP as the MAC strategy is justified given the fact that

the femtocells are limited in power, and so simpler algorithms are expected. Also, by

having a MAP assigned, no power is expended for cooperation in the femtocell tier.

As is clear from (2.5) and (2.6), we need to compute F c
SIRi

(βi), defined as the cov-
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erage probability (which is formally described in the next section), in order to obtain

the total throughput for each tier. The expression for the coverage probability is differ-

ent between tiers and for different diversity schemes. In the next section, we examine

the coverage probability for each of the schemes addressed in this chapter.

2.5 Coverage

The coverage probability of each tier Pci (βi) = F c
SIRi

(βi), i ∈ {f,m} is defined as the

probability that the received SIR is above a certain threshold (βi), which depends on

the required QoS (i.e., Pci (βi) = P(SIRi > βi)). Next, the coverage is presented for

the diversity schemes analysed in this chapter. For convenience of notation, in the rest

of the chapter we drop the subscripts in the desired link, i.e. H = H0,0, and s = s0,0.

2.5.1 JOINT ANTENNA SELECTION (JAS)

We first analyse the case of transmit antenna selection at the transmitter and selection

combining at the receiver side, i.e., the transmitter and the receiver jointly select the

link with the best instantaneous channel and so, only one antenna RF chain remains

turned on (i.e., using energy) at both transmitter and receiver sides. In this scenario,

there are M r
iM

t
i channels available, where each channel (h(l, n)) corresponds to each

entry of the flat fading channel matrix, i.e. h(l, n) = (H)l,n, with l ∈ {1, 2...,M r
i } and

n ∈ {1, 2...,M t
i }. The best channel (h?) is selected in this scheme, that is, it satisfies

h? = max
l,n
|h(l, n)|2. Using Slivnyak’s theorem [14], without loss of generality we

place a typical user at the origin and obtain its statistics. In this case, the received
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signal in the optimum link is given by

yi =
√
P tx
i l (ri) h?s+

∑
j∈Φi

√
P tx
i l (rj,0)W 2

i hj,0 sj,j (2.7)

where hj,0 is the interfering channel coefficient corresponding to the link between the

j-th transmitter and the desired user, for i ∈ {f,m}. From (2.7), the SIR can be

computed as

SIRi = |h?|2 r−αii∑
j∈Φi
|hj,0|2 W 2

i l (rj,0) = |h
?|2 r−αii

IΦi
, i ∈ {f,m} (2.8)

where IΦi corresponds to the interference due to the PPP Φi and |hj,0|2 ∼ Exp(1) rep-

resents the power of the channel between the j-th interferer and the desired user. The

CCDF of |h?|2 is obtained by using the fact that the CDF for an exponential random

variable with mean equal to 1 is given by FX(x) = 1 − e−x, for x ≥ 0. Thus, the

CCDF
(
F c
|h?|2

)
, of the random variable |h?|2, corresponding to the maximum value of

M r
iM

t
i independent random variables, each one distributed as Exp(1), is given by

F c
|h?|2(y) =1−

(
1− e−y

)Mr
iM

t
i =

Mr
iM

t
i∑

p=1

(
M r

iM
t
i

p

)
(−1)p+1e−py (2.9)

where binomial expansion notation is used. Using (2.9) in (2.8), the coverage proba-

bility can be expressed as
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Pci (βi) = F c
SIRi

(βi) = EIΦi ,ri

Mr
iM

t
i∑

p=1

(
M r

iM
t
i

p

)
(−1)p+1e−s r

αi
i IΦi

∣∣∣∣∣∣
s=pβW 2

i

=
Mr
iM

t
i∑

p=1

(
M r

iM
t
i

p

)
(−1)p+1

Eri

[
EIΦi

[
e−s r

αi
i IΦi

]]

=
Mr
iM

t
i∑

p=1

(
M r

iM
t
i

p

)
(−1)p+1

Eri

[
LIΦi

(s rαii )
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ki(s,ri)

, i ∈ {f,m} (2.10)

where LIΦi
(s rαii ) corresponds to the Laplace transform of IΦi . The resulting expres-

sions for Ki (s, ri) in each tier are given in appendix B. The following theorem defines

the coverage probabilities for both tiers.

Theorem 2.1. The coverage probabilities for a JAS diversity scheme in a two-

tier network are given as

Pcm(βm) =
Mr
mM

t
m∑

p=1

(
M r

mM
t
m

p

)
(−1)p+1

×
(

1 +
(

pβmδm
NS (1− δm) 2F1 (1, 1− δm; 2− δm;−pβm)

))−1

(2.11)

Pcf (βf ) =
Mr
fM

t
f∑

p=1

(
M r

fM
t
f

p

)
(−1)p+1

γ
(
αf
α0
, R

α0δf
f

ρfλfπ
2δf

sin(πδf) (pβfW 2
f )δf

)
R2
f
α0
αf

((
ρfλfπ2δf

sin(πδf)

)αf
(pβfW 2

f )2
)1/α0

(2.12)

where δf = 2
αf

, δm = 2
αm

, and 2F1(a, b; c;x) is the hypergeometric function.
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Proof. Substituting the expressions for Ki (s, ri) into (2.10), then the expressions in

(2.11) and (2.12) are found.

Note that when M t
i = 1 or M r

i = 1, the expressions in (2.11) and (2.12) reduce

(respectively) to the scenarios of a SIMO system performing selection combining at

the receiver, or a MISO system selecting the best antenna at the transmitter.

2.5.2 BEAMFORMING - SELECTION COMBINING (BF-SC)

In this scheme, beamforming is performed at the transmitter, while selection combin-

ing is performed at the receiver. The receiver selects the antenna, l̂, with the largest

value of ‖h(l)‖2, out of the M r
i possible branches, i.e., l̂ = arg max

l
‖h(l)‖2, l ∈

{1, 2, ...,M r
i }, where h(l) corresponds to the l-th row vector of H, and only its cor-

responding RF chain remains turned on. Now, ‖h(l)‖2 is a random variable which

follows a χ2 distribution with 2M t
i degrees of freedom. We will denote as h̃ =

max
l
‖h(l)‖2, the random variable that corresponds to the maximum value among M r

i

random variables, each one χ2 distributed and having 2M t
i degrees of freedom. The

information about the selected antenna at the receiver’s side is fed back to the trans-

mitter so that it can perform beamforming. Therefore, all RF chains remain on at the

transmitter side, while at the receiver only one RF chain is used. On the transmitter

side, the complex symbol to be sent, s, is precoded before transmission with anM t
i ×1

beamforming vector, to give v
(
l̂
)
s = hH(l̂)

||h(l̂)||s. So the received signal (at the receiver’s

single antenna which remains turned on) is given by

yi =
√
P tx
i l (ri) h

(
l̂
)

v
(
l̂
)
si +

∑
j∈Φi

√
P tx
i l (rj,0)W 2

i hj,0 vj,j sj,j (2.13)
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where hj,0 and vj,j = hj,j
||hj,j || represent the j-th interference link channel vector and the

beamforming vector in the j-th link, respectively. From (2.13), the SIR can be obtained

as

SIRi = ‖h(l̂)‖2 r−αii∑
j∈Φi
|hj,0|2 W 2

i l (rj,0)

= h̃ r−αii

IΦi
, i ∈ {f,m}. (2.14)

We use the fact that a linear combination of Gaussian random variables is also

Gaussian, and so the power fading coefficients of the interferers |hj,0|2 follow an ex-

ponentially distributed random variable [35]. Now, the cumulative complementary

density function, of the random variable h̃, can be expressed as [35]

F c
h̃(y) = 1−

1− e−y
Mt
i−1∑
p=0

yp

p!

M
r
i

=
Mr
i∑

w=1
e−wy

Mr
i (Mt

i−1)∑
p=0

awp y
p (2.15)

where awp = (−1)Mr
i +w

(
Mr
i
w

) ∑
p1,p2,...,pw≤Mt

i−1
p1+p2...+pw=p

w∏
v=1

(pv!)−1 and the sum runs over all

ordered w-tuples of positive integers (including zero) less than M t
i − 1 which add to p.

Using (2.15), and the expression in (2.14), then the coverage can be expressed as

Pci (βi) = F c
SIRi

(βi)

= EIΦi ,ri

Mr
i∑

w=1

Mr
i (Mt

i−1)∑
p=0

awp e
−wβiW 2

i r
αi
i IΦi (βiW 2

i r
αi
i IΦi)p


=

Mr
i∑

w=1

Mr
i (Mt

i−1)∑
p=0

awp (−1)p ∂p

∂wp
Eri

[
EIΦi

[
e−s r

αi
i IΦi

]]∣∣∣
s=w βiW 2

i
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=
Mr
i∑

w=1

Mr
i (Mt

i−1)∑
p=0

awp (−1)p ∂p

∂wp
Eri

[
LIΦi

(s rαii )
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K(s,ri)

. (2.16)

The coverage probabilities for both tiers are defined in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. The coverage probabilities for a BF-SC diversity scheme in a

two-tier network are given as

Pcm(βm) =
Mr
m∑

w=1

Mr
m(Mt

m−1)∑
p=0

awp (−1)p

× dp

dwp

(
1 +

(
w βm δm

NS (1− δm) 2F1 (1, 1− δm; 2− δm;−wβm)
))−1

(2.17)

Pcf (βf ) =
Mr
f∑

w=1

Mr
f (Mt

f−1)∑
p=0

awp (−1)p ∂p

∂wp

γ
(
αf
α0
, R

α0δf
f

ρfλfπ
2δf

sin(πδf) (wβfW 2
f )δf

)
R2
f
α0
αf

((
ρfλfπ2δf

sin(πδf)

)αf
(wβfW 2

f )2
)1/α0

.

(2.18)

Proof. Substituting the expressions for K (ri, s) presented in appendix B into (2.16),

the coverage probabilities for both tiers are obtained.

Note that by substitutingM t
i forM r

i and vice-versa, the formulas obtained apply to

a scenario now with antenna selection at the transmitter and MRC at the receiver (AS

- MRC). Also, when M r
i = 1, a pure beamforming scenario is addressed.
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2.5.3 MAXIMUM RATIO TRANSMISSION (MRT)

MRT consists of beamforming at the transmitter and MRC at the receiver [50]. Thus,

in the MRT scheme, all RF chains remain on at both transmitter, and receiver. The

complex symbol to be sent, si, is first precoded at the transmitter with anM t
i ×1 beam-

forming vector vi, which is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue

(Λmax) of the Wishart matrix (H)H H. The received signal vector is then given by

yi =
√
P tx
i l (ri) H v s+

∑
j∈Φi

√
P tx
i l (rj,0)W 2

i Hj,0 vj,j sj,j, i ∈ {f,m}. (2.19)

where vj,j represents the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the

Wishart matrix (Hj,j)H Hj,j . At the receiver, MRC is used and a 1×M r
i weight vector

(w)H is applied to the received signal before decoding the symbols, i.e., the signal to

be decoded is given by yi = (w)H yi, where w = Hv. The SIR in this case is given

by

SIRi = Λmax,i r
−αi
i∑

j∈Φi
|hj,0|2 W 2

i l (rj,0)

= Λmax,i r
−αi
i

IΦi
, i ∈ {f,m} (2.20)

where |hj,0|2 ∼ Exp(1) represents the fading power coefficient for the link between

the desired user and the j-th source of interference. The SIRs in (2.20) follow from the

fact that with MRC, the resulting interference is a weighted combination of complex

Gaussian random variables, which is again Gaussian. This makes the power of the

interference a sum of exponential random variables, just as in the case of a SISO system

[43].
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Now, from (2.20), this coverage probability is related to the CDF of the maxi-

mum eigenvalue (Λmax,i) of a Wishart matrix in the i-th tier, which was originally

obtained in [51] as FΛmax,i (x) = |Ψ(x)|∏ci
k=1(ci−k)!

∏ui
k=1(ui−k)! , where ci = min (M t

i ,M
r
i ),

ui = max (M t
i ,M

r
i ) and Ψ(x) is a Hankel matrix whose elements are given by

(Ψ(x))i,j = γ(i + j − 1, x) with γ(a, b) being the lower incomplete Gamma func-

tion. In [43] an alternative expression was found as a sum of exponential functions.

Using this alternative expression ( [43], eq. (15)) and applying the definition in (2.20),

the coverage probability is given as

Pci (βi) = F c
SIRi

(βi)

= EIΦi ,ri

 ci∑
p=1

(ui+ci)p−2p2∑
w=ui−ci

w∑
z=0
dp,w

e−pβiW
2
i r

αi
i IΦi (pβiW 2

i r
αi
i IΦi)z

z!


=

ci∑
p=1

(ui+ci)p−2p2∑
w=ui−ci

w∑
k=0

dp,w
(−p)z
z!

∂z

∂pz
Eri

[
EIΦi

[
e−s r

αi
i IΦi

]]∣∣∣
s=p βiW 2

i

=
ti∑
p=1

(ui+ti)p−2p2∑
w=ui−ti

w∑
z=0

dp,w
(−p)z
z!

∂z

∂pz
Eri

[
LIΦi

(s rαii )
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K(s,ri)

(2.21)

where dp,w is a coefficient which can be obtained from |Ψ (x)| [43]. The coverage

probabilities for both tiers are presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3. The coverage probabilities for a MRT diversity scheme in a

two-tier network are given as in (2.22) and (2.23).

Proof. Substituting the expressions for K (ri, s) presented in appendix B into (2.21),

the coverage probabilities for each tier are obtained.
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Pcm(βm) =
cm∑
p=1

(um+cm)p−2p2∑
w=um−cm

w∑
z=0
dp,w

(−p)z
z! ×

dz

dpz

(
1 + p β δm

NS (1− δm) 2F1 (1, 1− δm; 2− δm;−pβ)
)−1

(2.22)

Pcf (βf ) =
cf∑
p=1

(uf+cf )p−2p2∑
w=uf−cf

w∑
z=0
dp,w

(−p)z
z!

dz

dpz

γ

(
αf
α0
, R

2α0
αf

f
ρfλfπ

2δf

sin(πδf) (pβW 2
f )δf

)

R2
f
α0
αf

((
ρfλfπ2δf

sin(πδf)

)αf
(pβW 2

f )2
)1/α0

.

(2.23)

By substituting the appropriate expressions for the coverage probability in each

tier (as stated in the previous section) into (2.5) and (2.6) respectively, the through-

put for each tier can be obtained. Depending upon the particular scenario there is an

optimal MAP value
(
ρ?f
)

which maximizes the throughput of femtocells, i.e., ρ?f =

arg max
ρf

Tf (ρf ). The expressions for the coverage probability in the femtocell tier

preserve the exponentially decreasing shape as a function of ρf (because of the Gamma

function), while the multiplication by the linear increasing factor ρf means that the re-

sulting expressions have an ALOHA like shape. This is shown in Figure 2.2 of section

2.7, where, depending upon the density of femtocells, there is an optimum value for

ρf . Unfortunately, the optimum MAP cannot be obtained in closed form expression,

given the fact that the summations in (2.12), (2.18) and (2.23) are not known in theory.

However, the MAP value can be computed by extending the summations for each con-

figuration of antennas, then taking the derivative of (2.6), equating to zero and solving

for ρf = ρ?f , with the restriction that the resulting value is between 0 and 1. This can

be carried out with the aid of a symbolic software program like Maple.
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2.6 Network power

We make use of the power consumption model presented in [36,37,52] for both macro

and femtocells: Pi = aiP
tx
i + bi, i ∈ {f,m}. Here ai is a parameter dependent on the

transmitted power of the base station (P tx
i ), which is related to the efficiency of the

power amplifier, and bi is a parameter independent of the transmission power which

deals with the power used for signal processing, cooling effects of the site and battery

backup. A power penalty for the CSI acquisition is not considered, as the transmitters

in both tiers only require the channel information of the desired link which needs only

a small number of bits to be fed back to the transmitter. We also assume typical values

for the components of the power consumption model ( [36, 48]) as presented in Table

2.1.

Most of the works related to EE, only consider the power consumed at the trans-

mitter side when analysing the downlink of a communication system [39, 40, 53, 54].

However in this chapter, we also consider the power consumed at the User Equipment

(UE), given the fact that not taking this power into consideration would result in an

unfair comparison of the models when different numbers of antennas are assumed at

the receiver. In [55], an analysis was carried out for the case of a system using the

802.11n standard for transmission (which is also used by several smartphones) and the

mean power consumed was obtained using a Network Interface Card (NIC) when up

to 3 antennas were used for reception. These values are presented in Table 2.1, under

the parameter PMr
i

UE , i ∈ {f,m}. Note that “UE” stands for User Equipment. By using

the models previously described, the macro- and femto- tier total power consumption
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models per base station are given by

Pm = NS

(
amP

tx
m + M̄ t

mbm
)

+ P
M̄r
m

UE W (2.24)

Pf = ρ?fafP
tx
f + M̄ t

fbf + P
M̄r
f

UE W (2.25)

where M̄ t
i and M̄ r

i represent the effective number of antennas (RF chains) used de-

pending upon the diversity scheme. That is, we have for MRT M̄ t
i = M t

i , M̄
r
i = M r

i ,

for BF-SC M̄ t
i = M t

i , M̄
r
i = 1, and for JAS M̄ t

i = M̄ r
i = 1. Note that ai, i ∈ {f,m} in

(2.24) and (2.25) are not scaled by the number of antennas, given that the total power

radiated from all the antennas is equal to P tx
i .

By substituting the values for Ti and Pi (i ∈ {f,m}) into (2.2) we can obtain the

EE metric for each diversity scheme analysed. Now, from the expressions for cover-

age probability previously derived, the optimization problem in (2.2) is intractable for

different values of M t
i and M r

i (i ∈ {f,m}). However, as we are dealing with a finite

search space, we resort to an extensive search over the optimizing variables (diversity

schemes and antenna configurations) to obtain the results.

2.6.1 SLEEP MODE

One of the techniques from which further improvements can be obtained in the power

savings of a communications system is through the use of sleeping modes, as high-

lighted in [12, 53, 56]. In a sleeping mode, a component of the communication system

can be partially or completely shut down when its full operation is not justified. The

use of sleeping modes in this chapter fits naturally in the context of the femtocell MAP.

Before sending information, each FAP decides individually whether to transmit (with

probability ρf ) or not (with probability 1 − ρf ). If a FAP decides that it is not going
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to transmit in the current time slot, then there is a potential saving in the power used if

this femtocell can shut down its operation during the duration of the time slot.

Considering FAPs with sleep mode capabilities and neglecting the power consumed

in a FAP when it goes into sleep mode (perfect sleep mode), then (2.25) becomes

P sleep
f = ρ?f

(
afP

tx
f + M̄ t

fbf
)

+ P
M̄r
f

UE W. (2.26)

2.7 Results

Simulation results are now presented in Figs. 2.2 to 2.7 for both Monte Carlo simula-

tions (i.e., circles, with 2 × 104 runs for each point) and the analytical plots (i.e., the

lines). Note that the simulations lie (almost exactly) on the analytical plots. In general,

the MonteCarlo simulations where carried out from a bit level as follows: i) A ran-

dom number of MBSs and FAPs are deployed following a Poisson distribution, ii) the

BSs are uniformly distributed in the area, iii) the typical user is located in the origin

(as a result of Slivyank’s theorem previously described) and it is associated to the its

respective BS, iv) a random Rayleigh channel is simulated for all links, v) a random

message to be sent is generated, vi) the received signal at the receiver is decoded de-

pending on the diversity scheme and considering the path loss, vii) finally, this process

is repeated for each simulation. From the results of the simulations, the SIR, coverage

probability, effective throughput and energy efficiency can be obtained by following

their respective definitions. This general process is carried out throughout the thesis to

simulate the different scenarios.

The parameters used for the simulations are given in Table 2.1 and we deliberately

chose them similar to other publications [36], [31]. Given the fact that the user equip-
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Table 2.2: DIVERSITY SCHEMES ANALYSED

Macro-cell scheme Femtocell scheme
MRT MRT
JAS JAS
MRT BF - SC

BF - SC MRT
BF - SC JAS

JAS BF - SC
MRT JAS
JAS MRT

BF - SC BF - SC
JAS - MRC JAS - MRC

ment is comprised of battery limited devices, the scenarios simulated in this chapter

consider a maximum of M r
i = 2 antennas per user, whereas the number of antennas

in the BSs can be up to M t
m = 4 in the macro-cell tier, and M t

f = 3 for FAPs. In the

simulations, we analysed different combinations of the diversity schemes previously

described in each tier to obtain the optimum values of EE in each case. For all the

diversity schemes and configurations we allocated the optimum portion of spectrum

(S?m) and for femtocells we use the optimum value of the MAP (ρ?f ) in order to obtain

the higher gains in throughput. Without loss of generality, in the simulations we have

assumed that there are C = 8 integer available data rates (i.e., t1i = 1, t2i = 2,...,t8i = 8,

i ∈ {f,m}). All the combinations of the diversity schemes analysed are presented in

Table 2.2.

In Figure 2.2 the throughput of the femtocell tier is presented as a function of the

MAP (ρf ) for the main diversity schemes analysed, and with different values of the

wall partition loss Wf . It can be seen that there is an optimum value (ρ?f ) that max-

imizes the throughput, and this varies depending upon the interference experienced.

With a fixed density of femtocells deployed in the area, a higher value of Wf translates
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Figure 2.2: Femtocell throuhgput for the diversity schemes as a function of MAP (ρf ).
Circles represent Monte Carlo simulations and lines represent analytical results.

into a smaller interference experienced in the desired link, and so, the optimum MAP

ρ?f has a higher value. On the other hand, a small value for Wf represents a higher

interference, and so ρ?f is smaller.

In Figure 2.3 the total throughput of the network (numerator of (2.2)) is presented

normalized over the area size for comparison purposes, i.e. the results are given as

bps/Hz/m2 which is also known as the area spectral efficiency. In order to clarify

the comparison, we kept the same diversity scheme and antenna configuration in the

macro-cell tier, i.e. MRT with M t
m = 4,M r

m = 2. On the other hand, in the femtocell

tier we show a contrast between different diversity schemes and antenna configurations

and considering the optimum MAP (ρ?). As expected, a MRT scheme in both tiers rep-

resents the maximum gains in throughput. Additionally, the throughput in the network

increases with the number of antennas used. These results also serve as comparison
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Figure 2.3: Throughput of the network as a function of the density of femtocells de-
ployed in the area. Circles represent Monte Carlo simulations and lines represent ana-
lytical results.

point with the EE when the power is also taken into account. This will be illustrated in

Fig. 2.4.

In Figure 2.4, we present a comparison between the achievable EE when different

diversity schemes are used in the femtocell tier. These results in combination with

the ones presented in Fig. 2.3 help us to gain some insight into the inherent tradeoff of

throughput and EE. For example, while using MRT at the femtocell tier would result in

the highest achievable throughput for femtocell users, a scheme with JAS outperforms

MRT in terms of EE for the same number of antennas (M t
f = 3,M r

f = 2 in this

case). Given that in a JAS scheme there will only be one RF chain left turned on at the

transmitter and receiver whereas in MRT all the RF chains remain on, the results show

that selectively keeping just a few chains for transmission generates higher gains on the

overall EE. Therefore, a tradeoff between the throughput and the power of the system
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Figure 2.4: Comparisons of diversity schemes and antenna configurations for the EE
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(
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)
with bf 6= bm 6= 0 in (2.24) and (2.25) (i.e., both transmit power and other sources
included). Circles represent Monte Carlo simulations and lines represent analytical
results.

is evident. These results further corroborate our proposed model that maximizes the

energy efficiency while pushing the throughput constraints to a minimum acceptable

QoS. Moreover, we also observe that the EE achieved with a MRT scheme with M t
f =

3,M r
f = 2 in the femtocell tier is actually inferior to the SISO case. Additionally,

we note that a simple MRC in the femtocell tier (MRT with M t
f = 1) can actually

outperform a MRT with multiple antennas at the FAP (MRT with M t
f > 1). This

result not only reinforces the previous statement about the gains in EE due to savings

in energy resulting from the use of less RF chains, but it also shows that not all MIMO

schemes achieve gains over a SISO case and the antenna configuration needs to be

carefully selected for different combinations of diversity schemes.
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In Figure 2.5 the EE of the system is presented when only the power related to

transmission is considered at the transmitter (i.e., bf = bm = 0 in (2.24) and (2.25)).

This scenario is important when the main concern in the system is the amount of trans-

mit power radiated at the transmission side. The plots presented correspond to some of

the schemes yielding the best performance (given all the possible schemes from table

2.2) and the SISO case is included for comparison purposes. It can be seen that in-

creasing the number of available antennas at the transmitter side (for both macro- and

femtocells) has the direct effect of increasing the EE in most of the configurations. So

regardless of the number of femtocells deployed, the use of more antennas is usually

desirable at the transmitter side. Additionally, the diversity schemes that provide the

better results are the ones that use a higher number of the available antennas (from all

those available), e.g. MRT (in which all RF chains are used), BF-SC (where all RF

chains at the transmitter are used, while at the receiver only one RF remains turned

on) and their combinations. In contrast, diversity schemes involving JAS (in which

only one RF chain remains on at transmitter and receiver side) do not achieve the best

performance in these scenarios. This can be understood intuitively, given the fact that

by fixing the same amount of transmitted power for all configurations, the gains in

throughput also account for higher gains in EE.

In Figure 2.6 the EE of the system is obtained when we consider the total power

(i.e., transmit power plus all other power components) at the transmitter side. The

configurations with the highest achieved EE, along with results for a SISO system, are

all presented. It can be seen that the increase in the number of femtocells increases

the EE of the system up to a certain threshold, after which the energy consumed by

the femtocells outweighs the gain in throughput, thus reducing the overall EE. We

observe that, when the mean number of femtocells deployed in the area of a macro-
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Figure 2.5: Energy efficiency (seeEE in (2.2)) versus average number of femtocells in
the area of a macro-cell

(
λf
λm

)
with bf = bm = 0 in (2.24) and (2.25) (i.e., only transmit

power considered). Circles represent Monte Carlo simulations and lines represent an-
alytical results. (Note that table 2.2 shows all the possibilities that we have examined
but only schemes with the most significant results are presented in the graphs - similar
for the rest of figures).

cell is approximately below 390, the best performance in EE is provided by a system

with AS-MRC at both the macro-cell and femtocell tier with M t
m = 4, M r

m = 2

and M t
f = 3, M r

f = 2. However, when the mean number of femtocells exceeds this

value, a system with MRT at the macro-cell tier (M t
m = 4, M r

m = 2) and JAS at

the femtocell tier (M t
f = 3, M r

f = 2) shows better results. These results show that

the savings in power by not using all the RF chains is more beneficial to the EE than

the gains in throughput obtained when all chains remain on. This is in contrast to the

case when only the power used for transmission was considered. Moreover, for each

antenna configuration there is a mean number of femtocells which maximizes the EE

of that configuration. From the results we also observe that in the femtocell tier, the
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power consumed in the RF chains has a greater effect on the total EE compared to the

increased gains in throughput resulting from using all the RF chains. That is, the gains

in throughput obtained have much lesser impact on the EE than the total power used

when a higher number of antennas (and their respective RF chains) are employed.

In Figure 2.7 the improvements in the EE of the network can be observed when

the femtocells are equipped with sleep mode capabilities (using (2.26)). The schemes

which provided the highest gains in EE at high femtocell density are presented. It can

be seen that the results can be divided into three regions. In the first region, the number

of femtocells deployed is small enough so that the interference in this tier is low and

deploying more femtocells is directly reflected in an increase in the EE of the system,

up to a maximum value where the interference dominates the gains in throughput. In
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the second region, the increase in the number of femtocells creates high interference

in the tier, and so, the power consumed by the FAPs starts outweighing the increase

in throughput, and the overall EE starts to decrease. Finally, there is a third region, in

which the interference is still high and so there is not a lot of gain in the throughput, but

the number of femtocells which start to go into sleep mode is higher, and the power

savings associated with this boosts the overall EE of the system. It is interesting to

see that the results can provide insight into two main behavioural parts: the diversity

scheme (and antenna configuration) dominating part, and the sleep mode dominating

part. It can be concluded that for relatively small interference in the femtocell tier, the

highest gains in EE of the system come from the particular diversity scheme selected

and the number of antennas used. Alternatively, for high interference, the savings in

power consumption by using sleep mode have a bigger impact on the EE of the system

than the achievable gains of the diversity schemes.

2.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, the achievable EE was obtained for different MIMO diversity schemes

in a two-tier network consisting of macro-cells and femtocells. The optimal diversity

schemes and antenna configurations were obtained for realistic parameters found in

practice, and as we vary these parameters, (e.g., propagation exponent, wall partition

loss and MBS density) the optimal configurations vary as well. The results illustrate

the tradeoff between the energy consumption and the performance expected in terms

of overall throughput. We observe that in general, for the macro-cell tier a higher

number of antennas is normally desirable, regardless of the diversity scheme used.

Additionally, the best performance in EE comes for a combination of different diversity
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Figure 2.7: Effect of incorporating sleep mode on the EE (using (2.26)) versus aver-
age number of femtocells in the area of a macro-cell. Circles represent Monte Carlo
simulations and lines represent analytical results.

schemes in the macro- and femtocell tier, along with their respective optimum antenna

configurations.

Results also show that when only the RF transmission power is considered for the

EE, the use of a larger number of antennas (on both femtocell and macro-cell down-

link) increases the EE of the network (assuming the same transmitted power in all

antenna configurations). Moreover, in this scenario diversity schemes using more RF

chains such as combinations of MRT and BF-SC have the best performance. Alter-

natively, when other contributions to the overall network power consumption are also

considered, a direct increase in the number of antennas can reflect gains in the EE, but

the antenna configuration must be carefully selected in order to obtain gains in EE with

respect to a SISO system. Furthermore, the optimal diversity schemes are normally the

ones in which not all the antennas (and their respective RF chains) are used, such as
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combinations of BF-SC and JAS. Further improvements in the EE of the system were

observed by equipping femtocells with sleeping mode capabilities directly related to

the medium access probability. We noted that there exists a threshold for the number

of femtocells which can be deployed in the network. Below this threshold, the best

performance in EE comes by having all the femtocells transmitting and the diversity

schemes are the dominating factor. Alternatively, above this threshold some femtocells

can be shut down, effectively increasing the EE and the sleep mode then becomes the

dominating factor for the overall EE of the system. This latter case applies to scenarios

with high traffic loads.
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3 Antenna tilt angle design for EE
improvements

IN THIS CHAPTER:

The antenna tilt optimization problem is addressed for a two-tier cellular net-
work consisting of macrocells and femtocells, where both tiers share the same
spectrum and their positions are modelled via two independent PPPs. First,
we derive the coverage probability for a traditional cellular network consist-
ing only of macrocells and obtain the optimum tilt angle that maximises the
overall EE. Gains of up to 400% in EE were found for a scenario (approx-
imately) equivalent to a hexagonal cell deployment with cell radius of 200
m when the optimum tilt was selected. We then proceed to model the Het-
Net scenario where femtocells are also deployed in the network’s area. We
observe that the macro users performance is highly sensitive to the interfer-
ence emanating from the femtocell tier. In order to circumvent this issue,
interference coordination by employing a guard zone for the macrocell user
is proposed. Subsequently, we formulate a joint optimization problem where
we derive both, the radius of a guard zone protecting the macro user and the
tilt angle that maximize the EE of the network.

3.1 Introduction

In chapters 1 and 2 we elaborated on the importance that the EE of telecommunication

systems has as a major aspect for future network deployments due to both, economi-
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cal and ecological repercussions. Therefore, new techniques and algorithms are being

deployed in order to address these aspects. Additionally, we pointed out that the de-

ployment of HetNets has the potential benefit of increasing the overall system coverage

and throughput by placing tiers of several smaller cells. This is supported by the fact

that smaller cells can provide service to specific areas with the advantage of having

a smaller path loss given that the transmitting base stations are placed closer to the

users [8]. However, a large scale and unplanned deployment of these smaller cells

can incur a significant power penalty if the EE is not considered in the design of the

HetNet.

On the other hand, in order to cope to the ever changing demands and configu-

rations of a network, Self Optimizing Networks (SONs) are being studied for future

network deployments [57]. In principle, a SON pursues the goal of adapting to the

changes in the conditions of the network to provide good performance in a fast and

flexible manner. The response to the environmental changes in a SON should be made

in an acute manner (agility), in an acceptable period of time (stability), and regardless

of the increase in the size or scale of the system (scalability). Among the solutions

considered in the context of SONs, the antenna tilt angle has been proposed as a way

of self optimizing a network. The antenna tilt, defined as the angle of the main beam

of the antenna below the horizontal plane [58], has the potential to achieve gains in

the performance of the network by focusing most of the power radiated into a desired

location. Additionally, with the use of a remote electrical tilt (RET), a network can

reconfigure itself. That way, the performance of the network can be greatly enhanced

without the need to physically change the position of the antennas in the BSs. More-

over, the antenna tilting design has been recognized by industry as a powerful tech-

nique for future SONs due to its impact on both the interference, and the coverage as
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pointed out by JDS Uniphase Corporation in its white paper [59]. Furthermore, there

have been extensive simulations in the past that have examined which antenna tilt angle

provides the best gains for the network in terms of coverage and/or data rates. How-

ever, while considering a SON scenario, an open issue still remains as fast convergent

algorithms are needed in order to cope with the rapid changes in network parameters.

Moreover, it still remains unclear how the tilt angle should be adjusted in a HetNet to

cope with the existence of other tiers of interferers in the network, while still achieving

an acceptable performance.

Now, the use of stochastic geometry to model the behaviour of infrastructure-less

networks such as ad-hoc and femtocell networks has been increasing over the past

years and it has recently been expanded to the case of HetNets, [15,17,20,26,60]. This

is due to the fact that it provides a means by which the behaviour of a network (where

the nodes are randomly positioned) can be evaluated analytically and in a tractable

manner. Hence, with the use of stochastic geometry, a network-wide characterization

of the performance can be achieved. Therefore, in this chapter we address the issue of

determining the tilt angle that maximizes the EE of a two-tier network consisting of

macrocells and femtocells when constraints on the minimum Quality of Service (QoS)

in each tier are considered. Employing well established tools from stochastic geome-

try, we model the positions of both, the macro base stations (MBSs) and the femtocell

access points (FAPs) as independent Poisson Point Processes (PPPs). The use of PPPs

to characterize the macrocell tier provides a lower bound on the actual performance of

this tier with a tractable analytical framework [14, 61, 62]. This is in contrast with the

typical hexagonal grid model, which provides an upper bound at the cost of tedious

and time consuming simulations and/or numerical integrations. The proposed method-

ology takes into account the vertical pattern, while making use of the thinning property
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of a PPP to characterize the behaviour on the horizontal plane. Thus, the developed

model provides a realistic, yet accurate 3-D representation of a system, considering

the antenna pattern. With the proposed PPPs we can provide an analytical framework

from which the overall performance of the network can be evaluated without the need

to run time and resource consuming simulations. We first address the issue of tilt op-

timization for a traditional cellular network (only macrocells deployed). We show the

existence of an optimum tilt angle that maximizes both the coverage probability and

the EE. Then, we analyse the case of a two-tier HetNet where both macro- and fem-

tocell tiers share the same spectrum. It turns out that the interference created by the

femtocells has a great effect on the macrocell users’ performance. In order to cope

with this issue, we propose an interference coordination scheme in which a guard zone

protecting the macrocell user is utilized. Accordingly, we formulate an optimization

problem over a guard zone radius (protecting the macrocell users from femto interfer-

ence) and the tilt angle that would maximize the EE of the network with constraints on

the minimum coverage probability of each tier.

3.1.1 RELATED WORK

There have been a number of papers considering the issue of the antenna tilt optimiza-

tion for cellular networks. However, in order to characterize the performance of the

network, most of them make use of time consuming simulations and have only stud-

ied the case of a traditional cellular network consisting of macrocells only. In [58], a

comparison in terms of coverage is carried out between systems with mechanical tilt,

electrical tilt and a combination of both. The network is modelled with a hexagonal

grid and through simulations, the optimum tilt angle is found for scenarios with differ-

ent inter-site distance. In [63], an optimization problem is proposed for a network with
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the presence of hotspots where a high number of users is identified. A hexagonal grid

with cells having 3 sectors is assumed. The complexity of the original problem consist-

ing of obtaining the tilt angle that maximizes the throughput of all users is first reduced

by considering an optimization of the tilt over a center of gravity where a hot spot is

located. Then, the system wide problem is decomposed into a local sub-problem which

considers the triplet of adjacent (most interfering) sectors in order to find a decentral-

ized solution. The same approach is followed in [64] but in the context of a network

with macrocells and relays which are placed at random positions. At most one relay is

placed in each base station sector to provide service where there is a coverage hole or

where the concentration of users around that location forms a hotspot.

Now, in the case of HetNets, there are only a few works which consider the ef-

fect of the antenna tilt in the presence of other tiers of interferers. In [65] the issue

of antenna tilt is addressed for both, a traditional network consisting of macro base

stations and a HetNet considering the inclusion of femtocells to provide service to

hotspots. The parameters used follow LTE specifications and the results are found

via simulations. The emphasis of the chapter is to obtain a better performance in EE

and throughput fairness (ratio of the cell edge users throughput to the cell mean user

throughput). A reinforced machine learning algorithm is proposed, in which each base

station individually can change its antenna tilt angle and the learning comes from ob-

serving the effects of the actions taken. In [66], direct and indirect (learning theory

and game theory) biomimetrics approaches are studied in a scenario where macrocells

are sectorized and each sector has at most one outdoor femtocell which acts as a fixed

relay. In the direct approach, the original problem of optimizing the tilt angles (so that

the aggregate throughput in all femtocells achieves a maximum), is decomposed into

a local subproblem consisting of finding the optimum angle when a triplet of closest
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interferers is considered in each case.

In contrast with the normal approach used when modelling wireless networks via

PPP, recent works have moved one step forward towards more realistic models by in-

cluding the antenna radiation pattern in the calculations. In [67], the authors developed

a model to characterize the performance of a HetNet with directional antennas having a

2D radiation pattern. A methodology to characterize the performance of the network in

terms of the coverage probability is proposed for a model in which a user is associated

with the BS and sector which provides the highest long term (fading being averaged)

received power. Moreover, authors analysed the performance of two different antenna

patterns and compared the results with the omnidirectional case. In [68], the effect of

the beamwidth and orientation error on the coverage and throughput were investigated

for a system with directional antennas where transmitters rotate the foresight of their

antennas towards the direction of the intended receivers. With the use of stochastic

geometry a model was proposed for a network in which transmitters and receivers are

located at a fixed distance. A simplification of the directional antenna pattern was

made, in which the gains in the main and back lobes are considered to be constant.

An extension of directional antennas to millimeter wave cellular networks has been

considered in [69], where a line of sight (LOS) probability model was developed as a

function of the distance between transmitter and receiver. Coverage and rate expres-

sions are provided for a system where the impact of blockages is taken into account.

The simplified model provided considers a fixed gain for the main and back lobes of

the antennas, and an approximation of the LOS region as a ball with fixed size. A sim-

ilar model has been used in [70] where a fixed value for both, the main and back lobes

is considered in a millimeter wave system. A new model is proposed by taking into

account the channel and blockage empirical models recently reported. Additionally, a
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“two ball" approximation is proposed to model the state of the links. The model also

accounts for beamforming pointing errors. Expressions for the expected coverage and

data rates are provided for two cell association policies, namely, smallest path loss and

the highest received power. The impact of the horizontal antenna pattern and block-

ages in a dense urban cellular network is presented in [71]. The authors quantized the

accuracy of the point process model by comparing it with experimental data from an

actual deployment of base stations. Additionally, the authors proposed models of both

blockages and antenna pattern which result in a tractable analytical framework. Re-

sults showed that the point process is suitable for the modelling of future dense urban

networks, when the models for blockages and antenna patterns are accurate.

3.1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS

In contrast to previous works on antenna tilt optimization, we follow a stochastic ge-

ometry approach to model the location of the base stations on the network for both,

traditional cellular macro network and a HetNet consisting of macro- and femtocells.

Employing the well established framework of point processes from stochastic geome-

try, we can obtain tractable expressions. These expressions can be employed to eval-

uate the overall performance of the network, without the need to run time consuming

simulations, effectively providing a theoretical framework from which the performance

of a traditional cellular macro network, and a HetNet can be analysed. Additionally, we

address the case of an ultra dense user deployment in which the number of femtocells

in the area can vary according to the number of users who purchase them, or through

sleep mode scheduling, etc. Therefore, the density of femtocells changes according to

the users’ needs and it is not a controlled variable, in contrast with scenarios where

the tilt is modified in order to serve a particular hotspot. Thus, we can obtain pseudo
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closed-form expressions with which the scalability of the network can be addressed.

It is worthwhile noticing that the results cannot be used in a SON manner, as there is

a need to solve the optimization problems formulated. However, these results provide

an overall optimum performance in the entire network which could easily be used as

a starting point for a SON algorithm or as a tool to adapt to a slowly varying network.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows.

� Stochastic approach with full antenna pattern: Most of the works where stochas-

tic geometry has been used to model the network do not consider an antenna

pattern and resort to an omnidirectional antenna assumption. On the other hand,

works where an antenna pattern is considered (with the use of stochastic geom-

etry) have traditionally focused on a 2-D horizontal antenna pattern [67–69,71],

and make use of a fixed main and back lobe gain. In this chapter we attempt to

create a bridge between these two approaches by proposing a simplistic (yet re-

alistic) model of the 3-D antenna pattern to go along with a stochastic approach

for the positioning of the base stations. This is done by taking as baseline the

antenna pattern model recommended by 3GPP [72] with some simplifications

in the horizontal plane thanks to stochastic geometry properties. On the vertical

plane, we make use of the exact antenna patter proposed in [72] which provides

an exact characterization. Thus, the analysis is simplified while maintaining a

realistic model.

� Optimum tilt angle for a traditional network: In contrast to previous works

which deal with the horizontal antenna pattern properties, we focus on the impact

of the vertical antenna pattern on the system performance. We derive coverage

and EE formulas for the case of a traditional network. In this scenario, the opti-
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mum tilt is the one that provides the best performance in terms of the coverage

probability and EE. With the resulting expressions, the dependency of the opti-

mum tilt angle on the density of the macrocells is investigated without the need

to run time consuming scenario-specific simulations.

� Optimum tilt angle for a two-tier network when both macro- and femtocells share

the same resources: In this scenario, as it was obtained from simulations, the

interference from the femtocell tier to the macrocell users is really high, and so

the performance in the macrocell tier is significantly deteriorated. Therefore, we

propose the use of a guard zone to protect the macrocell user from the femto-

tier interference. Then, we formulate an optimization problem to jointly select

the optimum antenna tilt angle and guard zone that provide the highest EE of the

network (when minimum constraints on Quality of Service (QoS) are considered

for each tier).

3.1.3 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION

The outline of this chapter is the following. The proposed system model is described in

section 3.2 for both the macro and femto tiers. In section 3.3, we obtain the coverage

probability expressions for both macrocells and femtocells. Section 3.4 describes the

EE metric used and the optimization problems proposed. In section 3.5 we present

the numerical results of this chapter. Finally, in section 3.6, concluding remarks are

presented.
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3.2 System Model

Consider the downlink of a two-tier cellular OFDMA system (such as LTE) consisting

of macro- and femtocells, where both share the same resources for transmission, which

are assigned as a time-frequency pair. Then in each time slot a user can be served on an

available subchannel. We model the base stations in both tiers as independent Poisson

Point Processes (PPPs) Φi, i ∈ {m, f}, where m and f stand respectively, for macro-

and femtocell. The number of base stationsNi, follows a Poisson random variable with

parameter λi, i.e. Ni ∼ Pois(λiS), i ∈ {m, f}, where S is the deployment area of the

network. The base stations are randomly (uniformly) distributed across S. The assump-

tion of femtocells modelled as a PPP follow the lines of other works [31, 33, 73, 74]

where it is assumed that users acquire their FAPs and place them inside their houses,

offices, etc., where an increase in coverage and/or data rates is required. The prop-

agation model is a composite of Rayleigh fading (with hj,i ∼ CN(0, 1) representing

the channel between j-th transmitter and i-th receiver) and path loss l(R) = R−αi ,

dependent on the distance R from transmitter to receiver and the path loss exponent

αi, i ∈ {m, f}. Each MBS is assumed to be sectorized with Ns sectors. We assume

an ultra dense user scenario where all base stations always have a user to serve and

also assume that a symbol sj,k, is sent in each time slot, where E [|sj,k|2] = 1. We

also assume that all Ns sectors operate in a different subchannel. In the macrocell tier,

each user connects to the base station which provides the highest long term expected

received power. In other words, the users will be assigned to the closest base station.

Under this scheme, the network cells form a Voronoi tessellation [14]. This means that

the size (and shape) of the macrocells are variable, in contrast with the typical regular

grid shapes commonly used (e.g., the hexagonal grid). In order to provide a realistic
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scenario for the sizes of the macrocells, we match the mean area of a Voronoi cell with

the area of a hexagonal grid cell, e.g., in a PPP with density value of λ = 1.54 x 10−6

the (mean) Voronoi cell area corresponds to that of a hexagonal shape cell with radius

500 m, approximately. In the case of femtocells, we assume that each FAP has a user to

serve and which is located indoors and uniformly distributed in the femtocell coverage

area with radius Rf . The FAP radiation pattern is assumed to be omnidirectional in

accordance with 3GGP specifications [44]. Also according to LTE specifications, for

the MBSs we model the antenna vertical radiation pattern G, which expressed in [75]

as

GdB(φtilt) = −min
12

(
φ+ φtilt
φ3dB

)2

, AdB

 (3.1)

where φ < 0 is the angle between the base station antenna and the receiver, φtilt >

0 is the tilt angle, φ3dB represents the 3 dB beamwidth with value 10, and AdB is

the minimum power which is leaked to the sectors other than the desired one, and

which has a typical value of 20 dB. As for the horizontal plane, we make use of the

thinning property of a PPP, and so we thin the PPP by a factor equal to the number

of sectors, i.e., we consider an omnidirectional pattern in the horizontal plane, but the

effective density of interferers is expressed as λ
Ns

. This assumption is justified given

that in the downlink, the radiation pattern of the antennas is symmetric in the horizontal

plane, i.e., modifying the pattern of all antennas in the network similarly (as a result of

sectorization) does not modify significantly the SIR perceived by the desired user. In

addition, as each sector is assumed to operate in a different subchannel, the interference

is reduced by a factor of Ns. In section 3.5 the accuracy of this assumption is verified.

The angle (φ) between the base station antenna and the desired user’s antenna can be

expressed as a function of the effective height Heff (difference in heights between
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transmitter and receiver antenna), and the distance R between the transmitting base

station and a receiver, as

φ = −tan−1
(
Heff

R

)
(3.2)

where Heff = Ha −Hue represents the effective height that results from substracting

the user equipment’s height Hue from the base station’s antenna height Ha. Applying

this definition to (3.1), and converting to linear scale, we obtain

G(R, φtilt) = 10
−min

12

−tan−1
(
Heff
R

)
+φtilt

φ3dB

2

,AdB

/10

. (3.3)

The antenna vertical pattern as well as the tilt angle are depicted in Figure 3.1.

Now, from the definition of (3.3) we observe that G(R, φtilt) can be divided into 2 or

3 parts (depending upon the tilt angle), because of the limiting value of AdB. So, for

small values of φtilt, there is only a value of R = rth1 at which G(R, φtilt)dB reaches

−AdB. However, when φtilt is large enough, there are two values of R (rth1 and rth2)

at which the function reaches its limit. And so, solving for the threshold distances rth1

and rth2, we obtain

rth1 = Heff

tan
(√

AdB/12 φ3dB + φtilt
) (3.4)

rth2 = Heff

tan
(
−
√
AdB/12 φ3dB + φtilt

) . (3.5)

Note from Eq. (3.5) that rth2 only takes positive values when the condition φtilt ≥
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Figure 3.1: Vertical antenna pattern and tilt angle.

√
AdB/12 φ3dB is fulfilled, and so, Eq. (3.3) can be expressed as follows

G(R, φtilt) =


A, if R < rth1

10
−1.2

−tan−1
(
Heff
R

)
+φtilt

φ3dB

2

, if R ≥ rth1

(3.6)

for φtilt <
√
AdB/12 φ3dB, and

G(R, φtilt) =



A, if R < rth1

10
−1.2

−tan−1
(
Heff
R

)
+φtilt

φ3dB

2

, if rth1 ≤ R < rth2

A, if R ≥ rth2

(3.7)
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Figure 3.2: Vertical antenna pattern (3.3), as a function of the distance R from base
station to the user for antenna tilt values φtilt = 2◦, 8◦ and 18◦. Note that depending on
the tilt angle, the shape of the lines change and the function can be further defined by
parts as in (3.6) or (3.7).

for φtilt ≥
√
AdB/12 φ3dB, where A is the value of −AdB in linear scale. The

vertical antenna pattern, re-defined in terms of the distance from the MBS to the user,

is presented in Figure 3.2 for values of antenna tilt φtilt = 2◦, 8◦ and 18◦. Note that

the maximum angle between the user and the MBS is 0◦, when R → ∞, and so

the horizontal axis sets a limit on the values that the function G(R, φtilt) can take.

Therefore, it can be seen that when the antenna tilt is small (φtilt <
√
AdB/12 φ3dB)

the function is defined by 2 parts as in (3.6) because the function G(R, φtilt) never

reaches the value A as R increases. However, as the tilt angle becomes large enough

(φtilt ≥
√
AdB/12 φ3dB), the function is now defined by 3 parts as in (3.7) due to the

fact that for a given value of R the function does attain value A.
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3.3 Coverage

In this section, we obtain the coverage probability expressions first for a traditional

network (macrocells only) and then for a HetNet consisting of femtocells overlaid

with the macrocell tier. We consider an interference limited scenario, and so the effect

of noise will be neglected. However, it could be easily included into the calculations

in a straightforward manner.

3.3.1 TRADITIONAL MACROCELL NETWORK

For a macrocell traditional network, there is one PPP Φm used to model the positions of

the MBSs. Considering that the user connects to the closest MBS, the received signal

at the user in a given time slot is expressed as

y =
√
P tx
m l (r0,0)G(r0,0, φtilt) h0,0 s0,0 +

∑
j∈Φm\{0}

√
P tx
m l (rj,0)G(rj,0, φtilt) hj,0 sj,j

(3.8)

where P tx
m is the MBS transmit power, rj,k, hj,k and sj,k are respectively, the distance,

channel gain and symbol sent from the j-th base station to the k-th user. Note that

r0,0 represents the distance from the closest base station to the desired user. For ease

of representation we drop the subscripts in the desired link. Using Slivnyak’s theorem

[16], placing a typical point at the origin does not change the statistics of the PPP,

and so we locate the typical user at the origin and obtain its statistics. The signal to

interference ratio (SIR) is given by

SIR = |h|2 r−α G(r, φtilt)∑
j∈Φm\{0}

|hj,0|2 r−αj,0 G(rj,0, φtilt)
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= |h|
2 r−α G(r, φtilt)

IΦm
(3.9)

where IΦm is the effective interference from the base stations and |hj,k|2 ∼ Exp(1).

The coverage probability Pc is defined as the probability that the received SIR in

the entire service area is above a certain threshold β, which depends on the network’s

Quality of Service (QoS). From (3.9), we have

Pc(β, φtilt) = P(SIR > β)

= Er,IΦm
[exp (−s IΦm)]|s=βrα G(r,φtilt)

= Er

[
EIΦm

[exp (−s IΦm)]
]

= Er

[
LIΦm

(s)
]

(3.10)

where LIΦm
(s) is the Laplace transform of the interference IΦm , and the expectation

with respect to r is obtained using the fact that the distance to the closest base station

for a PPP is Rayleigh distributed [14], i.e. f(r) = 2πλr e−λπr2 . The value of the

Laplace transform is expressed as

LIΦm
(s) = EΦm,|hj,0|2

e−s
∑

j∈Φm
|hj,0|2 r−αj,0 G(rj,0,φtilt)


= EΦm

 ∏
j∈Φm

E|hj,0|2
[
e−s |hj,0|

2 r−αj,0 G(rj,0,φtilt)
] . (3.11)

Given the fact that |hj,0|2 is independent for all j ∈ Φm and |hj,0|2 ∼ Exp(1), by

taking the inner expectation in (3.11), we obtain

LIΦm
(s) = EΦm

 ∏
j∈Φm

(
1 + s r−αj,0 G(rj,0, φtilt)

)−1
 . (3.12)
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Using the definition of the generating functional of a PPP [16] we obtain

LIΦm
(s) = exp

(
−2πλm

Ns

∫ ∞
r

y dy
1 + s−1 yαm G−1(y, φtilt)

)

= exp
−2πλm

Ns

∫ ∞
r

y dy
1 +

(
y
r

)αm G−1(y,φtilt)
β G−1(r,φtilt)

 . (3.13)

Substituting (3.13) into (3.10), and using the definitions in (3.6) and (3.7) the following

theorem describing the coverage probability is obtained.

Theorem 3.1. In a macrocell-only network with full antenna pattern, the cov-

erage probability can be expressed as in (3.15), where

ζ (a, b) = 2F1
(
1, 1− 2

a
; 2− 2

a
;−b

)
is the Gauss hypergeometric function,

ρ (a, b, c) =
∫ b
a

y dy

1+( yr )
αm

c
, and we made use of the following function defini-

tion

F (a, φtilt) = 10
−1.2

−tan−1
(
Heff
a

)
+φtilt

φ3dB

2

. (3.14)

Proof. The derivation of (3.15) is found in appendix C.

3.3.2 HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK

We now consider the case of a HetNet consisting of macro- and femtocells deployed

in the coverage area. The femtocells are assumed to operate in CSG, meaning that

they only serve their subscribed users which are assumed to be located indoors. As

mentioned in section 3.2, the antennas of the FAPs are all assumed to have an omnidi-

rectional pattern [44]. The FAPs are also assumed to operate on the same frequencies
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Pc(β, φtilt) =



∫ rth1
0 2λmπr e

−λmπ
(
r2+ 2

Ns

[
βrαm

αm−2(r−αm−2 ζ1−r−αm+2
th1 ζ2)+ρ1

])
dr

+
∫∞
rth1

2λmπr e−λmπ(r
2+ 2

Ns
ρ2) dr

if φtilt <
√

AdB
12 φ3dB

∫ rth1
0 2λmπr e

−λmπ
(
r2+ 2

Ns

[
βrαm
αm−2(r−αm+2 ζ1−r−αm+2

th1 ζ2)+r−αm+2
th2 ζ3+ρ3

])
dr

+
∫ rth2
rth1

2λmπr e
−λmπ

(
r2+ 2

Ns

[
ρ4+

βAF−1(r,φtilt) r
αmr

−αm+2
th2

(αm−2) ζ4

])
dr

+ exp(−λmπr2
th2(1+ 2

Ns [ β
αm−2 ζ1]))

1+ 2
Ns( β

αm−2 ζ1)

if φtilt ≥
√

AdB
12 φ3dB

(3.15)

with ζ1 = ζ (αm, β) , ζ2 = ζ
(
αm,

(
rth1
r

)−αm
β
)
, ζ3 = ζ

(
αm,

(
rth2
r

)−αm
β
)
, ζ4 =

ζ
(
αm,

(
rth2
r

)−αm
βAF−1(r, φtilt)

)
,

ρ1 = ρ
(
rth1,∞, AF

−1(y,φtilt)
β

)
, ρ2 = ρ

(
r,∞, F−1(y,φtilt)

β F−1(r,φtilt)

)
, ρ3 =

ρ
(
rth1, rth2,

AF−1(y,φtilt)
β

)
, ρ4 = ρ

(
r, rth2,

F−1(y,φtilt)
β F−1(r,φtilt)

)
.

as the macrocells. Therefore, there is inter-tier interference from macro- to femtocells

and vice-versa. As previously stated, the femtocell users are uniformly distributed in

the coverage area of their serving FAP, which corresponds to a circular area of radius

Rf . A wall partition loss Wf , defined as the amount of power which is lost when the

signal goes through a wall, is also considered.

Now, as the macrocell users are seriously affected by the femtocell tier interference,

we propose the use of a guard zone with radius Rc protecting the macrocell users from

the nearby FAPs interference. In this scenario, a cooperation is assumed between
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femto and macro tiers, where if femtocells detect a macrocell user within a distance

Rc, they will restrain themselves from transmitting. This assumption is supported by

considering that both macro and femtocells are deployed by the same network operator,

which can have an estimate on the location of their macrocell users. This information

in turn, can be made available to femtocells by means of a macro to femto interface,

such as the X2 interface. This model is then equivalent to having a macrocell user

with a guard zone preventing any femtocell transmissions within a distance Rc. The

potential use of a guard zone has been reported previously to protect a given user from

interference [60, 76]. So, with this model we analyse the effect of the guard zone and

the tilt angle when changes in the density of femtocells are perceived. Once again, we

place the typical users at the origin and then, the received signals by a macrocell user

(ym) and femtocell user (yf ) are given by

ym =
√
P tx
m l (r0,0)G(r0,0, φtilt) h0,0 s0,0 +

∑
j∈Φm\{0}

√
P tx
m l (rj,0)G(rj,0, φtilt) hj,0 sj,j

+
∑
k∈Φf

√
P tx
f l (dk,0)Wf gk,0 zk,k (3.16)

yf =
√
P tx
f l (d0,0) g0,0 z0,0 +

∑
j∈Φm

√
P tx
m l (rj,0)G(rj,0, φtilt)Wf hj,0 sj,j

+
∑

k∈Φ′
f
\{0}

√
P tx
f l (dk,0)W 2

f gk,0 zk,k (3.17)

where B(x, b) represents the 2-dimensional ball with radius b centered at x, P tx
m (P tx

f )

is the transmission power of a MBS(FAP), rj,k (dj,k) is the distance from the j-th MBS

(FAP) to the k-th user, hj,k (gj,k) is the Rayleigh fading channel between the j-th MBS

(FAP) and the k-th user and sj,k (zj,k) is the transmitted symbol from the j-th MBS
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(FAP) to the k-th user, with |sj,k|2 = 1 (|zj,k|2 = 1). Additionally, Φ′f represents the

femtocell resulting point process after all FAPs that fall within the guard zone of a

macrocell user have been removed in each macrocell. Note that in the femtocell tier,

we use W 2
f given the assumption that femtocell users are located indoors, and so the

interfering signal has to get through two walls. For ease of representation, from now

on we drop the subscript in the desired links. The SIRs are given as

SIRm = |h|
2 r−αm G(r, φtilt)
ImΦm + ImΦ′

f

(3.18)

SIRf = |g|2 d−αf

IfΦm + IfΦ′
f

(3.19)

where ImΦm = ∑
j∈Φm\{0}

|hj,0|2 r−αmj,0 G(rj,0, φtilt) and ImΦ′
f

= ∑
k∈Φ′

f

|gj,0|2η d
−αf
k,0 Wf , rep-

resent, respectively, the interference from the macrocell and femtocell tier observed

by the macrocell user. Additionally, IfΦm = ∑
j∈Φm
|hj,0|2 r−αmj,0 G(rj,0, φtilt) and IfΦ′

f
=∑

k∈Φ′
f
\{0}
|gk,0|2 d−αk,0W 2

f represent, respectively, the interference from the macrocell and

femtocell tier perceived by the femtocell user. Following the same approach as for the

traditional network, the coverage probability in the macrocell tier is given as

Pcm(βm, φtilt) = P(SIRm > βm)

= Er,ImΦm ,I
m
Φ′
f

[
exp

(
−s ImΦm

)
exp

(
−ηWfs I

m
Φ′
f

)]

= Er

[
EImΦm

[
exp

(
−s ImΦm

)]
EIm

Φ′
f

[
exp

(
−ηWfs I

m
Φ′
f

)]]

= Er

[
LImΦm

(s) LIm
Φ′
f

(ηWfs)
]

(3.20)

where s = βmr
α
m G−1(r, φtilt) and η = P txf

P txm
. The Laplace transform of the macrocell
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tier can be expressed as

LImΦm
(s) = exp

−2πλm
Ns

∫ ∞
r

y dy
1 +

(
y
r

)αm F−1(y,φtilt)
βm F−1(r,φtilt)

 . (3.21)

where the definition of the generating functional of a PPP was again used. It is worth-

while to notice that we have approximated (3.3) by (3.14) in this case. This approxi-

mation was not used in section 3.3.1, because a macrocell only network, not providing

a minimum radiated power (AdB), results in not considering the minimum amount of

interference leaked, which in turn is reflected in the optimum tilt angle always taking

the maximum allowable value. In the case of the HetNet, this assumption is possible,

since the femtocell tier provides the baseline interference. Note also that the Laplace

transform for the macrocell interference IΦm can be neglected in some scenarios where

a large number of femtocells are deployed in the area. This depends on the values of

the wall partition loss and path loss exponent. This assumption can greatly simplify

the analysis (and speed up the result of the proposed optimization).

On the other hand, the Laplace transform of the interference from femtocells to

macrocells (LmΦ′
f
) forms a hole point process for which an approximation (lower bound)

can be expressed by considering the interference outside Rc and using the formula for

Rayleigh fading in [77]. The Laplace transform is then given by

LIm
Φ′
f

(ηWfs) = e
−λfπ

(
(ηWf s)

δf Eh

[
h
δf γ

(
1−δf ,ηWf shR

−αf
c

)]
− R2

cηs

ηWfs+R
αf
c

)
(3.22)

where h ∼ Exp(1). We further extend (3.22) and express LIm
Φ′
f

as

LIm
Φ′
f

(ηWfs) =eλfπR2
c × e

−λfπR2
c 2F1

(
1,−δf ;1−δf ;−βmrαmF−1(r)ηWfR

−αf
c

)
. (3.23)
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The derivation of (3.23) is given in appendix C. The following theorem describes

the coverage probability for the macrocell tier.

Theorem 3.2. In a two-tier heterogeneous network with full antenna pattern,

the coverage probability in the macrocell tier is expresed as in (3.28), where

C (αm, φtilt, r) =
∫∞
r

y dy
1+( yr )

αm F−1(y,φtilt)
βm F−1(r,φtilt)

.

Proof. The macrocell tier coverage probability in (3.28) is found using the expressions

for the Laplace transforms found in (3.21) and (3.23).

In the case of the femtocell tier, the number of femtocells which are interfering

with each other is reduced due to the fact that all the femtocells, which fall within the

circular area formed by a radius Rc surrounding a macrocell user, will not transmit.

Therefore, we use the thinning property of a PPP [16], in which case the effective

density of interfering femtocells is given by pλf , where p is the thinning probability.

Consider V = ⋃
j∈Φm Vj as the set of all Voronoi cells formed from the PPP Φm, where

Vj represents the Voronoi cell having point xj ∈ Φm as seed. The thinning probability

represents the probability that a femtocell placed at a point xk ∈ Φf is located inside

a Voronoi cell Vj and outside the area with radius Rc surrounding a macrocell user

located at a point xu uniformly distributed inside Vj . This applies to all the Voronoi

cells in the network as we consider that all cells have a user to serve in each time slot.
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Thus, the thinning probability can be expressed as

p = P(xk /∈ B(xu, Rc) | xk ∈ Vj), ∀j ∈ Φm

= 1− P(xk ∈ B(xu, Rc) | xk ∈ Vj)
(a)
≈ 1− πR2

c

Acell

= 1− λmπR2
c (3.24)

where Acell is the typical (mean) area of a Voronoi cell, which is by definition Acell =
1
λm

. Note that the approximation in step (a) is obtained by using the ratio of the circular

area covered by a radiusRc and the area of the Voronoi cell. Note also from (3.24), that

the maximum radius permissible is Rmax
c = 1√

λmπ
. With this value the area covered by

the guard zone equals the mean value of the Voronoi cells. Now, because a femtocell

will only transmit if it is outside a radius Rc from a macrocell user, there can be two

types of outage: the first is the one that occurs when a femtocell does not transmit (with

probability 1− p) and second is one that takes place when the femtocell does transmit

(with probability p) but the perceived SIRf at the femtocell user is below βf . Taking

this into account, we obtain the mean coverage probability for the femtocell tier as

Pcf (βf , φtilt) = p P(SIRf > βf )

= (1− λmπR2
c)×

Ed

[
EIfΦm

[
exp

(
−s′η−1dα0 IfΦm

)]
EIfΦ′f

[
exp

(
−s′Wfd

α0 IfΦf

)]]

= (1− λmπR2
c) Ed

[
LIfΦm

(s′η−1dα0) LIfΦ′f
(s′Wfd

α0)
]

(3.25)

where s′ = βfWf . In order to simplify the analysis, and thanks to the small expected
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distances between femtocells users and their serving FAPs, we use Jensen’s inequality

in (3.25), in which case the femtocell coverage probability is approximated by

Pcf (βf , φtilt) ≈ (1− λmπR2
c) LIfΦm

(s′η−1R̄f
α0) LIfΦ′f

(s′Wf R̄f
α0) (3.26)

where R̄f = 2Rf
3 , is the expected value of the distance from femtocell users to their

designated FAP. This expected value was found using the fact that the pdf of the dis-

tance D to the origin of a user uniformly distributed in a circular area of radius Rf is

fD(d) = 2d
R2
f

[31]. The results of simulations presented in section 3.5 show that this

approximation is indeed very accurate. Using the definition of the generating func-

tional of a PPP like in the macrocell only case, the Laplace transform of the macrocell

interference can be expressed as

LIfΦm
(s′η−1R̄f

α0) = e
− 2πλm

Ns

∫∞
0

x dx

1+β−1
f

R̄f
−α0F−1(x,φtilt)xαm . (3.27)

On the other hand, the Laplace transform LIf
Φ′
f

(s′Wf R̄f
α0) in (3.25) can be ob-

tained directly from [46], considering the reduction of the interfering femtocells by a

factor p. The following theorem states the coverage probability in the femtocell tier

for the two-tier network addressed.

Theorem 3.3. For a two-tier heterogeneous network with full antenna pat-

tern, the coverage probability in the femtocell tier is given in (3.29).

Proof. Using the values for the Laplace transforms previously described, the femtocell

tier coverage probability in (3.29) is obtained.
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Pcm(βm, φtilt) = eλfπR
2
c

∫ ∞
0

2λmπr ×

e
−λmπr2

(
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r2Ns

)
−λfπR2

c 2F1

(
1,− 2
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;
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αf
c
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(3.28)

Pcf (βf , φtilt) =
(
1− λmπR2

c

)
×

e

−λf(1−λmπR2
c)(R̄fα0βfW

2
f )δf π2δf
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2πλm
Ns

∫∞
0
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1+
β−1
f

R̄f
−α0

F (x,φtilt)
xαm

(3.29)

Same as in the macrocell coverage probability, for a highly dense scenario and

depending on the wall partition loss the interference from the macrocell tier could be

neglected, resulting in a closed form expression for the femtocell coverage probability

for those particular scenarios.

3.4 Energy efficiency

We use the inverse of the Energy Consumption Rating (ECR) to characterize the EE of

the network, which is given by

EE = T

P
b/J/Hz (3.30)

where T is the achievable throughput in bps/Hz and P is the total power consumed in

Watts. So, the EE for the traditional and heterogeneous networks is given by

EE =

∑
i∈{m,f}

λiP
c
i log2(1 + βi)∑

i∈{m,f}
λiPi

(3.31)
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where Pi is the total power consumed by a base station in the i-th tier. For Pi, we make

use of the commonly used model [36,37,48], which for macro- and femtocells is given

by

Pm = Ns

(
amP

tx
m + bm

)
(3.32)

Pf = afP
tx
f + bf (3.33)

where P tx
i is the transmit power in the i-th tier, bi is the constant power component

related to the signal processing, cooling of the site as well as battery backup in the

i-th tier and ai is a factor related to the efficiency of the power amplifier in the i-th

tier. The power related component values, along with the other network’s parameters

are presented in Table 3.1. We proceed to define the EE optimizations for both the

traditional and two-tier networks.

3.4.1 TRADITIONAL MACROCELL NETWORK

For the case of an traditional network, the expression in (3.31) is simplified and the

optimization problem proposed consists of finding the optimum antenna tilt (φ∗tilt) that

maximizes the EE of the network, i.e.

φ∗tilt = arg max
φtilt

Pc(βm, φtilt) log2(1 + βm)
Ns (amP tx

m + bm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
EE

. (3.34)

Due to the complexity of the expression for EE in (3.34), we cannot find a closed-

form solution. However, as the tilt angle is limited (same as its sensitivity in practice),

the solution can be found for a small number of steps using a greedy search over the
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Table 3.1: SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Description
φ3dB 10 Half beamwidth
Ha 32 m Base station antenna height
Hue 1.5 m User equipment antenna height
Rf 30 m Femtocell radius
αm 3,4 Path loss exponent for the macrocell tier
α0 2.5, 3 Path loss exponent for the femtocell tier in the

desired link
αf 3,4 Path loss exponent for the femtocell tier in an

interference link
Wf 5, 10, 20 dB Wall partition loss for the femtocell tier
Ns 3, 6 Number of antenna sectors for the macrocell tier
P tx
f 100 mW Femtocell transmission power
P tx
m 20 W Macrocell transmission power
af 4 Femtocell power component dependent of the

transmission power
am 3.77 Macrocell power component dependent of

the transmission power
bf 9.6 Femtocell constant power component related to

signal processing, site cooling, battery backup
bm 68.73 Macrocell constant power component related to

signal processing, site cooling, battery backup

possible tilt values. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is simply ndegrees,

where ndegrees is the number of possible antenna tilts that the RET can provide. The

results obtained for the traditional network are found in section 3.5.

3.4.2 HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK

In the case of the two-tier network described in section 3.3, the guard zone Rc has

the effect of enhancing the performance of the macrocell tier by reducing the received

interference from femtocells located in the vicinity of a macrocell user, therefore a

bigger value of Rc is desired in this case. However, the selection of the size of Rc has a
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negative impact in the femtocell tier, given the fact that increasing its size would cause

a higher number of femtocells to stop transmitting, and so, the coverage probability in

this tier would be reduced. This leads to the conclusion that there must be a tradeoff in

the selection of the guard zone size to balance the performance of macro- and femtocell

tiers. On the other hand, as described in section 3.1, the selection of the tilt angle φtilt

can significantly increase the performance of the macrocell tier, and with the inclusion

of a tier of interfering femtocells its optimum value is different from the one found

for a traditional network. Furthermore, we are interested in obtaining the values of Rc

and φtilt that would yield a good performance in terms of the overall network energy

efficiency. Taking into account the considerations just described, we propose an op-

timization problem to maximize the energy efficiency of the network with constraints

on the QoS requirements of both tiers. We aim to find both the optimum antenna tilt

angle φ∗tilt and guard zone R∗c that maximize the energy efficiency with the required

constraints. Formally, the problem is described as follows

φ∗tilt, R
∗
c = arg max

φtilt,Rc

λmPcm(βm, φtilt)log2(1 + βm) + λfPcf (βf , φtilt)log2(1 + βf)
λmNs (amP tx

m + bm) + λf (afP tx
f + bf )︸ ︷︷ ︸

EE

(3.35)

s.t. Pcm(βm, φtilt) ≥ 1− εm,

Pcf (βf , φtilt) ≥ 1− εf

where εm and εf are respectively, the maximum outage probabilities permitted for

macro and femto tiers. We denote EE? as the maximum energy efficiency that can

be achieved by selecting the optimum values φ?tilt and R?
c . Although the proposed

optimization problem cannot adapt to the changes in the environment in an online
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fashion, it can still provide an overall solution to the system without the need to run

time consuming simulations. Therefore, when a change in the system parameters (such

as the densities of macro- and/or femtocell) occurs, the network operators can obtain a

centralized solution that will yield a good performance depending upon the changes in

the system.

For the expressions in (3.35), we proceed to use a non-linear software package in

Matlab, using an interior point method to solve the optimization problem. In particular,

the non-linear programming solver fmincon found in the optimization toolbox. The

numerical results are presented in section 3.5.

3.5 Results

The numerical results of this chapter are presented in figures 3.3 to 3.10, where the

lines correspond to the analytical results while the circles represent the results of Monte

Carlo simulations. The system parameters used in the simulations are presented in Ta-

ble 3.1, where we have used typical values found in practice. For the simulations, we

first generate a random number of MBSs in the area following a PPP. Then, we pro-

ceed to obtain the Voronoi tessellation with the MBSs deployed. The typical user is

located at the origin and associated with the closest MBS, according to Slivnyak’s the-

orem. Then, we obtain the interference from the other MBSs considering the distant-

dependent vertical pattern, while at the same time, the number of interferers is reduced

randomly by a factor equal to Ns (number of sectors). In the case of the simulations

for the HetNet, the two independent tiers are generated and the same process previ-

ously described is used to create the Voronoi cells. Next, in all the Voronoi cells of the

network, a randomly (uniformly) distributed user is generated within the area of each
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Voronoi cell. Then, a circular area of radius Rc is considered around each user and all

the FAPs that fall within its circular area are considered inactive. The performance of

both macro- and femtocell users is obtained by considering only the femtocells which

remain active. Additionally, the simulations for the femtocell tier are obtained by con-

sidering that the user is uniformly distributed in the coverage area of its serving FAP,

while the analytical results are calculated by using the expected value of the distance

from the user to its serving FAP, as presented in the theoretical analysis. As men-

tioned before, we focused on a RET system, where the downtilt of the antenna can

be remotely configured. Typical ranges for the electrical antenna tilt found in practice

are 0 − 15◦ [78, 79]. However, state of the art antennas have been reported to achieve

18◦ [80], and even 20◦ [81]. Therefore we select the latter as the maximum permissible

tilt angle in our setup.

In Figure 3.3 we verify the validity of our proposed model in terms of coverage

probability by matching its performance with simulations obtained when a full 3D

model (vertical and horizontal patterns) is used, for different values of the density of

BSs. It can be seen that the use of thinning to model the horizontal pattern does not

have a strong effect on the performance of a full 3D antenna pattern. Moreover, the

antenna tilt value that maximizes the coverage probability of the network is the same

in both approaches. Therefore, the accuracy of our simplified model is endorsed.

The coverage probability and EE of a traditional network are presented in Figure

3.4 as a function of the tilt angle. Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show the coverage proba-

bilities for antennas with 120◦ (NS = 3) and 60◦ (NS = 6) sectorization, respectively.

It can be seen that there is an antenna tilt angle that maximizes the coverage probability

(and therefore, the energy efficiency). The former can be explained as follows: for low

values of φtilt the coverage probability is low, due to the fact that the direction of the
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Figure 3.3: Macrocell-only coverage probability of the proposed model in comparison
with a full 3D antenna pattern model as a function of tilt angle with β = 3. The straight
lines represent the results obtained with our model, while the dashed lines represent
the results of simulations with a 3D antenna pattern.

main lobe of the antenna does not point to the desired coverage area of each cell. As

φtilt increases, most of the radiated power is pointed towards the area of the desired

cell and less interference is created at the neighbouring cells, which is reflected in an

increase in the coverage (and energy efficiency) of the network. Finally, the coverage

reaches a maximum at the point where a significant portion of the radiated power is

projected towards the desired cell while little interference is caused at the other cells.

After that maximum, increasing φtilt cause very little interference but would also cover

a very small portion of the desired cell, which would make the coverage probability

drop. Additionally, it can be seen that (as expected) the optimum tilt angle is strongly

coupled with the density of macro stations. This is due to the fact that with a higher

density, the mean area of the cells is smaller and so a higher value of the antenna tilt

is required to point to the smaller cell area. As is expected, the coverage probability
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is further increased with the use of more antenna sectors, as the interference is further

reduced. On the other hand, Figures 3.4(c) and 3.4(d) show the performance in terms

of the EE. It can be seen that while the lines follow the same trends as in the case

of coverage probability, the 120◦ sectorized antennas outperform the 60◦ sectorized

antennas. This is due to the fact that the power consumed by using extra antenna sec-

tors has more impact on the EE than the gains in throughput. Therefore, an inherent

trade-off between the throughput and the EE of the system can be perceived.

In Figure 3.5 the coverage probability for the macrocell and femtocell tiers are

shown as a function of the antenna tilt angle and guard zone, respectively. The results

are presented for an average number of femtocells (20, 50 and 100 deployed per macro-

cell), and for different values of path loss exponents and wall partition loss. In 3.5(a),

the coverage probability of the macrocell tier is displayed as a function of the antenna

tilt angle when a guard zone of Rc = 200 m is used. It can be seen that the interference

from the femtocell tier has the effect of decreasing the value of the optimum tilt angle

in comparison with a traditional network. We observe that the tilt angle that maximizes

the coverage probability is highly dependent on both, the path loss exponent and the

wall partition loss. In general, a higher value of Wf results in a higher value of the

optimum tilt angle. This is due to the fact that a higher wall partition loss prevents

interference from the femtocell to seriously affect the macrocell user performance, and

so, the results resemble one of a macrocell-only network. Additionally, in general the

smaller the path loss exponent, the larger the value of tilt angle required to maximise

the coverage probability. This also agrees with the behaviour previously described, in

the sense that a smaller value of the path loss exponent results in an increase in the in-

terference received from the femtocell tier. On the other hand, Figure 3.5(b) shows the

coverage probability for the femtocell tier as a function of the macrocell’s guard zone
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Figure 3.4: Coverage probabilities for (a) 3 sectors (Ns = 3) and (b) 6 sectors (Ns =
6), and energy efficiencies for (c) 3 sectors (Ns = 3) and (d) 6 sectors (Ns = 6) of a
traditional network as a function of φtilt,. In all figures, βm = 3 and we present the
results for λm = 9.6 x 10−6, 1.54 x 10−6 and 6 x 10−7 .

Rc. As an increase in the size of Rc would prevent a larger number of femtocells from

transmitting in the proximity of a macrocell user, the overall coverage in the femto
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tier is reduced. In this case, a smaller value of the path loss exponent results in an

increase in the femtocell user performance. This is due to the small distances between

a femtocell user and its serving FAP, for which a smaller path loss exponent results in

a stronger signal received at the desired link, effectively increasing the performance.

We also observe that the wall partition loss does not have such a strong effect on the

femtocell tier as opposed to the case of the macrocell tier. This is due to the fact that

the signal from an indoor FAP to another has to transverse through 2 walls. More-

over, the scenarios with wall partition loss of 10 dB and 20 dB present almost identical

performances.
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Figure 3.5: Coverage probability of a heterogeneous network, with βm = βf = 3,
Wf = 5 dB, αm = αf = 4, α0 = 3, λm = 1.54 x 10−6 (typicall hexagonal cell radius
of 500 m.), and λf/λm = 20, 50 and 100 for (a) macrocell as a function of φtilt (with
fixed Rc = 200 m), and (b) femtocell tier as a function of Rc.

Figure 3.6 shows two views of the coverage probability of the macrocell tier as a

function of both, φtilt and Rc. It is evident that a bigger guard zone is desirable in this
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Figure 3.6: Macrocell coverage probability as a function of φtilt and Rc with βm =
βf = 3, Wf = 5 dB, αm = αf = 4, λm = 1.54 x 10−6 (typical hexagonal cell radius
of 500 m), and λf

λm
= 50.

tier, as it would protect the macrocell users from a higher number of interferers. Also

from Figure 3.6, it can be seen that the tilt angle φtilt that maximizes the coverage prob-

ability varies with Rc. In general, the values of φtilt in this scenario are smaller than

the ones found for the traditional network, when the number of femtocells deployed is

relatively small. On the other hand, increasing λf results in an increase of the tilt angle

that maximizes the coverage in this tier.

Figure 3.7 shows the EE for a two-tier network as a function of Rc and φtilt. It can

be seen that there is an antenna tilt angle that maximizes the EE for each value of Rc.

Also, the smaller the value of Rc, the higher is the EE of the network. This is entirely

related to the femtocell tier, given the fact that the femtocells provide high gains in

the total throughput of the network, and so, with a higher number of active femtocells
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Figure 3.7: Energy efficiency of a two-tier network as a function of Rc and φtilt for
a two-tier network with βm = βf = 3, Wf = 5 dB, αm = αf = 4, α0 = 3, λm =
1.54 x 10−6 (typical cell radius of 500 m), and λf

λm
= 50.

(smaller value ofRc), there are more gains in the EE of the system. However, as can be

seen from 3.6, the coverage in the macrocell tier is highly sensitive to the interference

created by the femtocells. Therefore, optimizing only with respect to the EE of the

network would result in an unfair treatment of the macrocell tier. Therein lies the

importance of the constraints in (3.35) to guarantee a minimum QoS in this tier. In

other words, there is a tradeoff between the coverage probability and the EE of the

network, which is effectively captured by setting the constraints in the optimization

problem.

The results from the optimization problem are presented in figures 3.8 to 3.10.

Figure 3.8 shows φ?tilt as a function of the density of femtocells deployed per macrocell.
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Figure 3.8: Optimum tilt of a two-tier network as a function of the density of femtocells
for a two-tier network with Wf = 5, βm = βf = 3, λm = 9.6 x 10−6, 1.54 x 10−6 and
6 x 10−7, εm = 0.3 and εf = 0.8.

It can be seen that for a small number of femtocells, the optimum tilt angle is also

small. However, as the interference from the femtocell tier increases, the tilt angle that

maximizes the EE (and satisfies the constraints) increases until it settles at a fixed value

when the number of femtocells deployed is high enough. Intuitively, as the number of

femtocell increases, the edge users suffer the most damage to their received signal

strength, and so a higher value for the tilt angle would steer the main lobe to an area

closer to the edge of the cell to compensate for the interference from the femto tier.

Figure 3.9 shows R?
c as a function of the density of femtocells deployed per macro-

cell. As expected, as the number of femtocells increases, a bigger guard zone is re-

quired in order to protect the macrocell users from the femtocell tier interference.

Figure 3.10 shows the optimum EE that complies with the constraints of the opti-

mization problem when the density of femtocells per macrocell varies. It can be seen
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that when the number of femtocells increases from a small value, the EE of the net-

work is significantly increased. This is in accordance with the overall expected gains in

throughput in the network that come from having more femtocells deployed. However,

if the number of femtocells deployed is too high, the maximum achievable EEmax first

reaches a limit and then it starts to decay. This occurs when the interference starts to

have a major effect and the gains in throughput are not as high when compared with

the total power consumed in the network. In other words, the power consumed starts

to outweigh the gains in throughput obtained by deploying a higher number of fem-

tocells in the network. It is worthwhile to notice that even in the highest number of

femtocells analysed in this chapter (200), the overall EE of the network is still superior

to the case of the traditional network when the same value of λm is used. However,

the performance in the macrocell tier in terms of the coverage is significantly reduced.

This motivates the selection of the optimization parameters by the network designer in

order to cope with the trade-off between the EE of the network and the coverage in the

macrocell tier.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we provided a stochastic geometry framework to analise the perfor-

mance of the network in terms of EE when the antenna tilt angle of macrocells is

considered as an optimization parameter. In the case of a traditional network, we ob-

serve that our results can be easily scaled with regards to the density of macrocells

deployed in the network. As expected, the higher the density of macrocells, the bigger

is the antenna tilt angle that optimizes the overall coverage and EE. In the case of a

heterogeneous network consisting of macro- and femtocells we observe that even for
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Figure 3.9: Optimum Rc (i.e., R∗c) of a two-tier network as a function of the density
of femtocells for a two-tier network with Wf = 5, βm = βf = 3, λm = 9.6 x 10−6,
1.54 x 10−6 and 6 x 10−7 m.), εm = 0.3 and εf = 0.8.

a small number of femtocells deployed in the network, the performance of the macro-

cell user significantly decreases. Therefore, the use of a guard zone along with the tilt

angle was proposed. From the results, it was verified that the EE of the network can

be greatly increased by the inclusion of femtocells in comparison with a traditional

network. However, the inclusion of femtocells using the same channel as a macro-

cell significantly deteriorates the performance of macrocell users. Therefore there is a

trade-off between the minimum QoS requirements in terms of coverage or throughput

and the EE in the macrocell tier. In general, the optimum tilt angle that maximizes the

EE of the network is smaller for a heterogeneous network compared with that obtained

in a traditional network with the same macro base station density. Additionally, as

the number of femtocells in the network increases, the optimum tilt angle decreases to

compensate for the performance loss in the edge users. Our suggested model can be
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Figure 3.10: Optimum energy efficiency of a two-tier network as a function of the
density of femtocells for a two-tier network with Wf = 5, βm = βf = 3, λm =
9.6 x 10−6, 1.54 x 10−6 and 6 x 10−7, εm = 0.3 and εf = 0.8.

used as a starting point in the context of a Self Organising Network, where the num-

ber of femtocells can be greatly increased, and with this information, the system can

effectively adapt the tilt angle to obtain the best average performance in terms of the

EE.
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4 EE femtocell deployment

IN THIS CHAPTER:

A non uniform deployment of femtocells overlaying the macrocell tier is stud-
ied. While stochastic geometric models based on PPP provide a tractable
approach for the analysis of uniform two-tier network deployments, the per-
formance evaluation of a non-uniform deployment still remains an open issue
which we address in this paper. This is due to the fact that smaller cells can
be more efficiently deployed in areas where the QoS of traditional macro base
stations is poor. Therefore, in this paper we introduce Stienen’s model which
allows us to analyse such non-uniform deployment. In contrast to traditional
PPP based analysis, performance characterization under Stienen Model are
more challenging due to location and density dependencies. However, we
demonstrate that the performance can be approximated in a tractable man-
ner. the developed statistical framework is employed to characterize the gains
in terms of EE for non-uniform deployments. Results show that the edge
user performance in terms of coverage, throughput and EE is significantly in-
creased by the addition of femtocells, while the performance in the macrocell
tier is just slightly reduced, depending upon the density of users in the area.
Additionally, the EE gains of the proposed model are highlighted. These gain
are complemented with the fact that the OPEX and CAPEX are reduced due
to a lesser number of FAPs deployed.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 MOTIVATION

In chapter 1 we discussed the deployment of HetNets as a promising solution for

NGNs to cope with the demands for better coverage and higher data rates. We also

addressed the potential of of HetNets has to provide both the required coverage and

increase the data rates of the users. However, realising such a potential may incur

a significant energy penalty if the EE is not used as a metric to design the HetNet.

This can be attributed to the fact that dense network deployment with aggressive fre-

quency reuse does not come without increased co-channel interference. Thus network

resources/available degrees-of-freedom should be engineered with the aim of maxi-

mizing EE without sacrificing the desired quality of service (QoS). Additionally, the

densification of the network as a result of dealing with traffic growth creates challenges

for the efficient management of the available spectrum. Therefore, new algorithms,

topologies and technologies are being studied with the goal of efficiently making use

of the available resources and network architectures to improve the EE.

Originally envisioned as user deployed devices, the trend in the study of femtocell

deployments has shifted to an operator deployed perspective over the past years. This

is due to the potential gains that are foreseen when network operators place femto-

cells in areas where the required QoS cannot be provided otherwise. While the typical

assumption in the modelling of HetNets via PPPs has been to consider a uniform de-

ployment of several tiers of BSs across the area of service, this assumption lacks the

notion of smart and efficient deployment. This is because areas close to a MBS are

expected to have higher performance in comparison with areas close to the edge of

macrocells. Moreover, it is well established that traditionally the bottleneck of the
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cellular system resides in the edge user performance.

Characterizing the performance of non-uniform two-tier networks deployment is

a non-trivial task. This can be attributed to the fact that within stochastic geometric

analysis 1 the edge of a typical Voronoi cell does not have a fixed shape. The exact ge-

ometry depends on the number of neighbors which is a random variable with unknown

distribution. Additionally, due to the polygonal nature of the cell edge, the distances

across different edges may vary. Thus, analysing cell edge type deployments becomes

challenging. Consequently, there is a need for a tractable model where non-uniform

deployments (which are parametrized by the cell-size and cell-edge deployment den-

sities) can be investigated. In this chapter, we introduce Stienen’s model which can

address the above mentioned challenges. Stienen’s model was originally proposed

in [82] for material science related application.

STIENEN’S MODEL OVERVIEW

Stienen’s model can be constructed from a Poisson-Voronoi Tessellation. Assume a

cellular network where each mobile user is associated to the closest macro BS. The

complement of the coverage areas of all MBS then form a Voronoi Tessellation. For a

typical MBS, a Stienen cell can be formed by constructing a disc whose radius is equal

to half of the distance between the MBS and its nearest neighbour (see Figure 4.1).

Note that the Voronoi cell of the typical MBS is larger than its Stienen cell. In other

words, each Voronoi cell can be decomposed into two regions, namely, the Stienen cell

and its complementary area. Such decomposition of a typical Voronoi cell allows to

model different deployment densities in these two areas. Moreover, as compared to

traditional hardcore models such as Matern processes, the exclusion disc via Stienen’s

1which is often employed to characterize the performance of large scale cellular network
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model intrinsically captures the impact of the cell size. Since the coverage area of each

MBS is not isotropic (and polygonal in nature), it would make less sense to have a

fixed size disc centered at each MBS and then deploy FAPs outside such a disc. This

is because some cell edges are far more closer to MBS than others. Stienen’s Model

also intrinsically captures this irregularity in distances to different cell edges.

In this chapter, we present an analytical framework to model non-uniform two-tier

HetNet deployments via Stienen’s Model. We show that improvements in coverage,

throughput and EE are possible for a non-uniform deployment which will also reduce

the OPEX and CAPEX due to the smaller number of smaller cells deployed.

4.1.2 RELATED WORK

The gains in coverage, throughput and EE of HetNets have been analysed in several

works, where the improvements have been reported for different techniques and al-

gorithms. The EE of a two-tier network consisting of both macro- and picocells was

analysed in [39] where both tiers were modelled with independent PPPs. Analytical

results on the coverage probability, data rates and EE (in bps/m−2/J) were obtained as

a function of the base station densities. Also, by considering independent PPPs, [40]

evaluated the EE in a scenario consisting of microcells and picocells. An optimization

problem was formulated to obtain the density of picocells that maximized the EE of the

network with constraints on the outage probabilities of both tiers. The study of EE with

the use of PPPs was extended to the multi-antenna case in [83] and [33]. An analysis

of the EE of different MIMO diversity schemes was carried out in [83] for a two-tier

network consisting of macro and femtocells. The optimum antenna configuration and

diversity schemes that yielded the maximum EE (while keeping some QoS constraints)

were presented for different system parameters. Alternatively, in [33] a scenario con-
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sisting of a single macrocell overlaid with a tier of femtocells modelled with a PPP was

analysed. The authors examined the throughput and the EE of a MIMO system with an

opportunistic interference alignment scheme in order to mitigate interference. While

the results of this works show the potential improvements in the performance of the

network in terms of coverage, data rates and energy efficiency by deploying HetNets,

the assumption that there is not an inter-tier dependency on the locations of different

tiers is simply not realistic. This is due to the fact that the base stations in different

tiers are expected to be deployed only in areas where the expected QoS perceived by a

user is not sufficient, e.g. hotspots, malls, or areas with poor received signal strength

from a MBS.

Lately, the need to consider a non-uniform deployment of base stations among dif-

ferent tiers in a HetNet has been reported as this allows a more realistic modelling of

the behaviour of an actual network, where the positions of the base stations in different

tiers are not independent across tiers. In [84], a non-uniform deployment of a heteroge-

neous network is proposed where 4 tiers (each one modeled by a PPP) are deployed in

the area. While an independence is assumed in tiers 1 and 4, tiers 2 and 3 depend on the

positions of all the nodes of tier 1. In this model, in the fist stage a Voronoi tesselation

is created with the points generated by the PPP of tier 1. Then, all the points of tiers 2

and 3 are restricted to the edges and vertices (respectively) of the Voronoi cells of tier

1. By varying the parameters and intensities of the respective PPPs, different cases of

interest are highlighted and the cell sizes, as well as the effective received power in the

area, are illustrated through a series of simulations. However, an analytical framework

is not provided. In [85] the coverage and throughput are analysed for two-tier networks

consisting of macro- and femtocells. Both, MBSs and FAPs are uniformly deployed

across the area. However, only femtocells which are located outside a circular area
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surrounding each MBS are activated. The paper [85] assumes a fixed size exclusion

radius surrounding each MBS and a highest instantaneous received power association

scheme. Users which fall within the circular area surrounding each MBs are assumed

to always receive service from that macro base station, while users located outside

these circular areas could receive service from a MBS or a FAP depending upon the

instantaneous power received from each. In [86] a two-tier HetNet consisting of macro

and pico cells is considered. The MBS tier follows a PPP, while the picocell tier fol-

lows a Poisson hole process (PHP). Therefore, the picocells are only deployed in the

locations outside a circular area surrounding a MBS with a fixed radius of exclusion.

By assuming a fixed position from a typical macrocell user to its designed MBS and a

typical femtocell user to its tagged pico BS, bounds on the coverage probabilities for

both users are obtained. Additionally, a fitted Poisson cluster process is used to ap-

proximate the Poisson hole process obtained when the exclusion regions surrounding

each MBS are considered.

4.1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS

The need to plan in a more efficient manner the deployment of smaller cells creates

a challenge in the analysis of the deployment of non-uniform tiers. Therefore in this

chapter, we propose a tractable model for the non uniform deployment of a two-tier

network consisting of macro- and femtocells. While the macrocells are uniformly dis-

tributed across the service area, the FAPs are only deployed outside a given disc of

radius Rs (Stienen radius) centered at each MBS. Most of the works devoted to the

study of non-uniform BSs assume a fixed exclusion region, which lacks a sense of re-

alistic planning from a network operator perspective, as the size of the cell determines

the areas where the potential placement of smaller cells can improve the performance.
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Moreover, the interrelation between a cell edge user and the topology of the cell is lost.

This is due to the fact that classifying a user as cell edge user depends on the location

of the user with respect to its serving MBS. This cannot be captured by using a fixed

radius as the size and shape vary from macrocell to macrocell. In contrast with those

works, we propose the use of Stienen’s model [82] to design the size of Rs. The re-

sulting exclusion region is a function of the size of each Voronoi cell. The model then

accounts for a more realistic model where the areas of possible femtocell locations

depend on the size of the macrocell, while preserving the correlation of cell edge users

with the topology of the cell. Additionally, the proposed model represents a tractable

approach which can be easily scaled for a high number of femtocells deployed. The

main contributions of this chapter are stated as follows.

� Introducing Stienen’s model: We propose the use of Stienen’s model [82] to

characterize in a realistic manner a non-uniform deployment of femtocells over-

laid to a macrocell network. In this model, the Stienen radius surrounding each

MBS is designed as a function of the distance to its closest (interfering) MBS.

On the other hand, the femtocell tier is deployed only in the areas outside the

discs of Stienen radii. Users located in the areas enclosed by the Stienen radii

will be served by the macrocell tier while the users located outside these areas

(edge users) will be offloaded to the femtocell tier.

� Improved edge user performance: It is universally accepted that the bottleneck

of cellular networks is the edge user, which experiences the worst performance

due to the high path loss perceived at a distant user and also because the dis-

tances between the serving and interfering BSs to the user have the same order

of magnitude. As shown in the results, with the proposed model, the edge user
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performance can be greatly increased with the deployment of femtocells, while

the macrocell user performance is not significantly reduced. This in turn helps

to achieve a more balanced network throughout the entire service area.

� Characterization of coverage, throughput and energy efficiency of users in both

tiers: With the use of tools from stochastic geometry, we provide a tractable

approach to characterize the performance of users in both tiers. Namely, we find

expressions for the coverage probability, average user throughput and overall EE

of the network.

� Improved coverage, throughput and energy efficiency: By letting users located

outside the discs of Stienen’s radii to be served only by femtocells, the perfor-

mance in terms of coverage, throughput and EE is improved in both tiers in

comparison with a typical deployment. On one hand, due to the fact that the

users served by the macrocell tier will be closer to their serving MBS in compar-

ison with a normal deployment, they will experience a better QoS. On the other

hand, given that the femtocells will only be deployed in areas where the average

perceived power from a MBS is not very high, the use of resources is carried out

in a more efficient manner, which is reflected in the enhanced performance.

4.1.4 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the system

model. The coverage probability for the proposed model is obtained in 4.3. The ex-

pected throughput in each tier is derived in section 4.4. Section 4.5 describes the

analysis of the energy efficiency for the proposed model. The numerical results are

presented in section 4.6. Finally, conclusions are given in section 4.7.
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4.2 System model

Consider a two-tier network consisting of MBSs and FAPs deployed in a given area.

In contrast with chapters 2 and 3, we will assume an OSG scenario where users are

allowed to freely associate to a nearby FAP. The MBSs are deployed across the entire

area following a PPP Φm on R2, with density λm. The FAPs are only deployed outside

the discs of radii Rj
s centered at each MBS located at xj ∈ Φm, where the superscript

stands for the j-th MBS (j ∈ Φm). The femtocell tier is then modelled via a PHP

with effective intensity λfp, where λf is the original intensity of femtocells, while p

is the probability that a FAP will be located outside the discs Rj
s, ∀j ∈ Φm. In this

model, the users that fall within the area covered by the discs will be served by the

corresponding MBS. On the other hand, the users located outside the discs will be

served by the femtocell tier. The advantages of this model are two-fold: deploying

only femtocells in areas where the coverage is expected to be low (near the edge of

the macro cells), and improving the macrocell expected performance, since the users

served by the macrocell tier will be close to their serving MBS. Users are modelled by

another PPP Φu of density λu and so, they are uniformly placed across the service area.

We assume that each user is associated with the closest MBS. This is equivalent to a

user associating with the MBS which provides the highest long term expected power.

In the femtocell tier, we also assume that the users are associated with the nearest FAP.

Under these assumptions, the resulting association scheme is formed by two Voronoi

tessellations [14], i.e. one corresponding to the macrocell tier and the other one for the

femtocell tier. The Voronoi cells formed represent the coverage regions for each BS in

the network.

In contrast with previous works, in this chapter we propose the use of Stienen’s
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model to characterize the size of the macrocell coverage area, matching it with the area

enclosed in the Stienen cells. Originally proposed for applications in material science,

Stienen’s model [82] is described as follows. Consider the homogeneous PPP Φm

modelling the positions of the MBSs. The points generated by Φm are taken as seeds

to construct a Voronoi tesellation. Now, around each point xj , j ∈ Φm (each Voronoi

cell seed), a disc of radius Rj
s equal to half of the distance to the closest neighbour of

xj is placed. We can extend the model to a more general case, in which the radius Rj
s

is assumed to be the product of the closest neighbour and a scalar τ . When τ < 1/2,

the cell is located completely inside its Voronoi cell. On the other hand, for τ > 1/2

the cell extends to other macrocells2. Note that due to the independence property of

the PPP, the set of Stienen radii {Rj
s}, j ∈ Φm are all i.i.d. Therefore, we will refer to

the Stienen radius only as Rs in the remaining of the chapter.

To model the location dependent femtocells, the FAPs with density λf are placed

uniformly only in areas outside the Stienen cells. By definition, Stienen’s model con-

siders that the radius Rs surrounding each MBS is a function of the distance to the

closest neighbour r1. It is well-known that the distance of the typical user to its closest

neighbour r1 in a PPP follows a Rayleigh distribution, i.e. fr1(r1) = 2πλr1e
−πλr2

1 [87].

Given that in this chapter it is assumed that Rs = τr1, we can obtain the distribution

2Note that in the original Stienen model τ = 1/2, in which case, the Stienen radius represents the
maximum inscribing radius of its corresponding Voronoi cell.
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of the radius of the Stienen cell as

fRs(Rs) = fr1(r1)∣∣∣dRs
dr1

∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
r1=Rs

τ

= 2πλmr1e
−πλmr2

1

τ

∣∣∣∣∣
r1=Rs

τ

= 2πλmRsτ
−2 e−πλm(Rsτ )2

. (4.1)

The following lemma defines the effective intensity of the femtocell tier, for the

non-uniform deployment previously described.

Lemma 4.1. Under Stienen’s model for cellular systems, the effective density

of femtocells is λfp, where

p =
(
1 + τ 2

)−1
. (4.2)

Proof. In a PHP with fixed value of an exclusion region Rs, for each point xj ∈ Φm,

all points of Φf
⋂
B(xj, Rs) are removed. In this case the effective intensity of the

femtocell tier is given as λfp, where p = e−λmπR
2
s , [19]. Now, as Rs is a random

variable in the proposed model, then we must re-write p as, p = ERs

[
e−λmπR

2
s

]
. By

taking the expectation using the pdf found in (4.1), the expression in (4.2) is obtained.

The propagation model considered is assumed to be a composite of Rayleigh flat-

fading channel and path loss. For the flat fading component, we define hj,k as the

channel between the j-th transmitter and the k-th receiver, with hj,k ∼ CN(0, 1). The
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Figure 4.1: (a) Stienen’s two tier network model. The blue dots represent the MBS,
while the red dots represent the FAPs. The blue and red lines represent respectively, the
boundaries of the macrocells and femtocells coverage regions. The discs surrounding
the MBSs represent the Stienen cells. (b) Coverage regions of a Stienen cell (blue
shaded disc) and a femtocell (red shaded polygon) in the typical Voronoi cell (area
enclosed within the polygon determined by the blue lines).
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path loss on the other hand is modelled as l(rj,k) = (rj,k)−αi , where rj,k is the distance

from the j-th transmitter to the k-th receiver and αi is the path loss exponent in tier

i. We assume that the femtocells will be deployed outdoors by the network operator,

and therefore the path loss exponents in both tiers are the same (αm = αf = α). The

mean total transmitted power of a base station in tier i ∈ {f,m} is denoted as P tx
i . It

is assumed that when a complex symbol (sj,k) is sent from the j-th transmitter to the

k-th receiver, we have that E
[
|sj,k|2

]
= 1.

In the model considered, due to the OSG assumption, the density of users in the

area takes on an important role to characterize the number of users that will be served

by each BS. Additionally, depending upon the density of users λu, some BSs in the

network could be left off without any users within their coverage area. These BSs are

considered to be inactive, as they do not have any users to serve. We will denote as

(respectively) pia and pin = 1− pia, i ∈ {m, f}, the probabilities that a BS in the i-th

tier is active or inactive. The following lemma defines the distribution of the number

of users in the macrocell tier, from which pma and pmn are derived.
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Lemma 4.2. The probability mass function (pmf) fnum(num) describing the

number of users inside a macrocell coverage region following Stienen’s model

is given as

fnum(num) = λmτ
−2

λmτ−2 + λu

(
λu

λu + λmτ−2

)num
. (4.3)

From (4.3) it is straightforward to obtain the probability of a macrocell being

active (pma) and inactive (pmn) as

pma = λu
λmτ−2 + λu

and pmn = λmτ
−2

λmτ−2 + λu
. (4.4)

Proof. The pmf fnum(num) of the number of users inside Stienen’s cell can be directly

obtained as

fnum(num) = ERs

[
fnum|Rs(num|Rs)

]
=
∫ ∞

0

(
(λuπR2

s)nume−λuπR
2
s

num!

)
fRs(Rs) dRs

= (λuπ)num2πλmτ−2

num!

∫ ∞
0

R2num+1
s e

−λmπτ−2R2
s

(
1+ λu

λmτ−2

)
dRs

(a)= (λuπ)num2πλmτ−2

num! × 1
2

(
λmπτ

−2
(

1 + λu
λmτ−2

))−1−num

(4.5)

where we used the property
∫∞

0 xae−bx dx = b−1−a Γ(a + 1) in step (a). After some

algebra, we obtain the final result in (4.3).
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Lemma 4.3. The pmf fnuf (nuf ) describing the number of users inside a fem-

tocell coverage region following Stienen’s model is given as

fnuf (nuf ) =

(
1 + λu

3.5λf

)−3.5
Γ(3.5 + nuf )

nuf ! Γ(3.5)

(
λu

λu + 3.5λf

)nuf
. (4.6)

From (4.6) it is straightforward to obtain the probability of a femtocell being

active (pfa) and inactive (pfn) as

pfa = 1−
(

3.5λf
3.5λf + λu

)3.5

and pfn =
(

3.5λf
3.5λf + λu

)3.5

. (4.7)

Proof. The expression of fnuf (nuf ) in (4.6) can be obtained by following the same

approach as in lemma 4.2, using the distribution fv(v) of the area v of a Voronoi cell.

A very accurate approximation for this pdf was found in [88] as

fv(v) = 3.53.5

Γ(3.5)λ
3.5
f v3.5e−3.5λfv (4.8)

With the use of (4.8), the final results in (4.6) and (4.7) are found.

4.3 Coverage

In this section we analyse the coverage achieved in each tier. Formally, the coverage

probability Pci (βi) (i ∈ {m, f}) is defined as the probability that the signal to inter-

ference plus noise ratio (SINR) is above a certain threshold (βi) in the entire service

area, i.e., Pci (βi) = P(SINRi > β), i ∈ {m, f}. Considering that both tiers share the
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same spectrum, the SINR is expressed as

SINRi = P tx
i |h|2 l (ri)∑

j∈Φm
P tx
m |hj,0|2 l (rj,0) + ∑

k∈Φf
P tx
f |hk,0|2 l (rk,0) + σ2

= P tx
i |h|2 r−αi

IΦm + IΦf + σ2 , i ∈ {f,m} (4.9)

where ri represents the distance from the typical user to its closest BS in tier i, IΦm and

IΦf represent, respectively, the received interference from the macro- and femtocell

tiers and σ2 represents the noise power. For ease of notation, from now on, we drop

the “0” superscript for the interfering links to the typical user, i.e. hj = hj,0, hk = hk,0,

rj = rj,0 and rk = rk,0. Using the fact that |h|2 ∼ Exp(1), the coverage probability is

expressed as

Pci (βi) = P(SINRi > β)

= P

(
P tx
i |h|2 r−αi

IΦm + IΦf + σ2 > βi

)

= Eri,Rs,IΦm ,IΦf

[
exp

(
−r

α
i βi
P tx
i

(
IΦm + IΦf + σ2

))]

= Eri,Rs

[
exp

(
−r

α
i βiσ

2

P tx
i

)
LΦm (s)LΦf (s)

]∣∣∣∣∣
s=

rα
i
βi

Ptx
i

(4.10)

where LΦi (s) is the Laplace transform of the interference from the i-th tier, with i ∈

{m, f}.

Now, a very common assumption in HetNets is to consider an interference limited

scenario, where the interference dominates the performance of the network and the

effect of noise can be neglected, which is commonly the case for most modern cellular
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networks [14]3. Under this assumption, the coverage probability can be defined in

terms of the SIR, in which case (4.10) becomes

Pci (βi) ≈ P(SIRi > βi)

= Eri,Rs

[
LΦm (s)LΦf (s)

]∣∣∣
s=

rα
i
βi

Ptx
i

. (4.11)

We proceed to obtain the statistics for the typical user in each tier. As required by

Stienen’s model, we place the center of the typical cell at the origin. As stated before,

the distance from the typical user to the closest BS follows a Rayleigh distribution.

Thus, we proceed to place the typical user at a distance r from the origin with fr(r) =

2πλmr e−πλmr
2 , for r > 0. We assume that users inside Stienen’s cells (r < Rs, where

Rs is the radius of the Stienen cell) will be served by macro BSs, while those outside

the cells (r > Rs) will be offloaded to the femtocells.

4.3.1 MACROCELL COVERAGE

The following theorem defines the coverage probability of the macrocell tier.

Theorem 4.1. The coverage probability in the macrocell tier for Stienen’s

model is given in (4.12), where ζ (a, b) = 2F1 (1, 1− 2/a; 2− 2/a;−b) is the

Gauss hypergeometric function.

3As will be clear after the coverage probability analysis, we could easily include the noise factor in
the coverage probability at the cost of an extra integration.
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Pcm(βm) ≈
∫ 1

0

2τ−2ψ(1+τ−2)
(τ−2+ψ2)2

 pma

1+βm

(
ψ

(τ−2+ψ2)1/2

)α + pmn

 dψ

1 + βmτ2ψα

α/2−1

[
pma (τ−1 − ψ)2−α ζ

(
α,−βm

(
ψ

(τ−1−ψ)

)α)
+ λfppfaη(1−ψ)2−α

λm
ζ
(
α,−βmη

(
ψ

1−ψ

)α)]
(4.12)

Pcf (βf ) ≈
∫ ∞

0

(
2λ2
mλf p∆

(
1 + τ−2

)) λm

(
2+τ−2+

2λf p∆2

λm

)
((λm+λf p∆2)(λm(1+τ−2)+λf p∆2))2

(
pma

1+βfη−1∆α + pmn

)
d∆

1 + βf
(α/2−1)

[
pfa ζ

(
α,−βf

)
+ λmpma∆α−2

λf p η
ζ

(
α,−βf

η
∆α

)]
(4.13)

Proof. From (4.11), the coverage probability in the macrocell tier is expressed as

Pcm(βm) = Erm

[
LΦm (s)|s=rαmβm LΦf (s)

∣∣∣
s=rαmβmη

]
(4.14)

where η = P txf
P txm

represents the ratio of the transmit powers employed by the tiers.

Each Laplace transform corresponds exactly to the probability generating functional

of a PPP [16], which is defined as E
[∏

xj∈Φ f(xj)
]

= exp(−λ
∫
R2(1 − f(x))dx),

where f(xj) is any function on each point of the process. For the considered sce-

nario, the exact computation of the Laplace transform is not feasible. However, we

obtain an approximation by following the approach taken in [89] for a fixed user

location, and extend it for a random position in the service area. In Figure 4.2 a

sketch of the model used is presented. Under this scheme, the typical user which

is located at a distance r from its serving MBS coincides with rm, and so we have

frm(rm) = 2πλmrm exp(−πλmr2
m). From Figure 4.2, it is clear that the closest a dom-

inant interferer is always located at a distanceD from the typical user, and at a distance

Rsτ
−1 from the serving MBS, with Rs being the Stienen radius of the typical macro-

cell. Therefore, the Laplace transform of the macrocell interference is decomposed
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into two components, Lm = LD
m(s)L′m(s), where LD

m denotes the Laplace transform

of the dominant interfering MBS and L′m denotes the Laplace transform of the rest

of the interference from the other MBSs. Additionally, we define a variable ψ = rm
Rs

which corresponds to the ratio between the distance from the typical user to its serving

MBS and the Stienen radius of that MBS. Using the law of cosines we obtain

D =
√

(Rsτ−1)2 + r2
m − 2Rsτ−1rmcos(φ)

= Rs

√
τ−2 + ψ2 − 2τ−1ψcos(φ) (4.15)

where φ is the angle between triangle “sides" Rsτ
−1 and rm. Due to the fact that the

typical user’s position angle will be uniformly distributed, φ will also be uniformly

distributed. In order to simplify the results, we approximate D as

D ≈ Rs

√
τ−2 + ψ2. (4.16)

This approximation was made by using the expected value of φ in 4.15. The ex-

pected value is obtained by taking into account that φ is uniformly distributed and it

can take values in the [0, π] range (or [−π, 0], then the expected value of φ is E[φ] = π
2 .

The Laplace transform of the interference from the dominant interfering MBS can then

be evaluated as

LD
IΦm

(s) = EIΦm

[
exp(−s)|s=rαmβm

]
= E|h|2

[
exp

(
−s|h|2D−α

)]
(a)=E|h|2

[
exp

(
−|h|2βm

(
ψ

(τ−2 + ψ2)1/2

)α)]
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= 1

1 + βm

(
ψ

(τ−2+ψ2)1/2

)α (4.17)

where (a) was obtained using the substitution rm = ψRs. Using the fact that the

closest interfering MBS is active with probability pma and inactive with probability

pmn, the final expression is given as

LD
IΦm

= pma

1 + βm

(
ψ

(τ−2+ψ2)1/2

)α + pmn. (4.18)

As previously stated, the interference in the macrocell tier (other than the closest

interferer) is not symmetric with respect to the typical user. In this case, an approxi-

mation is obtained by considering that the interference to the typical user comes from

outside B (xu, Rs(τ−1 − ψ)), where xu is the position of the user. The Laplace trans-

form of the interference from other (not dominant) MBSs is then obtained as

L′IΦm (s) = EIΦm

[
exp(−s)|s=rαmβm

]
= EΦm,|hj |2

exp
−s ∑

j∈Φm
|hj|2 r−αj


= EΦm,|hj |2

 ∏
j∈Φm

exp
(
−|hj|2βm rαmr−αj

)
= EΦm

 ∏
j∈Φm

1
1 + βm

(
rj
rm

)−α


(a)=exp

−2πλmpma
∫ ∞
Rs(τ−1−ψ)

v dv

1 +
(

v

β
1/α
m ψRs

)α


(b)=exp

−πλmpmaβ2/α
m ψ2R2

s

∫ ∞(
τ−1−ψ

β
1/α
m ψ

)2
du

1 + uα/2
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= e

−λmπpmaβmψα(τ−1−ψ)2−α
R2
s

α/2−1 2F1

(
1,1− 2

α
;2− 2

α
;−βm

(
ψ

τ−1−ψ

)α)
(4.19)

where (a) is obtained by using the probability generating functional of a PPP [16] and

(b) is obtained by using the substitution u =
(

rj
β1/αψRs

)2
. The Laplace transform for

the interference from the femtocell tier is obtained by assuming a worst case scenario,

in which the interference is assumed to come from outside B (xu, Rs(1− ψ)), and so

the typical user receives more interference than the one found in the scenario proposed.

Considering this assumption, we then have

LIΦf
(s) = EIΦf

[
exp(−s)|s=rαmβmη

]
= EΦf ,|hk|2

exp
−s ∑

k∈Φm
|hk|2 r−αk


= EΦf ,|hk|2

 ∏
k∈Φf

exp
(
−|hk|2r−αk βmη r

α
m

)
= EΦf

 ∏
k∈Φf

1
1 + βmη

(
rk
rm

)−α


= e
−λfπp pfaβm η ψα(1−ψ)2−αR2

s
α/2−1 2F1(1,1−2/α;2−2/α;−βmη( ψ

1−ψ )α) (4.20)

where the final expression is found by conducting a similar analysis as the one used for

the macrocells. It is worth pointing out that in (4.11) the expression for the coverage

probability requires averaging over rm and Rs. With the substitution rm = ψRs, the

coverage probability can now be obtained by taking the average over Rs and ψ. We

now proceed to find the pdfs of these parameters, i.e., fRs(Rs) and fψ(ψ).
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The pdf of ψ is obtained by directly using the definition of the ratio distribution as

fψ(ψ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|Rs|fRs,rm(Rs, ψRs) dRs

=
∫ ∞

0
Rs

(
2λmπRsτ

−2 e−λmπ(
Rs
τ )2) (

2λmπψRsτ
−2 e−λmπ(ψRs)2)

dRs

= 2τ−2 ψ

(τ−2 + ψ2)2 . (4.21)

Finally, in order to effectively deal with the case when the user is served by the macro-

cell tier, we need to condition on the probability of the typical user being located

inside the Stienen cell (pum = P(xu ∈ B (0, Rs)), which is equivalent to P(ψ < 1).

From (4.21) it is straightforward to obtain this probability as pum = (1 + τ−2)−1. So

the coverage probability in the macrocell tier is expressed as

Pcm(β) = 1
pum

∫ 1

0

∫ ∞
0

LD
IΦm

L′IΦmLIΦf
fRs(Rs) fψ(ψ) dRs dψ. (4.22)

Substituting the values found in (4.18), (4.19), (4.20), (4.1) and (4.21) into (4.22)

and integrating with respect to Rs, the final expression in (4.12) is obtained.

4.3.2 FEMTOCELL COVERAGE

The following theorem states the coverage probability in the femtocell tier.

Theorem 4.2. The coverage probability in the femtocell tier for Stienen’s

model is given in (4.13).
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Figure 4.2: Model considered for the approximation. The green diamond represents
the typical user located at a distance r = ψRs from the serving MBS, where Rs is the
Stienen radius for the typical cell. The typical macrocell closest interferer is located at
a distance Rsτ

−1 from the MBS located at the origin. The distance between the user
and the closest interfering MBS is denoted as D.

Proof. From (4.11), the coverage probability in the femtocell tier is expressed as

Pcf (βf ) = Erf

[
LΦm (s)|s=rα

f
βfη−1 LΦf (s)

∣∣∣
s=rα

f
βf

]
. (4.23)

The Laplace transform for the femtocell interference in this case is assumed to be the

same as in a normal PPP Voronoi but also considering the thinning of the density of

interferers by a factor pfa accounting for the percentage of femtocells which are active

(having at least one user in their coverage region). Therefore, the Laplace transform of
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the femtocell tier is given as

LIΦf
(s) = EIΦf

[
exp(−s)|s=rα

f
βf

]

= EΦf ,|hk|2

exp
−s ∑

k∈Φm
|hk|2 r−αk


= EΦf ,|hk|2

 ∏
k∈Φf

exp
(
−|hk|2βf rαf

)
= EΦf

 ∏
k∈Φf

1
1 + βf

(
rk
rf

)−α


= e
−λfπ pfaβfR

2
s

α/2−1 2F1(1,1−2/α;2−2/α;−βf). (4.24)

For the macrocell tier interference, we note that the closest MBS (within the same

Voronoi cell) now acts as an interferer, and it is always located at a distance r from the

typical user, with the condition that r > Rs. Similar to the case of the macrocell tier, we

define a variable ∆ = rf
r

that will help to simplify the final expression for the coverage

probability. With these considerations, we observe that the Laplace transform for the

macrocell interference can once again be decomposed into two Laplace transforms,

i.e. LIΦm
= Lr

IΦm
L
′′
IΦm

, where Lr
IΦm

corresponds to the Laplace transform of the

closest interferer (at a distance r, conditioned on r > Rs), and L
′′
IΦm

is the Laplace

transform of the other (non-closest interferer) MBSs. The Laplace transform of the

closest interferer is given as

Lr
IΦm

(s) = EIΦm

[
exp(−s)|s=rα

f
βfη−1

]
= E|h|2

[
exp

(
−s|h|2r−α

)]
=E|h|2

[
exp

(
−|h|2βfη−1∆α

)]
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= 1
1 + βfη−1∆α

. (4.25)

Considering that the closest MBS will be active with probability pma and inactive

with probability pmn, the final expression is given as

Lr
IΦm

(s) = pma
1 + βfη−1∆α

+ pmn. (4.26)

For the Laplace transform of the other macrocell interference, we observe that the

interference can be as close as r = rf
∆ (with r > Rs). Therefore, we have

L
′′

IΦm
(s) = EIΦm

[
exp(−s)|s=rα

f
βfη−1

]

= EΦm,|hj |2

exp
−s ∑

j∈Φm
|hj|2 r−αj


= EΦm,|hj |2

 ∏
j∈Φm

exp
(
−|hj|2 rαf βf η−1r−αj

)
= EΦm

 ∏
j∈Φm

1
1 + βfη−1

(
rj
rf

)−α


(a)=exp

−2πλmpma
∫ ∞
rf
∆

v dv

1 +
(

v

β
1/α
f

η−1/αrf

)α


(b)=e

−πλmpma
(
βf
η

)2/α
r2
f

∫∞((
βf
∆

)1/α
∆

)−2 du

1+uα/2

= e
−λmπpmaβf η

−1∆α−2r2
f

α/2−1 2F1(1,1−2/α;2−2/α;−βfη−1∆α) (4.27)

where (a) is obtained by using the PGF of a PPP, and ((b)) is obtained by using the

substitution u =
(

rj

β
1/α
f

η−1/αrf

)2

.
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Now, thanks to the use of the variable ∆ = rf
r

previously defined, the final expres-

sion for the coverage probability needs to be averaged over the ∆ and rf . The pdf of

rf is directly obtained from the closest neighbour distribution of a PPP considering a

thinning with probability p as

frf (rf ) = 2πλf p rf exp
(
−πλf p r2

f

)
. (4.28)

In order to obtain the pdf f∆(∆), we first need to obtain the pdf of the distance to

the closest MBS conditioned on r > Rs. We will denote as R the random variable

following the Rayleigh distribution for the closest neighbour with the condition that it

can only take values above Rs. As Rs is a random variable itself, R follows a random

truncated distribution. The pdf of R can then be found as

fR(R) =
∫ R

0
f (R|Rs) f(Rs)dRs

=
∫ R

0
2πλmR e−πλmR

2(2πλmτ−2Rse
−πλm(Rsτ )2

)dRs

= 2πλmR e−πλmR
2 (1− e−πλmτ−2R2)

. (4.29)

Once the distribution of R is found, the pdf of ∆ can be obtained by means of the

ratio distribution as

f∆(∆) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|R| fR,rf (R,∆rf ) dR

=
∫ ∞

0
R
(
2πλmR e−λmπR

2 (1− e−πλmτ−2R2)) (2πλf p∆R e−πλf p (∆rf)2)
dR

= 2λ2
mλf p

(
1 + τ−2

)
∆
(

λm (2 + τ−2) + 2λf p∆2

((λm + λf p∆2) (λm (1 + τ−2) + λf p∆2))2

)
.

(4.30)
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With the expressions previously obtained and conditioning on the probability of

the user being served by the femtocell tier puf = 1 − pum, the femtocell coverage

probability is given by

Pcf (βf ) = 1
puf

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

Lr
IΦm

L
′′

IΦm
LIΦf

frf (rf )f∆(∆)drf d∆. (4.31)

Substituting the values found in (4.24), (4.25), (4.27), (4.28) and (4.30) into (4.31)

and integrating with respect to rf , the final expression in (4.13) is found.

4.4 Throughput

In this section, the throughput is defined for the BSs of each tier. The throughput in

bps/Hz of each tier in the network is defined as a function of the coverage probability

as

Ti = log2(1 + βi)Pci (βi), i ∈ {m, f}. (4.32)

Now, depending on the load, the effective throughput experienced by a typical user

will vary. Thus, we now proceed to find the throughput achieved by the macro and

femtocell typical users.

4.4.1 MACROCELL USER THROUGHPUT

The macrocell typical user throughput is presented in the next theorem.
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Theorem 4.3. In Stienen’s model the macrocell typical user throughput is

expressed as

Tmu =
∫ 1

0

(
T0

pum

) pma

1 + βm

(
ψ

(τ−2+ψ2)1/2

)α + pmn

 ×
(
λmτ

−2

λu

)
ln
1− λu

λmτ−2(B+τ2)

1− λu
λmτ−2B

 fψ(ψ)dψ (4.33)

where T0 = log2(1 + βm) and B = 1 +
pmaβmψα ζ

(
α,−βm

(
ψ

(τ−2−ψ2)1/2

)α)
τ−2(τ−1−ψ)α−2(α/2−1) +

λfppfaβmητ
2ψα(1−ψ)2−α

λm(α/2−1) ζ
(
α,−βmη

(
ψ

1−ψ

)α)
+ λuτ2

λm
.

Proof. In order to obtain the throughput in the macrocell tier, we need to take into

account the fact that the pdf of a cell is modified when it is conditioned on the user

being inside [85]. We proceed to find the pdf fR̂s(R̂s) of the typical Stienen’s cell

radius R̂s, by noting that it is a random truncated distribution which is conditioned on

the event r < Rs (typical user inside the Stienen cell). With this considerations the pdf

of the typical Stienen cell conditioned on the typical user being inside it is given as

fR̂s(R̂s) = 1
pmu

∫ R̂s

0
fRs|r

(
R̂s|r

)
f(r)dr

= 1
pmu

∫ R̂s

0
2πλmτ−2R̂s e

−πλmτ−2R̂s2 ×
(
2πλmre−πλmr

2)
dr

=
2πλmτ−2R̂s e

−πλmtau−2R̂s2
(
1− e−πλmR̂s2

)
pmu

. (4.34)

Once fR̂s(R̂s) is found, the throughput for the typical user in the macrocell tier can
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be obtained by taking into account the other users to be served in the typical Stienen

cell. By taking the definition of the coverage probability of the macrocell tier in (4.22),

but considering the conditioned pdf of the Stienen’s radius (R̂s) recently found, the

throughput of the macrocell typical user can be obtained as

Tmu = Eψ,R̂s,nmu

T0

LD
IΦm

L′IΦmLIΦf

1 + num


= Eψ

 T0

pum

∞∑
num=0

∫ ∞
0

LD
IΦm

L′IΦmLIΦf

1 + num

 fnmu(nmu)fR̂s(R̂s) dR̂s

 . (4.35)

Using the definitions of the Laplace transforms, fnmu(nmu) and B, previously de-

fined we have

Tmu = Eψ

 T0

pum

 pma

1 + βm

(
ψ

(τ−2+ψ2)1/2

)α + pmn

 ×


∞∑
num=0

∫ ∞
0

2πλmτ−2 (λuπ)nmu R̂s
2nmu+1

1 + num
×

(
e−πλmτ

−2R̂s2B − e−πλmτ−2R̂s2(B+τ2)
)
dR̂s




= Eψ

 T0

pum

 pma

1 + βm

(
ψ

(τ−2+ψ2)1/2

)α + pmn

 ×


∞∑
num=0

B−1

nmu + 1

(
λu

λmτ−2B

)nmu
−

∞∑
num=0

(B + τ 2)−1

nmu + 1

(
λu

λmτ−2(B + τ 2)

)nmu 


= Eψ

 T0

pum

 pma

1 + βm

(
ψ

(τ−2+ψ2)1/2

)α + pmn

 ×
(
λmτ

−2

λu

){
−ln

(
1− λu

λmτ−2B

)
+ln

(
1− λu

λmτ−2 (B + τ−2)

)}]
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= Eψ

 T0

pum

(
λmτ

−2

λu

)ln
1− λu

λmτ−2(B+τ2)

1− λu
λmτ−2B


 . (4.36)

Taking the expectation with respect to ψ in (4.36), we obtain the final expression in

(4.33).

4.4.2 FEMTOCELL USER THROUGHPUT

The femtocell user throughput is defined in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4. In Stienen’s model the femtocell typical user throughput is ex-

pressed as

Tfu = T0 Pcf (βf )
λf
λu

1−
[
1 + λu

3.5λf

]−3.5
 (4.37)

where Pcf (βf ) was previously defined in (4.13).

Proof. Similar to the analysis of the macrocell typical user throughput, we first proceed

to obtain the pdf of the size of the Voronoi cell which contains the typical user. In this

case we follow the approach proposed in [90] to derive the pdf (fŷ(ŷ)) of the area (ŷ)

of the Voronoi cell containing the typical user. In this approach, we consider that a user

is more likely to be associated with a Voronoi cell of bigger size than with a smaller

cell. Therefore, the distribution of the area of the Voronoi cell to which the typical user
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belongs to is proportional to its area size:

fŷ(ŷ) = cŷfy(ŷ)

= c
3.53.5

Γ (3.5)λ
3.5
f ŷ3.5e−3.5λf ŷ. (4.38)

where fy(y) is the pdf of a typical Voronoi cell’s area. In order to comply with the

property stating that the integration of a pdf over its range should equal unity, we

obtain the value of c as

c = 1∫∞
0 fŷ(ŷ) dŷ = 1

E[y] = λf . (4.39)

The pdf of ŷ is then given as

fŷ(ŷ) = 3.53.5

Γ (3.5)λ
4.5
f ŷ3.5e−3.5λf ŷ. (4.40)

In this case it is difficult to find a relation between the size of the Voronoi ŷ cell

to which the typical user belongs and the distribution of SIRf , so we assume an inde-

pendence between them both. So, we proceed to find the pmf (fn̂uf ) of the number of

users (n̂uf ) inside the Voronoi cell containing the typical user as

fn̂uf (n̂uf ) =
∫ ∞

0
fnuf |y (n̂uf |ŷ)fŷ(ŷ) dŷ

=
∫ ∞

0

(λuŷ)n̂uf e−λuŷ3.53.5

n̂uf ! Γ (3.5) λ4.5
f ŷ3.5e−3.5λf ŷdŷ

(a)=
λ
n̂uf
u λ4.5

f 3.53.5Γ(n̂uf + 4.5)
n̂uf ! Γ(3.5) (λu + 3.5λf )−n̂uf−4.5

=
(

λf
λu + 3.5λf

)4.5 (
λu

λu + 3.5λf

)n̂uf
× 3.53.5 Γ(n̂uf + 4.5)

n̂uf ! Γ(3.5) . (4.41)
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where the step (a) was achieved by using the property
∫∞

0 xae−bx = b−1−a Γ(a + 1).

Using the distribution of n̂uf just found, and again assuming independence of SIRf

and ŷ we obtain

Tfu = En̂uf

[Pcf (βf )log2(1 + βf )
1 + n̂uf

]

= Pcf (βf ) T0

∞∑
n̂uf

fn̂uf (n̂uf )
1 + n̂uf

=
Pcf (βf )T0

(
λf

λu+3.5λf

)4.5
3.53.5

Γ(3.5)

∞∑
n̂uf

(
λu

λu+3.5λf

)n̂uf Γ(n̂uf + 4.5)
(n̂uf + 1)!

=
Pcf (βf )T0

(
λf

λu+3.5λf

)4.5
3.53.5

Γ(3.5)

Γ(4.5)
(

1− λu
λu+3.5λf

+
(
1− λu

λu+3.5λf

)4.5
)

(
1− λu

λu+3.5λf

)4.5 (
λu

λu+3.5λf

)
(3.5)


= Pcf (βf ) T0

(
λf
λu

)1−
(

1 + λu
3.5λf

)−3.5
 (4.42)

which concludes the proof.

4.5 Energy Efficiency

In order to characterize the power consumed in the system, we make use of EARTH’s

model [91] given as

Pi =
P txi

ηPAi (1−σfeedi ) + PRF
i + PBB

i

(1− σDCi )(1− σMS
i )(1− σCOOLi ) (4.43)

where ηPAi is the efficiency of the power amplifier, PRF
i is the RF transceiver energy

consumption, PBB
i is the power consumption of the base band interface and σfeedi

accounts for the feeder loses. Additionally, σDCi , σMS
i and σCOOLi represent respec-

tively the loss factor of the DC-DC power supply, main supply and cooling of the
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sites. Moreover, the RF transceiver energy consumption (PRF
i ) is composed by the

power used for transmission PRF,tx
i and the one used for reception PRF,rx

i . On the

other hand, the base band interface power consumption (PBB
i ) is formed by the recep-

tion/transmission radio power consumption PBB,rx/tx
i , the LTE turbo encoding power

consumption PBB,LTE
i and the power used in the processors PBB,processors

i . Therefore,

we have

PRF
i = PRF,tx

i + PRF,rx
i (4.44)

PBB
i = P

BB,rx/tx
i + PBB,LTE

i + PBB,processors
i (4.45)

A full list of each of the components of EARTH’s model can be found in [91] while

the typical values of the components used in this chapter are presented in Table 4.1.

From (4.43) we see that the power consumption model agrees with the general model

assumed in other works ( [36,52,92]) which considers a component (ai) dependent on

the transmitted power and a component (bi) independent of it. Note that in contrast

with other chapters we have adopted EARTH’s model due to the fact that its use has

become more popular with time due to its detailed power consumption description.

The power consumption can then be expressed as

Pi = aiP
tx
i + bi (4.46)

where ai = 1
ηPAi (1−σfeedi )(1−σDCi )(1−σMS

i )(1−σCOOLi )
and bi = PRFi +PBBi

(1−σDCi )(1−σMS
i )(1−σCOOLi ) .

The EE is defined in terms of the throughput and the power used to operate the

cellular system. We use the definition provided in the Energy Consumption Rating
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[47], as

EE = T

P
b/J (4.47)

where T is the throughput in bps, and P is the power used in the system in Watts. For

the scenario analyzed in this chapter, the energy efficiency is given by

EE = NmpmaTm +NfppfaTf
NmPm +NfPf

= λmpmaTm + λfppfaTf
λm (pmaPm + pmnbm) + λf (pfaPf + pfnbf )

(4.48)

where the EE is given in b/s/Hz and we used the substitution Ni = λiA, i ∈ {m, f}.

It is important to notice that one of the techniques for future deployment of Het-

Nets which promises high savings in the overall EE of the systems is the sleep mode

configuration in the different types of BSs. In order to quantize the extra savings in

power consumption by equipping the BSs with sleep mode configuration, we assume

that both MBSs and FAPs can turn off some of their components in a given time slot

when they are not serving any users. In particular some of the power components of

bm and bf in (4.48) are not needed when a BSs is not transmitting. Thanks to the

breakdown of the power consumption in a BS provided in EARTH’s project, a sleep

mode power consumption can be quantized by assuming that some components of a

BS can be shut down to save energy when the BS does not have any users to serve. In

particular for a non-active BS, the transmitted power is P tx
i = 0 Watts, and so there

is no power consumed in the power amplifier. Also, we assume that in the baseband

interface, only the processor remains on (PBB,rx/tx
i = PBB,LTE

i = 0 in (4.45)). Fi-

nally, in the small signal RF transceiver, we assume that the transmitter part can be

shut down and only the power related to the receiver remains turned on for reception
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(PRF,tx
i = 0 in (4.44)). With this assumptions, the total power consumption in a BS of

the i-th tier operating in sleep mode is expressed as

P sleep
i = P

RFsleep
i + P

BBsleep
i

(1− σDCi )(1− σMS
i )(1− σCOOLi ) . (4.49)

where PRFsleep
i = PRF,rx

i and PBBsleep
i = PBB,processors

i . The values for the power con-

sumption of the small signal transceiver PRFsleep
i and the baseband interface PBBsleep

i

when a BS in the i-th tier is operating in sleep mode are obtained from [91], and pre-

sented in table 4.1. Under this scenario, (4.48) transforms into

EEsleep = λmpmaTm + λfppfaTf

λm
(
pmaPm + pmnP

sleep
m

)
+ λf

(
pfaPf + pfnP

sleep
f

) (4.50)

where P sleep
i , i ∈ {m, f} is the power consumed when the BS in the i-th tier operates

in sleep mode, as defined in (4.49).

With the expression for the throughput and the power consumption in each tier

previously found, the overall system EE can be obtained. In the next section, the

numerical results for the proposed model are presented.
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4.6 Numerical results

In this section, we: (i) validate the already developed framework, and (ii) employ the

developed analytical model in conjunction with Monte Carlo simulations to explore

coverage, throughput and EE performances for the considered HetNet deployment.

The results are presented in figures 4.3 to 4.8. It is worthwhile mentioning that in

the simulations, for the case of the femtocell typical user (r > Rs) when we place a

random user at a distance r from the typical MBS (located at the origin) following a

Rayleigh distribution as detailed in section 4.3.2, if the value of r exceeds the size of

the typical MBS, we suppress this point and generate another one, until it is located

outside the Stienen radius (r > Rs) but inside the typical MBS. This approach is

taken given that it is difficult to effectively model the distribution of a random variable

describing the position of the user outside the Stienen radius but inside the typical MBS

coverage region. This follows from the variation of a Voronoi cell and its asymmetry

with respect to its seed. By placing the user in this manner, this will of course have

and effect on the distribution of ∆ in (4.30) and so the theory will differ from the

simulations. However, as it will be seen in this section, the results are not greatly

affected.

Figure 4.3 shows the coverage probability in the macrocell tier, when the number

of femtocells is increased in the service area. We can see that for small values of β the

proposed model highly resembles the results found through simulations. Moreover, for

a value of β = 20 the variation between the results from simulations and the analytical

results is around 3%. This deviation from the simulation results is due to the approxi-

mations used in order to keep a tractable mathematical model. Therefore, while more

accurate results could be found, the resulting model would lack of the tractable frame-
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work developed in this thesis. Moreover, we see that initially, increasing the number

of femtocells deployed generates a decrease in the macrocell coverage probability due

to the increase of interference. However, when the number of femtocells deployed is

large enough, the macrocell coverage probability reaches a constant value. Intuitively,

these results follow from the fact that for a small density of FAPs, the coverage region

of each femtocell is big, and so they will serve more users. By increasing the density,

the coverage region of each femtocell decreases, and more FAPs will be active (i.e., pfa

will be higher) in order to provide a service to the users located in the outermost areas

of a macrocell. If the density of femtocells is high enough, the coverage region of each

femtocell will be so small that it will only (approximately) serve one user. Therefore,

the maximum density of active (interfering) FAPs λmaxf will equal the density of users

deployed in the femtocell tier coverage regions (i,e. λmaxf = λup). In other words,

for a high number of femtocells, the maximum number of interferers is dictated by the

density of users.

In Figure 4.4, we present the performance in terms of coverage probability for the

femtocell tier, as a function of the femtocells deployed. We observe that increasing the

number of femtocells in the area has a direct effect of increasing the coverage proba-

bility for a fixed value of λu and β. This is an expected behaviour given that increasing

the density of femtocells derives into smaller coverage regions of each femtocells. This

in turn is reflected into a smaller distance between a femtocell user and its designated

FAP. Thus, from a coverage probability point of view, deploying a higher number of

femtocells is always desirable in the femtocell tier. From the results of figures 4.3 and

4.4, we can conclude that placing the femtocell tier only in areas where the received

signal from a MBS is expected to be low greatly improves the coverae probability of

the femtocell tier, while the macrocell tier’s coverage is not highly affected. Note that
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Figure 4.3: Macrocell coverage probability (4.12) as a function of the density of fem-
tocells deployed in the area for different threshold values βm, and λu

λm
= 30. Circles

represent the results from Monte Carlo simulations (with 5 x 104 runs for each point)
while lines correspond to the analytical values.

by incorporating the strategic positioning of femtocells into the model, the coverage

probability depends highly on the density of BSs. This is in contrast with results from

other works which consider that all tiers are uniformly distributed in the area, in which

case both the coverage and the data rates are independent of the density of BSs [14,15].

In Figure 4.5, the macrocell user throughput is presented as a function of the density

of femtocells deployed in the area for the same threshold β and for different values of

the density of users λu in the area. As expected, the increase in the density of users

reduces the throughput achieved per user in the macrocell tier. Due to the behaviour

of the coverage probability, the throughput per macrocell user follows the same trend.
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Figure 4.4: Femtocell coverage probability (4.13) as a function of the density of fem-
tocells deployed in the area for different threshold values βf , and λu

λm
= 30. Circles

represent the results from Monte Carlo simulations (with 5 x 104 runs for each point)
while lines correspond to the analytical values.

Namely, by increasing the number of femtocells in the area, the throughput of the

macrocell typical user is decreased until it reaches a minimum when the number of

active interfering femtocells equals the number of users to be served by the femtocell

tier.

The expected throughput per femtocell user is presented in Figure 4.6 as a function

of the number of femtocells deployed by keeping the same value for the threshold β

and having different values of the user density λu. In these case, an improvement in

the perceived throughput per femtocell user is achieved by increasing the number of

femtocells. These results provide the means by which network operators can plan the

number of femtocells to be deployed in order to achieve a more balanced network in
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Figure 4.5: Macrocell typical user throughput (4.33) probability as a function of the
density of femtocells deployed in the area for the same value of βm = 5, and for
different values of the density of users λu. Circles represent the results from Monte
Carlo simulations (with 5 x 104 runs for each point) while lines correspond to the
analytical values.

terms of the experienced user throughput. In other words, the operators can decide on

the number of femtocells that would achieve the level of service required throughout

the entire network, effectively eradicating the edge user bottleneck.

The EE of the network is presented in Figure 4.7 when the number of femtocells

deployed is increased. We observe that the EE follows a quasi-concave shape, mean-

ing that an increase in the number of femtocells is directly related to an increase in

the energy efficiency of the network when the number of femtocells deployed is rela-

tively small. However, as the number of femtocell increases beyond a given threshold

(which varies with respect to β), the EE of the system starts to decrease. This behaviour

agrees with previous works on EE, where a trade-off between the achievable through-
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Figure 4.6: Femtocell typical user throughput (4.37) as a function of the density of
femtocells deployed in the area for different threshold values βf , and λu

λm
= 30. Circles

represent the results from Monte Carlo simulations (with 5 x 104 runs for each point)
while lines correspond to the analytical values.

put (or spectral efficiency) and the EE has been observed. Intuitively, an increase in

the number of femtocells deployed creates high gains in the expected throughput when

this number is still relatively small. However, an increase in the number of FAPs de-

ployed also generates an increase in the total power consumption of the network. As

the achievable expected throughput is limited (given that the maximum value of Pcf
is 1), when the number of femtocells deployed is significantly increased, the power

consumed in all FAPs overweighs the increase in throughput and so the EE starts de-

creasing. This is evident from figures 4.4 and 4.7, where we can see for example that

for β = 5 and λu = 30, increasing the number of femtocells beyond λf
λm

would give

an increase in the coverage probability, but it would also generate a decrease in the EE
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of the network. However, it is worthwhile mentioning that even when the density of

femtocells exceeds the value when the EE is still increased, the EE achieved by the

proposed model can still be superior to a uniform deployment of base stations across

the area.
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Figure 4.7: Energy efficiency (4.48) as a function of the density of femtocells deployed
in the area for different threshold values βi, i ∈ {m, f}, and λu

λm
= 30. Circles represent

the results from Monte Carlo simulations (with 5 x 104 runs for each point) while lines
correspond to the analytical values.

In Figure 4.8, the EE of the network is plotted when both MBSs and FAPs have

sleep mode capabilities. In this scenario, further improvements in the EE can be

achieved by effectively turning off some components of the base stations in order to

save power. We can see that even through the EE still follows a quasi-concave shape

(as expected), the gradient with which the EE decays after reaching its maximum value

is almost constant in comparison with the case without sleep mode. This gives the net-
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work operator more room to further increase the expected throughput while still having

an acceptable performance in terms of the overall EE. Moreover, from Figure 4.8 we

observe an increase of about 87% in the maximum achievable EE with sleeping mode

over the EE without sleeping mode for β = 5 and λu
λm

= 30.
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Figure 4.8: Energy efficiency with sleep mode capabilities (4.50) as a function of the
density of femtocells deployed in the area for different threshold values βi, i ∈ {m, f},
and λu

λm
= 30. Circles represent the results from Monte Carlo simulations (with 5 x 104

runs for each point) while lines correspond to the analytical values.

The set of results presented in this section shows the increase in coverage proba-

bility, throughput and EE of the femtocell tier, while the performance of the macrocell

tier is not greatly affected. Additionally, the coverage probability of the macrocell tier

is increased in comparison with a typical macrocell deployment such as the one pre-

sented in [14]. It is worthwhile mentioning that while the values found do not represent

the optimum topology in the femtocell tier, the results can be regarded as a worst case
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scenario from which the network’s design guidelines can be obtained. This is due to

the fact that using a uniform distribution of femtocells across the area near the cell

edge is not optimal as some of the FAPs could be either too close or too far from each

other. In practice, depending upon the number of femtocells to be deployed, a uniform

distance between neighbouring FAPs is to be expected. Nevertheless, the results of

this chapter represent (as mentioned before), a worst case scenario, meaning that in

practice we can expect a performance better than the one obtained analytically. Fur-

thermore, having a set of femtocells very close to each other can be considered as a

scenario with hotpots, where a higher number of FAPs are required in order to cope

with the increase in traffic in particular areas.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we introduced Stienen’s model for the modeling of non-uniform net-

work deployment. With this model, femtocells are only deployed outside the discs

surrounding the macro base stations. Each of these radii depends on the distance to

the closest MBS (and therefore depends also on each MBS size) which accounts for a

realistic topology. Using stochastic geometry tools we found approximations for the

coverage probability, expected user throughput and system energy efficiency of the net-

work. Results confirm high gains in both throughput and the EE that can be achieved

by cleverly placing femtocells in areas where the performance is expected to be low

(near the edge of each MBS). Additionally, a more balanced network can be achieved,

due to the fact that deploying higher number of femtocells in the area with this topol-

ogy greatly increases the femtocell user performance (users closer to the MBS edge)

while the macrocell user performance is not significantly decreased.
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5 Conclusion & Future Work

IN THIS CHAPTER...

The concluding remarks following from the aforementioned work are now
presented. Additionally, future directions as a result of this work, are identi-
fied as potential for future research.

5.1 Conclusions

Several conclusions have arisen from the study carried out in this thesis for the different

deployment scenarios. First, the common denominator throughout the cases studied

was the use of stochastic geometry tools to model the different tiers of the HetNets. As

a result, a large scale characterization of different performance metrics of the network

was attained. The use of stochastic geometry allowed us to explore the impact and

quantize the particular effect of different design variables on the performance of the

network while keeping an energy efficiency perspective. We have demonstrated that

the often overlooked energy efficiency is a critical parameter that needs to be addressed

for future HetNets, where the large number of base stations deployed means a large

power consumption, which could outweigh the gains in throughput. Therefore, a trade-
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off between the spectral efficiency (or throughput) and the energy efficiency takes an

important part in several deployment scenarios studied for two tier networks. It is also

important to notice that the use of stochastic geometry provides an accurate solution for

the modelling of large scale networks. However, due to the highly non-linear behaviour

of the performance metrics evaluated, in some cases the solution of the optimization

problems cannot be found in a closed form expression. A workaround to this would

be to try to approximate the resulting expressions with easier to handle functions that

could improve either the speed of the iterative optimization process (like the interior

point method used in chapter 3) or in some cases find a close form solution (like in

the optimization addressed in 2). However, the accuracy of the final solutions found

using these procedure would be reduced as a result of this approximation. Therefore, a

compromise of the speed of the method and its accuracy would have to be addressed.

The energy efficiency of MIMO diversity schemes was studied in detail in chapter

2. We analysed the energy efficiency aspect of diversity schemes while keeping con-

straints on the expected user QoS. We demonstrated that the use of multiple antennas

can improve both the throughput and the energy efficiency of the system. However,

the number of antennas used needs to be judiciously selected to achieve those gains.

A higher number of antennas is directly related to an increase in the throughput of

the system but it is also related to a higher power consumption due to the power con-

sumed in the RF chains. Additionally, as the interference becomes a paramount issue

limiting the gains in throughput, we showed a direct relationship between the density

of femtocells deployed and the number of antennas which effectively achieve gains in

throughput in comparison with a SISO system. Moreover, we also demonstrated the

existence of an optimum number of antennas for each diversity scheme which maxi-

mizes the energy efficiency. On the other hand, we also proved that the selection of an
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optimum diversity scheme in terms of energy efficiency is also related to the amount

of interference of the system. Therefore, for a given density of femtocells, there is a

diversity scheme which maximizes the energy efficiency of the system. As a conse-

quence of these findings we have concluded that there is an optimum diversity scheme

and antenna configuration that yields the best performance in terms of energy effi-

ciency when constraints on the QoS are imposed. From the results obtained we have

also concluded that the diversity schemes which attain the best EE performance are

the ones that strike a good balance between the achievable throughput and the power

consumed, as both of them (i.e., throughput and power) increase with the number of

antennas. These results show a trade-off between the spectral and energy efficiency in

terms of the diversity schemes and antenna selection.

We have addressed the energy efficiency aspect of the antenna tilt in chapter 3,

where we studied a co-channel deployment for macro- and femtocells. In the first

stage a macrocell-only network was studied and with the aid of tools from stochastic

geometry a simplified model was obtained from which the scalability of the network

in terms of the density of MBSs can be quantized in the performance of the network.

With the simplified model we have corroborated the findings of other works in which

the existence of an optimum antenna tilt that maximizes the coverage probability of

the network has been proven. We have shown that the aftermath of deploying a num-

ber of femtocells is a decrease of the optimum tilt angle that maximizes the coverage

probability. Therefore, we can conclude that the increase of interference created by

the femtocell tier, has a bigger impact on the cell edge user performance, and so the

MBS main antenna beam should be pointed towards the edge of the macrocell cov-

erage region in order to compensate for this. With this model, we have demonstrated

that the optimum antenna tilt that maximizes both the coverage probability and the EE
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of the network increases as the density of MBSs increases, and vice-versa. In the case

of a two-tier network, in a first stage it was found that the macrocell user performance

is considerably reduced in comparison with the femtocell user performance when a

femtocell tier is deployed, and so a guard zone protecting macrocell users was proven

to be a viable solution in this case. We have demonstrated that there is an optimum

value of the antenna tilt that maximizes the coverage probability of the network which

is dependent on system parameters such as the density of femtocells, the wall partition

loss and the path loss exponent. Additionally, we have shown that this tilt angle does

not correspond to the value that maximizes the energy efficiency, and so a compro-

mise should be addressed while selecting the tilt angle. This can be done by imposing

minimum QoS requirements, just as we have done in this thesis.

The topology of the network was shown to have great potential for improving the

performance of the network in terms of coverage probability, network throughput and

the energy efficiency. In chapter 4 a co-channel non-uniform deployment of femto-

cells overlaid the macrocell tier. We demonstrated that placing the femtocells towards

the edge of the macrocell coverage region yields gains in the coverage probability,

throughput and energy efficiency in the femtocell tier. We also proved that the macro-

cell user performance is not significantly compromised by the addition of femtocells

and the additional interference that they convey due to the fact that macrocell users

are located in areas where the power received from the MBS is high. Additionally,

a limit on the number of interferers is imposed by the density of users as the density

of femtocells which will remain active are the ones that have at least one user within

their coverage region. And so, when the density of femtocells is high enough, each

femtocell will serve a single user and the effective density of interfering FAPs will be

equal to that of the users. On the other hand, we demonstrated that by appropriately
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selecting the density of femtocells, the same performance in terms of coverage can be

expected for both the typical users and the cell edge user. Therefore, with the strate-

gic positioning of femtocells towards the edge of the macrocell service area a more

balanced network can be achieved.

5.2 Future work

As a direct outcome of the study conducted in this thesis a series of future directions

have been identified for the different scenarios and deployment strategies addressed.

A trade-off between the energy efficiency and the spectral efficiency for MIMO

diversity schemes was identified in chapter 2. A highly dense scenario was addressed

where it was assumed that both outdoor MBSs and FAPs always have a user to trans-

mit. Under this consideration, a split spectrum was identified as a way to control the

inter-tier interference. In future deployment scenarios, it is envisaged that there will be

an ultra densification of the network in terms of serving BSs. In this case, the number

of base stations can greatly exceed the density of users, in which case a split spectrum

strategy would result in an underutilization of the available spectrum. Therefore, it

would be interesting to compare the achievable energy efficiency of a co-channel de-

ployment with that of a split spectrum strategy. Moreover, it would also be interesting

to find the relationship between the density of users and BSs in which a split spectrum

approach is preferred over a co-channel strategy, and vice-versa. Additionally, the

study of the performance of multi-user MIMO in terms of the coverage and throughput

has been addressed in recent works. However, the energy efficiency aspect has been

overlooked. Therefore, an in-depth study of the interrelations and trade-offs between

the spectral efficiency and the energy efficiency would be an interesting approach. Fi-
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nally, a proposed solution for 5G requirements to cope with the higher demands for

data rates is the use of large antenna arrays, which is commonly referred as massive

MIMO. Among the different aspects that need to be considered for massive MIMO to

become a reality, the characterization of the energy efficiency takes on an important

role, as not only the transmission power would be incremented but also the power con-

sumption related to the signal processing of such a high number of antennas. Thus, a

proper modelling of the power consumption for massive MIMO is in place, as well as

a characterization of the energy efficiency of massive MIMO HetNets.

The interrelationship between the antenna tilt angle and the energy efficiency of a

two-tier HetNet was addressed in chapter 3. A straightforward path from the study car-

ried out lies in the concept of vertical sectorization. While the traditional (horizontal)

sectorization has been extensively studied in the past, recent works have considered

the configuration of several beams in the vertical plane for further performance en-

hancements of the system. Therefore, an interesting direction for future study would

be to develop an analytical approach for vertical sectorization with the use of stochas-

tic geometry to asses the improvements in the energy efficiency. From the developed

framework, an optimization of the antenna tilts would be the next step. Additionally,

the millimetre band has been clearly identified as one of the possible enabling tech-

nologies for future 5G deployments. A common trend in these cases is to consider a

directional beamforming. While recent works have developed initial models for mil-

limetre wave technology, an in-depth analysis of the energy efficiency of HetNets in

the millimetre band has not been explored yet. Moreover, a full 3D model that consid-

ers the antenna tilt in the vertical plane and directional beamforming in the horizontal

plane is needed. Furthermore, the interdependence between the antenna tilt and the

parameters of HetNets would need to be explored in order to optimize the tilt angle
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accordingly.

The results obtained in chapter 4 showed that non-uniform deployments of HetNets

have the potential to greatly increase the performance of the network and the energy

efficiency. We consider typical values of the transmitted power in both, the macrocell

and the femtocell tier. However, due to the difference in the size of the service areas by

the BSs in both tiers, the use of different transmission power dependent on the extent

of the regions to be covered can further increase the energy efficiency of the network.

Additionally, transmitting with a reduced power can improve the throughput due to the

interference reduction to neighbouring cells. Therefore, a direct step that follows is to

consider a power control in the two tier network, with the aim to minimize the power

consumption. On the other hand, for future deployments, where the intricacies associ-

ated with the positions of the users and the network conditions, the use of PPPs may

not be appropriate to accurately model the expected performance. Recent works have

introduced the Ginibre point process as a promising solution for repulsive networks,

in which the points in the process appear to repel each other. Thus, the Ginibre point

process can be suitable to create a bridge between the randomness of a network and

its deterministic patterns. It would be interesting to address the trade-offs of such a

modelling with regards to the potential energy efficiency gains.

Additionally, throughout the thesis the emphasis was to optimize the energy ef-

ficiency of the network while keeping constraints on the QoS of each tiers. This is

along the lines of other works where the aim has been to either maximize the en-

ergy efficiency or minimize the power consumption subject to some constraints. A

future direction however would be to consider multi-objective optimization scenario in

which not only the energy efficiency but also the QoS in all the tiers are considered.

Analysing and comparing these results with the ones obtained in this thesis would be
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interesting. Finally, in this thesis the effect of the backhaul was not taken into account.

So, a future direction would be to also include it in the analysis and evaluate the intri-

cacies associated with a wired or wireless backhauling and its effect on the network’s

performance.



A Appendix of mathematical
preliminaries

IN THIS APPENDIX:

The mathematical foundations that will help to fully understand the study

carried out in this thesis are now presented.

A.1 Point process theory

As discussed in chapter 1, throughout this thesis we have made use of tools from

stochastic geometry to study in-depth the performance of the network while having a

mathematical framework to analyse the performance of a two-tier HetNet from an EE

perspective.

In section 1.3 an informal introduction to point processes was presented. The point

process theory is now formally addressed and its main mathematical properties are

introduced. Among the different types of point processes available, the most widely

used and studied is the Poisson point process (PPP) due to its many benevolent char-

acteristics. This motivated the use of PPPs to model the different scenarios considered
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in this thesis. Therefore, in the remainder of this appendix, the general characteristics

which apply to all point processes are addressed while particularities of the PPP are

elaborated when further specification is needed.

A.1.1 OVERVIEW

Formally, a point process Φ on Rd, is defined as a measurable mapping from a proba-

bility space [Ω;A;P ] to a measurable space [N;N], where Ω is the probability space, A

is the set of all subsets of the probability space, P is the set of probabilities associated

with each subset of A, N is the family of all sequences of points of Rd and N is the

algebra on N. As explained in section 1.3 a less formal approach is to consider a point

process as a random collection of points located in a given space Rd. It can also be

considered as random measures counting the number of points lying in a given spatial

region. In this context, one can define a counting measure on the point process as

Φ(B) = n (A.1)

where B ∈ R
d is a given subset, and n is the number of points of the point process

which are found in that subset.

The main characteristics of point processes are presented in the next sections.

Throughout the study presented in this thesis these characteristics and parameters have

been an intrinsic component of the analysis carried out.

A.1.2 LEBESGUE MEASURE

The concept of measure theory plays a particularly important role in the study of point

processes. In common terms the measure serve as a way to quantize the characteristics
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of sets. In this context, the Lebesgue measure arises as a generalization of the concept

of volume into a d dimensional euclidean space. Also commonly referred as the d-

dimensional volume, the Lebesgue measure vd(B) of a given bounded region B ∈ Rd

corresponds to the volume for d = 3, the area for d = 2 and the length for d = 1 of

that region. Formally, the Lebesgue measure on [Rd,Bd] is defined as

vd(Q) = (v1 − u1) · · · (vd − ud) (A.2)

for Q = [v1 − u1]× · · · × [vd − ud].

A.1.3 INTENSITY AND INTENSITY MEASURE OF A POINT PROCESS

The intensity λ(x) of a point process is defined as the mean number of points per unit

volume. In other words, the intensity of a point process determines the density of points

found in a bounded region or set B ∈ Rd. When the density of points is independent

with respect to the coordinates, the point process is said to be homogeneous, in which

case the intensity takes a constant value, i.e. λ(x) = λ.

On the other hand, the intensity measure of a point process Λ(B) corresponds to

the expected number of points found in a given region B ∈ Rd. It is expressed as

Λ(B) = E(Φ(B)) =
∫
B
λ(x)d(x). (A.3)

For a homogeneous point process, A.3 transforms into

Λ(B) = λ
∫
B
d(x) = λvd(B). (A.4)
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A.1.4 DISTRIBUTION OF A POINT PROCESS

An important and basic figure of merit in a point process is its distribution which

corresponds to the probability of finding n points of the process in a given bounded

region B ∈ Rd. The distribution of a point process Φ can be expressed as

P (Φ(B) = n). (A.5)

Depending on the distribution of the number of points in (A.5), different point

process can be defined. For the special case of PPP, the number of points follow a

Poisson distribution. Therefore, for a PPP, the distribution is given as

P (Φ(B) = n) = (Λ(B))n e−Λ(B)

n! . (A.6)

A.1.5 VOID PROBABILITY

From the definition of the distribution of a point process, the void probability vB can

be attained. The void probability represents the probability of not having any point of

the process in a given bounded region. It is therefore given as

vB =P (Φ(B) = 0)

=P (Φ ∩B = ∅) (A.7)

From the definition of (A.6), the void probability of a PPP is given as

vB = e−Λ(B). (A.8)
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A.1.6 CAMPBELL THEOREM

A common application in the theory of point processes is analysing the sum of a given

real valued function f(x) applied on all the points contained in a bounded region B ∈

R
d. Given the fact that the number of points in a point process is a random variable,

the sum itself is random depending on the number of points in each realization of the

process. The expected value of the random sums in a point process can be obtained via

Campbell theorem which states that

E

∑
xj∈Φ

f(xj)
 =

∫
B
f(x)Λ(dx). (A.9)

For a homogeneous point process (A.9) reduces to

E

∑
xj∈Φ

f(xj)
 =λ

∫
B
f(x)dx. (A.10)

A.1.7 GENERATING FUNCTIONAL

An analogy to a random variable probability generating function is the generating func-

tional of a point process. It is defined for a function f(x) applied to the points in the

point process as

G(f) =E[f(x1)f(x2) · · · ]

=E
 ∏
xj∈Φ

f(xj)
 . (A.11)

When it comes to a Poisson Point Process (PPP) with intensity measure given as in
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(A.4), the generating functional can be shown to be equal to

G(f) = exp
(
−
∫

(1− f(x)) Λ(dx)
)
. (A.12)

A.1.8 MARKED POINT PROCESS

Marked point processes are those in which a label is attached to each of the points in

the process. Then a marked point process Φ can be considered as an ordinary point

process in Rd × M, where M constitutes the space or marks.

For a marked point process with marks L ∈ M the intensity measure is defined in a

similar manner as an ordinary point process as

Λ(B × L) = E[Φ(B × L)]. (A.13)

For a fixed value of L, the intensity measure transforms into

Λ(B × L) = λLvd(B). (A.14)

A.1.9 THINNING

Thinning is an operation in which some points of a point process are removed accord-

ing to a given rule p(x). The resulting process is then called a thinned process. The

intensity Λp(B) of the resulting thinned process Φp in a given bounded region B is

given as

Λp(B) =
∫
B
p(x)Λ(dx) (A.15)

where Λ is the intensity measure of the original point process before the thinning. It is

straightforward that for a thinning rule independent of the point location (p(x) = p),
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the expression in (A.15) transforms into

Λp(B) = pΛ(B). (A.16)

A.1.10 SLIVNYAK’S THEOREM

It is very common in the study of point processes to obtain the statistics of an arbitrary

typical point. The analysis of the properties of this typical point constitutes the Palm

distribution theory. Palm probabilities are defined as the conditional probabilities of

a given event in the point process given that the typical point is observed at a given

location. In the particular case of PPP, Slivnyak’s theorem state that the statistics of

a typical point of the process do not change by adding a point at the origin o. This is

expressed as

P(Φ ∈ Y ||o) = P(Φ ∪ {o} ∈ Y ) (A.17)

where Y is a given property of the point process.
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B Appendix of Chapter 2

IN THIS APPENDIX:

The mathematical derivations and proofs of chapter 2 are presented.

B.1 Evaluation of Ki (s, Ri) in (2.10)

For the femtocell tier, the Laplace transform, is directly found in [28] as

LIΦf
(srα0

f ) = exp
(
−ρfλfπ

2δf
sin (πδf )

(
srα0
f

)δf)
(B.1)

with δf = 2
αf

. As was stated in the system model, the user is uniformly distributed in

the area inside a radius Rf , and so we have

Kf (s, rf ) =Erf
[
LIΦf

(
srα0
f

)]

=
∫ Rf

0

2rf
R2
f

e
−
ρfλfπ

2δf
sin(πδf) (srα0

f )δf
drf . (B.2)

By using the substitution u = ρfλfπ
2δf

sin(πδf)
(
srα0
f

)δf
and the definition of the lower
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incomplete Gamma function γ(a, x) =
∫ x

0 t
a−1e−tdt, we obtain

Kf (s, rf ) =
γ

(
αf
α0
, R

2α0
αf

f
ρfλfπ

2δf

sin(πδf) s
δf

)

R2
f
α0
αf

((
ρfλfπ2δf

sin(πδf)

)αf
s2
)1/α0

. (B.3)

For the macro-cell tier, we have

Km (s, rm) =Erm
[
LIΦm

(srαmm )
]

=Erm
[
EIΦm

[
e−sr

αm
m IΦm

]]
=Erm

EΦm,hj,0

e−srαmm
∑

j∈IΦm

hj,0 l(rj,0)


=Erm

EΦm
∏

j∈IΦm

Eh

[
e−sr

αm
m h (rj,0)−αm

]
=Erm

EΦm

 ∏
j∈IΦm

1
1 + srαmm (rj,0)−αm

 . (B.4)

Using the definition of the generating functional and the substitution u =
(

rj,0

rms
1
αm

)2
,

the resulting expression can be written as [14]

Km (s, rm) = Erm

exp


−λmπr2

m

NS

sδm
∫ ∞
s−δm

du

1 + u
1
δm︸ ︷︷ ︸

ζ(s,αm)



 (B.5)

where δm = 2
αm

. Now, the binomial negative series expansion is defined as

(a+ x)−n =
∞∑
k=0

(−1)k
(
n+ k − 1

k

)
xka−n−k. (B.6)
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Applying the definition in (B.6) to ζ(s, αm) in (B.5), with a = u
1
δm , x = 1 and

n = 1, we obtain

ζ(s, αm) = sδm
∞∑
k=0

∫ ∞
s−δm

(−1)k (1)k
k! u−

(k+1)
δm du (B.7)

where (x)k = Γ(x+k)
Γ(x) = x(x + 1)...(x + k − 1), is the Pochhammer symbol [93], and

we used the property (1)k = k!. Evaluating the integral in (B.7) we obtain

ζ(s, αm) =sδm
∞∑
k=0

(−1)k (1)k
k!

sk−δm+1

k+1
δm
− 1

=s δm
∞∑
k=0

(1)k
k − δm + 1

(−s)k
k! . (B.8)

By noting that (x)k
(x+1)k

= x
x+k , with x = 1− δm, then (B.8) can be expressed as

ζ(s, αm) = s δm
1− δm

∞∑
k=0

(1)k(1− δm)
k − δm + 1

(−s)k
k! . (B.9)

The summation in (B.9) corresponds to the general expression of the hypergeomet-

ric function given by 2F1(a, b; c;x) =
∞∑
k=0

(a)k(b)k
(c)k

(x)k
k! , and so using this expression and

substituting (B.9) into (B.5), we obtain

Km (s, rm) = Erm

[
e
−λmπr2m s δm
NS(1−δm) 2F1(1,1−δm;2−δm;−s)

]
. (B.10)

Now, as previously stated, rm is a random variable following the distribution of the

closest neighbour, so obtaining the expected value in (B.10) with respect to the closest
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neighbour, yields

Km (s, rm) = Erm

[
exp

(
−λmπr2

m

NS

ζ(s, αm)
)]

=
∫ ∞

0
2λmπrm

(
e
−λmπr

2
m

NS
ζ(s,αm)

e−λmπr
2
m

)
drm

= 1
1 + ζ(s,αm)

NS

=
(

1 + s δm
NS(1− δm) 2F1(1, 1− δm; 2− δm;−s)

)−1

. (B.11)

This concludes the evaluation of Ki (s, Ri)).
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IN THIS APPENDIX:

The mathematical derivations and proofs of chapter 3 are presented.

C.1 Derivation of P c(β, φtilt) in (3.15)

First, we derive two important expressions that will help to express the final value of

Pcm. We take the general expression

∫ b

a

y dy

1 + 1
B

(
y
r

)αm (C.1)

where B can be any function not dependant on y. We proceed to find an alternative

expression for (C.1). Similar to the analysis in [14], we make use of the substitution

u =
(

rj

rB
1
αm

)2
, and so

∫ b

a

y dy

1 + 1
B

(
y
r

)αm =
∫ ( b

rB
1
αm

)2

(
a

rB1/αm

)2

(
rB

1
αm

)2
du

1 + u
αm
2

. (C.2)
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Now, the binomial negative series expansion is defined as

(c+ x)−n =
∞∑
k=0

(
−n
k

)
xkc−n−k

=
∞∑
k=0

(−1)k
(
n+ k − 1

k

)
xkc−n−k. (C.3)

Applying the definition in (C.3) to (C.2), with c = u
αm
2 , x = 1 and n = 1, we

obtain

∫ b

a

y dy

1 + 1
B

(
y
r

)αm =

(
rB

1
αm

)2

2

∞∑
k=0

∫ ( b

rB1/αm

)2

(
a

rB1/αm

)2 (−1)k (1)k
k! u−

αm(k+1)
2 du (C.4)

where (x)k = Γ(x+k)
Γ(x) = x(x+1)...(x+k−1), is the Pochhammer symbol [93], and we

used the property (1)k = k!. Evaluating the integral on the R.H.S. of (C.4) we obtain

∫ b

a

y dy

1 + 1
B

(
y
r

)αm =

(
rB

1
αm

)2

2

 ∞∑
k=0

(−1)k (1)k
k!

(
a

rB1/αm

)−(1+k)αm+2

αm(k+1)
2 − 1

−
∞∑
k=0

(−1)k (1)k
k! −

(
b

rB1/αm

)−(1+k)αm+2

αm(k+1)
2 − 1



= rαmB

a2−αm
∞∑
k=0

(−1)k (1)k
k!

((
a

rB1/αm

)−αm)k
αm − 2 + k

−b2−αm
∞∑
k=0

(−1)k (1)k
k!

((
a

rB1/αm

)−αm)k
αm − 2 + k

 . (C.5)

By noting that (x)k
(x+1)k

= x
x+k , with x = αm − 2, then (C.5) can be expressed as
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∫ b

a

y dy

1 + 1
B

(
y
r

)αm = rαmB

αm − 2

a2−αm
∞∑
k=0

(1)k
k!

(αm − 2)
(
−
(

a
rB1/αm

)−αm)k
αm − 2 + k

−b2−αm
∞∑
k=0

(1)k
k!

(αm − 2)
(
−
(

a
rB1/αm

)−αm)k
αm − 2 + k

 . (C.6)

The summations in (C.6) correspond to the general expression of the hypergeometric

function given by 2F1(a, b; c;x) =
∞∑
k=0

(a)k(b)k
(c)k

(x)k
k! , and so using this expression we

obtain

∫ b

a

y dy

1 + 1
B

(
y
r

)αm = rαmB

αm − 2

(
a2−αm

2F1

(
1, 1− 2

αm
; 2− 2

αm
;−

(
a

r

)−αm
B

)

−b2−αm
2F1

1, 1− 2
αm

; 2− 2
αm

;−
(
b

r

)−αm
B

 .
(C.7)

In the special case in which b =∞, (C.7) reduces to

∫ ∞
a

y dy

1 + 1
B

(
y
r

)αm = rαmB a2−αm

αm − 2 2F1

(
1, 1− 2

αm
; 2− 2

αm
;−

(
a

r

)−αm
B

)
. (C.8)

Note that the expressions in (C.7) and (C.8) only hold when B is not a function of y,

in which case we cannot find a closed form expression for (C.1). Now, as was stated in

Section 2.2, depending upon φtilt, we have two cases of antenna pattern expressions.

For φtilt <
√
AdB/12 φ3dB we have the sum of two integrals expressed as
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(ηs) in (3.23)

Pc(β) =
∫ rth1

0
2πλmexp

(
−λmπ

{
r2

+ 2
Ns

∫ rth1

r

y dy

1 + 1
β

(
y
r

)α +
∫ ∞
rth1

y dy

1 + G−1(y)
100 β

(
y
r

)α

 dr

+
∫ ∞
rth1

2πλmexp
(
−λmπ

{
r2 + 2

Ns

∫ rth1

r

y dy

1 + F−1(ri)
F−1(r) β

(
y
r

)α

 dr. (C.9)

And for the case of φtilt ≥
√
AdB/12 φ3dB, we have 3 integrals expressed as

Pc(β) =
∫ rth1

0
2πλmrexp

(
−λmπ

{
r2

+ 2
Ns

∫ rth1

r

y dy

1 + 1
β

(
y
r

)α +
∫ rth2

rth1

y dri

1 + F−1(y)
100 β

(
y
r

)α +
∫ ∞
rth2

y dy

1 + 1
β

(
y
r

)α

 dr

+
∫ rth2

rth1
2πλmrexp

(
−λmπ

{
r2

+ 2
Ns

∫ rth2

r

y dy

1 + F−1(y)
F−1(r) β

(
y
r

)α +
∫ ∞
rth2

y dy

1 + 1
β

(
y
r

)α

 dr

+
∫ ∞
rth2

2πλmr exp
−λmπ

r2 + 2
Ns

∫ ∞
r

y dy

1 + F−1(y)
F−1(r) β

(
y
r

)α

 dr. (C.10)

Substituting the expressions (C.7) and (C.8) previously found into (C.9) and (C.10),

we obtain the results in (3.15), which concludes the proof.

C.2 Proof of LImΦ′
f

(ηs) in (3.23)

From (3.22), we have

LIΦ′
f

(ηs) =exp

−λfπ
(ηs)δfEh

[
hδfγ

(
1− δf , ηshR−αfc

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ξ

− R2
cηs

ηs+R
αf
c


 .
(C.11)
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By using the definition of the incomplete Gamma function in ξ, we have

ξ =
∫ ∞

0
hδf e−h

∫ ηshR
−αf
c

0
e−tt−δfdt dh. (C.12)

By using the substitution x = t−1(ηshR−αfc ), we obtain

ξ =
(
ηsR−αfc

)1−δf
∫ ∞

1
xδf−2

∫ ∞
0

h e
−h
(

1+ ηsR
−αf
c
x

)
dh dx

=
(
ηsR−αfc

)1−δf
∫ ∞

1

xδf−2(
1 + ηsR

−αf
c

x

)2 dx

=
(
ηsR−αfc

)1−δf
∫ ∞

1

xδf(
x+ ηsR

−αf
c

)2 dx.

(C.13)

With the help of Maple, the integral can be evaluated in terms of the hypergeometric

function, and so

ξ =
(
ηsR−αfc

)−δf (− 1
ηsR

−αf
c + 1

+2 F1
(
1,−δf ; 1− δf ;−ηsR−αfc

))
. (C.14)

Substituting the value of (C.14) into (C.11), and after some more algebra we obtain

LIΦ′
f

(ηs) = e
−λfπR2

c

(
2F1

(
1,−δf ;1−δf ;−ηsR

−αf
c

)
−1
)

(C.15)

which concludes the evaluation.
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Φ′
f

(ηs) in (3.23)
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